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While China has risen to become a global superpower with a growing impact on the world
economy, its currency, the Renminbi (RMB), has a limited role in the existing international
financial system. China has made significant progress and will continue to push for the
internationalization of the RMB, which can disrupt the global financial system, dominated by
the US dollar. Under such circumstances, Korea must find a new direction for the
internationalization of Korean Won. The internationalization of Korean won will provide new
opportunities for the economy to take a further step through financial advancement.
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Preface

The internationalization of the Korean won has been reported as a
development that could provide excellent opportunities for the Korean
economy to support sustainable growth and future prosperity. First of all, if
the Korean won becomes globally accepted and increases its use as a means of
payment for international transactions, Korean companies will incur less
expense in doing business abroad, and financial institutions will have easier
access to the international market. Second, in the long-term perspective, it
contributes to advancing the financial industry and expanding the local capital
market. Thirdly, by lessening its reliance on the dollar, the Korean economy
can become more resilient to external shocks, which provides government
authorities with more leeway to cope with a sudden shortage of foreign
currency liquidity. Lastly, having a more internationalized currency could
allow Korea to reach more currency swap agreements, enhancing stability in
the exchange market as the importance of the Korean won in the global
financial market increases, for instance through the formation of international
networks.
While Korea stood up as one of the advanced economies in the world, there
are certain tasks remaining before fully liberalizing its foreign exchange
market. Given Korea’s trauma from the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and the
global financial crisis in 2008, many reports assess that the costs of pursuing
the internationalization of the Korean won exceed the benefits involved. The
biggest concern is that the Korean economy would be easily exposed to
speculative attacks on its currency, which could end with a currency crisis.
However, the environment today has significantly improved, allowing such
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risks to be minimized by strong economic fundamentals as well as policy
capability for financial system regulation and supervision.
China has emerged as a global superpower and rapidly increased its
influence on the world economy. At the same time, China is making more of
an effort to promote the internationalization of its currency, the renminbi
(RMB), in order to reduce its reliance on the current global financial system.
The RMB’s internationalization could potentially have a significant impact on
the global financial system, although its currency now plays a limited role in the
existing financial system.
This RMB internationalization process will provide both opportunities and
challenges for Korea to pursue its currency internationalization. China and
Korea can strengthen their financial and economic cooperation to push
forward the internationalization processes of their respective currencies. For
example, China and Korea can take advantage of the Korean won and the
Chinese yuan direct trading markets in Seoul and Shanghai, as discussed in this
publication. Although their roles have been limited, they have substantial
potential considering the scale of trade and investment between the two
countries in the future. At the same time, recent developments indicate the
Korean won is likely to synchronize with the Chinese yuan due to the
economic and geographic proximity. This phenomenon will affect the
internationalization process of the Korean won.
In that context, it is time to reconsider the long-term strategy for the
internationalization of the Korean won. I hope that this publication can
promote active discussions on new visions and policy coordination for
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pursuing the internationalization of the Korean won in the light of RMB
internationalization.
I am very grateful to Professor Yunjong Wang, Dr. Young Sik Jeong, and
Professor Liqing Zhang for their expert editorship. My special thanks also go
to Professor Yiping Huang for sharing his insight about the Chinese
experience of currency internationalization. Finally, I would like to express my
deepest gratitude to the distinguished scholars from Korea and China who
have gladly contributed to this publication.
KIM Heungchong
President, Korea Institute for International Economic Policy
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Forward

Lessons from the Chinese Experience of Currency
Internationalization
Yiping Huang (Peking University)
When Keynes arrived in the United States in 1944 to attend the conference
on international monetary system, he had in his briefcase the proposal for an
international currency, Banco. But quickly the US delegates made it clear that
they were not interested in any proposals other than making the US dollar as
the core international currency. In the following decades, the dollar played an
important role in supporting the international economy. But using sovereign
currency as the major reserve currency contains some internal problems, such
as the “Triffin dilemma”.1) Nevertheless, the potential benefits of having an
international currency are still overwhelming, including seigniorage revenues
and reduced “currency mismatch problem”. Several countries, including
Japan, Germany and Singapore, all embarked on tasks of currency
internationalization.
China is a late-comer in this game but its policies attracted global
attentions. The Chinese authorities took the first step of renminbi (RMB)
internationalization on February 25, 2004, when commercial banks in Hong
Kong started to offer RMB deposit, exchange, remittance and credit card
businesses to individuals. But a well-designed comprehensive program on
1) Zhou, X., 2009, “Reform of the international monetary system,” http://www.china.
org.cn/business/news/2009-03/24/content_17490662.htm.
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RMB internationalization did not start until 2009. The broad background was
that, after the global financial crisis, it became clear that because of problems
such as the “Triffin dilemma”, it would be difficult to continue the US
dollar-dominated international monetary system. The then People’s Bank of
China (PBoC) Governor Zhou Xiaochuan’s original proposal was to expand
the functions of the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) special drawing
rights (SDR). That idea encountered resistance from the US. And China went
along to internationalize its own currency.
China’s process of internationalization of RMB may be divided into several
stages: phase 1 (2004-2008) preparatory steps; phase 2 (2009-2015)
policy-driven and payment function; phase 3 (2015-2016) setback; phase 4
(2017-2020) two-way opening of the financial markets; and phase 5 (2021-)
restarting of RMB internationalization. China has come a long way in
increasing the international roles of RMB - RMB is a part of the IMF’s SDR
basket and is an important currency in international payment and investment.
But it is still far away from becoming a leading international currency, both in
terms of its share of international financial activities and the number of
functions it plays in international financial market.
A few years ago, Gang Fan, Daili Wang and I identified three sets of factors
critical for creating an international currency.2) The first is a large, dynamic and
open economy, which increases international need for using its currency. The
2) Huang, Y., D. Wang and G. Fan, 2014, “Paths to a Reserve Currency: Internationalization
of the Renminbi and Its Implications,” ADBI Working Paper 482, p. 32, Asian
Development Bank Institute, Tokyo.
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second is a well-functioning capital market, with a wide range of financial
products, abundant liquidity and significant openness, which makes it easier
for nonresidents to trade and hold the currency. And the third is a set of
internationally accepted rules, regulations and laws, which underpins
investors’ confidence.
Against the background of the findings above, the Chinese experience of
internationalization of RMB so far offers some useful lessons.
Lesson one: An international currency requires flexible exchange rate
regime.
The “setback” of RMB internationalization from between mid-2015 and
end-2016 was triggered directly by reform of the central parity mechanism of
the exchange rate, which was a very important step toward market-determined
exchange rate. However, the currency was devalued by 2 percent on the day of
reform, which caused wide expectation of further currency depreciation and
significant pressure for capital outflow. Unfortunately, the Chinese authorities
were not yet ready to accept wide fluctuations of the exchange rate then. They
adopted a range of measures to stabilize the exchange rate, including direct
intervention in the foreign exchange market and tightened management of
cross-border capital flows. Some of these measures actually cancelled earlier
efforts of internationalizing the currency, such as allowing capital outflows and
building offshore markets. Therefore, sufficient exchange rate flexibility is an
important precondition for an international currency.
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Lesson two: Efforts of currency internationalization should be built on
market demand.
The pre-2015 initiatives of RMB internationalization were strongly driven
by policy. The authorities pushed hard on including RMB into the SDR and
using RMB for cross-border trade and investment settlement. These initiatives
achieved great successes, as RMB started to play more prominent roles of
means of payment, unit of accounting and vehicle of investment in
international markets. But, in general, the households’ and corporations’
desire to use RMB in international transactions are still limited. Without the
private sector’s active participation, policy-driven initiatives would not be
sustainable.
Lesson three: The investment function is more important than the payment
function.
Internationalization RMB during the early stages focused mainly on
expanding its payment function. But this is not sufficient for an international
currency and often is not sustainable. If nonresidents can only use RMB for
transaction purposes, then its usefulness is quite limited. Hong Kong’s RMB
bank deposits offered a good example: RMB deposits increased rapidly when
the currency appreciated but decline when the currency depreciated. In order
to improve the investment function, China needs to develop a wellfunctioning capital market.
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The good news is that the Chinese authorities re-started its RMB
internationalization policy by taking into account of the above lessons. The
basic goal is to push ahead the efforts “steadily” and “prudently”. For the past
years, the PBoC has basically left the foreign exchange market alone, without
direct intervention. So effective flexibility of the exchange rate has increased.
If this continues as expected, then probabilities of restricting cross-border
capital flows and draining liquidity in offshore market could be substantially
reduced. The authorities are also making significant efforts opening the
financial markets, including lobbying the international financial market indices
to include Chinese equity and bond markets. These efforts already contributed
to increases in foreign institutional money into the domestic financial markets.
However, there is still a significant gap for the domestic financial markets to
become well-functioning, internationally-accepted markets: the domestic
market institutions are not yet compatible with international institutions; they
are highly illiquid, often dominated by retail investors; the capital account is
not yet open sufficiently; and the range of financial products is still quite
narrow, particularly in the case of derivative products. These pose a
fundamental challenge for RMB internationalization – if nonresidents do not
have enough freedom and confidence in holding RMB assets, then it is
difficult to even talk about the investment role of RMB internationally.
Recently, the authorities are also taking measures to improve on this front. In
addition to accelerated steps of opening the financial markets, they also
adopted a new principle of financial market regulation: “setting up good
institutions; no intervention in market operation; and zero tolerance of
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improper market behavior”. But for understandable reasons, building a
well-functioning financial markets will be a long and difficult journey.
Liberalizing China’s capital account, for instance, will definitely be a very slow
process.
However, there is one possible “short-cut”. China already has a wellfunctioning, internationally-accepted financial market – Hong Kong. The only
problems are that Hong Kong and the mainland are separated by capital
account controls and that the Hong Kong financial assets are denominated in
the Hong Kong dollar. But Hong Kong is already the largest RMB offshore
market. The mainland and Hong Kong should work hard to make Hong Kong
China’s most important financial center and the world’s largest RMB financial
center. China can continue to develop its capital markets in Shanghai,
Shenzhen and Beijing, but the Hong Kong market can immediately provide
world class market infrastructure for nonresidents to hold RMB products.
Of the three important contributing factors to an international currency,
China already possesses the first one, a large, open and dynamic economy. But
this is not sufficient and probably not even the most important factor.
Therefore, further efforts internationalizing RMB should focus more on
building a well-functioning financial market and improving on economic and
legal institutions. This will take time. Likewise, internationalization of RMB
can only progress step by step. However, if China can effectively take
advantage of Hong Kong’s already world-class markets and institutions to
support RMB internationalization, then it is possible to jump several steps
along the way.
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Executive Summary

Despite the fact that China and the United States represent the G2 in
terms of economic size, the RMB’s international significance in the
existing international financial system is limited. China has made significant
progress in encouraging RMB internationalization. It has the ability to
disrupt the global financial system, dominated by the US dollar. In order
to seize chances under such circumstance, Korea must find a new
direction for the internationalization of Korean Won.
This collective volume has seven independent papers that investigate
the current and future status of the RMB internationalization and its
impacts and implications on Korean economy. The summarizations of
each paper are as follows: Chapter One explains the background and
motivation of this collective volume. Also, it describes the current status
of the Korean Won Internationalization. Chapter Two provides detailed
descriptions of the current status of RMB internationalization and its
future prospects. Chapter Three examines the performance of Shanghai
and Seoul RMB-KRW direct foreign exchange markets and figures that
such direct FX markets have not been fully developed yet. However, such
markets are expected to become more efficient gradually. Chapter Four
finds that in the gradual evolution of the RMB internationalization, the
KRW is becoming more synchronized with the Chinese yuan. Chapter Five
explores the factors for coupling between the RMB and the KRW. Not
only trade and finance channels but also policy implementations are
important. Chapter Six develops the index for the KRW internationalization
in light of the RMB internationalization. This chapter finds that the RMB
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internationalization may hinder the KRW internationalization. If the
Korean government continues to delay the KRW internationalization, the
benefit from the currency internationalization will become smaller. In that
regard, Chapter Seven emphasizes that at this moment, it is very meaningful
to re-examine the long-term strategy for Korea’s won internationalization.
The internationalization of the Korean won provides a new opportunity
for the country’s financial development, rather than a disruption to the
current global financial system. In the process of the internationalization
of RMB and KRW, China and Korea should further strengthen bilateral
financial and economic cooperation to push forward the process of RMB
and KRW internationalization. Because the RMB or the KRW each have
such a small proportion of the global monetary system, it is premature
to be concerned about competition. Cooperation should take priority. The
key policy suggestions for cooperation between these two currency
internationalizations could at the very least include: (1) increasing the
bilateral currency swap lines (BSLs) and making them more effective; (2)
encouraging more usage of RMB and KRW in bilateral trade and direct
investment; (3) encouraging more Chinese investors to hold KRW
denominated assets and so does the other party; (4) accelerating the
development of offshore RMB market in Seoul while having increasingly
important offshore KRW market in China; (5) strengthening the
coordination and cooperation in exchange rate policies.
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1. Background and Motivation
Many international experts widely shared the view of America’s inevitable
decline when the global financial crisis broke out in 2008. While the U.S. has
been severely hit by financial meltdown and economic damage, China has
shown remarkable resilience with its steady growth trajectory. After the
outbreak of COVID-19, major advanced countries, including the United
States, experienced negative growth once again in 2020, but China showed a
positive growth of 2.3%. Since 2009, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) has
adopted a functional approach to promote the role of the renminbi (RMB),
China’s national currency, as a settlement, investment, and finally reserve
currency. This time again, the Chinese government is expending great policy
efforts to improve the international status of the RMB while expanding the
opening of the capital market.
Although China forms the G2 with the United States in terms of total
economic size (GDP and trade volume), it is still an emerging country. In
order for the currencies of emerging countries to function as key currencies
in the international monetary system, they must escape from the ‘original
sins’ of emerging countries. However, the Chinese government believes that
the complete liberalization of the capital account (full convertibility) and the
transition to a freely floating exchange rate system are not necessarily
prerequisites for currency internationalization. Therefore, it is expected that
China will continue to promote the internationalization of the RMB while
carefully considering economic conditions and progressively liberalizing its
capital account.
The RMB internationalization will someday become a change maker in the
international financial system. Consequently, there will be a power transition
in the international financial market. We cannot yet predict with certainty
when that point will be. However, in the gradual evolution of the RMB
internationalization, the Korean won is highly likely to synchronize with the
Chinese yuan. Participants in the international financial market recognize
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that the Korean economy is highly dependent on the Chinese economy, and
there is also a tendency to use the Korean won as a substitute for hedging
foreign exchange risk against the RMB exchange rate through the relatively
open foreign exchange market in Korea. Korea has not yet taken full-fledged
steps to internationalize the won. There is no domestic consensus on
whether the internationalization of the won is really necessary. At this point,
it is very meaningful to examine the implications of China’s RMB
internationalization for Korea’s won internationalization. This is the reason
for publishing this research report.

2. The Current Status of the Korean Won
Internationalization
In this section, we examine the development, reasons behind the slow
progress, and changes in the economic environment for the KRW (Korean
won) internationalization. First, in overall, the Korean won is not fully
internationalized. In terms of settlement currencies, the KRW remains at a
low level of internationalization. This means that use of the KRW for the
payment and settlement of current account transactions, such as imports and
exports and service transactions, has also been limited. The currencies used
in current account transaction settlements within Korea ranked from the
U.S. dollar (83.4%), the euro (6.5%), the Japanese yen (4.5%), and the RMB
(1.8%), while the KRW accounted for only 4.8% as of 2020 (Table 1-1).
Although KRW trading in the global FX market has increased steadily, the
market share was only 2.0% in April 2019 (Table 1-2). And the level of the
KRW internationalization in terms of investment and international reserve
currencies remains extremely low. The market for Arirang bonds (KRWdenominated bonds issued by foreign entities) is still small, accounting for
1.1% of corporate bond issuance in Korea as of 2019.
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Table 1-1. Current Transaction by Settlement Currencies in Korea
(Unit: bil$, %)

USD

Year

EUR

JPY

RMB

KRW

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

2005

443

82.4

38

7.1

49

9.0

0

2010

746

84.8

51

5.8

63

7.1

0

0.0

6

1.0

0.0

15

1.7

2015

810

83.9

54

5.6

39

4.0

8

0.8

34

3.5

2020

794

83.4

62

6.5

43

4.5

17

1.8

45

4.8

Source: Bank of Korea, ECOS.

Table 1-2. Over-the-Counter (OTC) Foreign Exchange Turnover
(Unit: bil$, %)

Currency

2007

2010

2013

2016

2019

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

USD

2845

85.6

3371

84.8

4662

87.0

4437

87.6

5824

88.3

EUR

1231

37.0

1551

39.0

1790

33.4

1590

31.4

2129

32.3

JPY

573

17.2

754

19.0

1235

23.1

1096

21.6

1108

16.8

GBP

494

14.9

512

12.9

633

11.8

649

12.8

844

12.8

AUD

220

6.6

301

7.6

463

8.6

349

6.9

447

6.8

CAD

143

4.3

210

5.3

244

4.6

260

5.1

332

5.0

CHF

227

6.8

250

6.3

276

5.2

243

4.8

327

5.0

CNY

15

0.5

34

0.9

120

2.2

202

4.0

285

4.3

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

KRW

38

1.1

60

1.5

64

1.2

84

1.7

132

2.0

Note: “Net-net” basis, daily averages.
Source: BIS, Triennial OTC derivatives statistics.

Second, we take a look at the reasons behind the slow progress of the
KRW internationalization. In order for a currency to be fully
internationalized, two conditions must be met: the institutional aspect and
acceptability. The institutional aspect refers to deregulation, such as
liberalization of foreign exchange transactions. Acceptability means the
overseas demand for a currency, which is mainly determined by economic
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size in trade and production, depth and liquidity of the financial market,
fiscal soundness, and the stability of the currency as well. In this sense, the
Korean won is not fully internationalized because both conditions are not
met completely. Here we focus more on the institutional aspect rather than
acceptability in that we try to identify the policy commitment for the KRW
internationalization.
Table 1-3. Development in FX Liberalization by Transaction Type in Korea

Source: Rhee(2011), p. 235; Updated by the author.

As mentioned, the KRW transaction is not completely liberalized. Table
1-3 reports the current status of FX liberalization by transaction type,
indicating the degree of liberalization for each type of transaction. Current
account transactions as well as exchange of the won and entry of the won in
physical form in exports and imports have all been liberalized. In particular,
current account transactions were liberalized via “free KRW accounts”
(1996) exclusively for KRW-denominated securities investment and current
account transactions by non-residents (Seo 2003). However, there still
remains a notification requirement for bringing in or taking out KRW
amounts above USD 10,000 across the border. At the same time, capital
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account transactions are not fully liberalized, which could act as an obstacle
to complete the KRW internationalization. Non-residents are obligated to
report to the Bank of Korea when borrowing amounts of over KRW 30
billion, and to the Ministry of Economy and Finance of Korea for the
issuance of won-denominated securities. Transferring funds to pay for
KRW-denominated transactions between non-residents and the overseas
issuance of KRW-denominated securities by non-residents are also
prohibited, while KRW-denominated assets may be freely purchased through
an exclusive account. As a result, the KRW internationalization as a means of
payment or store of value (borrowing, lending, and securities issuance) is
minimal.
In fact, the liberalization of foreign exchange transactions in Korea has
seen no significant progress since the global financial crisis in 2008. That is,
the current level of liberalization of foreign exchange transactions was
mostly implemented before the global financial crisis. Korea actively
implemented liberalization measures in foreign exchange transactions in
hand with the KRW internationalization after joining the OECD in 1996
and the currency crisis in 1997. In June 1998, the Korean government
announced its “Plan to Liberalize Foreign Exchange Transactions,” and as
the first step of this plan, in April 1999, foreign exchange transactions were
liberalized for financial institutions and companies, and regulation on capital
transactions was changed from a positive system to a negative system, lifting
all restrictions except for those limited by law. As the second stage of this
plan, foreign exchange transactions were liberalized for individuals as well in
January 2001.
In April 2002, “The Medium- and Long-term Development Directions of
the Foreign Exchange Market” was announced. As the first stage of this
policy plan, the foreign exchange system advancement plan was implemented
in July 2002. The second stage of the plan was implemented in January 2006,
when the permit system for capital account transaction was converted to a
reporting system. In November 2007, plans were announced to improve the
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foreign exchange regulations system for establishing a market-friendly
foreign exchange system (Kim and Song 2010). However, in October 2008,
due to the global financial crisis, the schedule for the third phase of the plan
was postponed and is yet to be fully implemented. Since then, two measures
have been carried out to liberalize foreign exchange transactions. One was to
prepare a trade settlement support system using Korea-China currency swap
arrangement and to improve related systems in 2012 and 2013. The other
one was the announcement of “Reform Measures of the Foreign Exchange
System” in June 2015, mainly focused on improving regulations regarding
the foreign exchange transactions of residents. For instance, the prior
notification system for capital transactions was removed with a few exceptions
(Bank of Korea 2016).
Then, why haven’t the further liberalization of foreign exchange
transactions and the internationalization of the won been actively pursued
after the global financial crisis?3) We believe the reason lies in the Korean
government’s evaluation that the benefits of the KRW internationalization
can be achieved in the very long term, while the costs can be realized in the
short term. In other words, the Korean government’s perspective seems to
be that if the KRW internationalization proceeds at a rapid pace, without
securing the demand for the Korean won, the costs will be greater than the
benefits (Choi 2014). The costs of KRW internationalization are as follows:
increased possibility of foreign exchange speculation by non-residents,
undermining the autonomy of macroeconomic policies, and possibility of
appreciation of the Korean won (Table 1-4) (Kim et al. 2015; Kim and Suh

3) However, recently, Deputy Prime Minister Hong Nam-ki and the presidential candidate
of the ruling Democratic Party Lee Jae-myung mentioned that they would push for
Korea’s inclusion in the MSCI developed market index, which is related to the
internationalization of the won. This is because MSCI has been demanding the opening
of a 24-hour offshore currency market and deregulations on the registration of foreign
investors as a condition for being included in the developed market index
(https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/biz/2021/11/488_318085.html#; http://www.
koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20211104 000916).
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2012; Lee 2016; Rhee 2011). On the other hand, the benefits of KRW
internationalization are reducing foreign exchange risk and lowering foreign
exchange transaction costs, prevention of currency crisis (“original sin”), the
development of domestic financial and foreign exchange markets, and
creating seigniorage profits (Table 1-4) (Kim et al. 2015; Kim and Suh 2012;
Rhee 2011). On top of the costs, the Korean government seems to be
concerned about the fact that the Korean economy would be more easily
exposed to speculative attacks, which could result in a currency crisis like
those Korea experienced in 1997 and 2008.
Table 1-4. The Pros and Cons of KRW Internationalization

Source: Authors’ summary.

However, the recent environment for the internationalization of the won
is improving compared to before the global financial crisis. First, the chance
of a currency crisis in Korea has recently decreased compared to the past.
This is mainly because foreign exchange soundness has been improved
significantly. In particular, Korea’s net international investment position
(NIIP) ‒ defined as the difference between an economy’s external financial
assets and liabilities ‒ has been improving significantly, together with an
increase in international reserves, current account surplus, and low external
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short-term ratios. Korea’s NIIP has been steadily recording a positive figure
and continues to increase. Korea’s NIIP turned positive in the third quarter
of 2014 and has since increased to a positive $490.7 billion in the second
quarter of 2021. Remarkably, Korea’s NIIP in the non-reserve sector ‒
excluding international reserves ‒ turned positive at the end of 2018 for the
first time and has since continued to be positive. We believe the growing
positive values of the national NIIP and the non-reserve sector’s NIIP
contribute to mitigating the risk of FX market instability, and to preventing
currency crisis due to speculative attacks by non-residents. Structurally, this
means that Korea has significantly improved its capabilities to use financial
assets held overseas to offset a possible capital flight by foreign investors at
the national level and the non-reserve sector. Although the Korean financial
market was unstable during the pandemic of COVID-19, the situation did
not develop into a financial crisis, and the foreign exchange market was more
stable than the stock market among the financial markets (Jeong 2021).
Figure 1-1. Net International Investment Positions of Korea
(Unit: bil$)

Source: Bank of Korea, ECOS.
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In addition, the expansion of currency swap agreements with major
advanced countries whose currencies are fully internationalized has recently
contributed to lowering the possibility of another currency crisis for Korea,
as well as excessive FX volatility. A feature of Korea’s bilateral currency
swaps after 2014 is that the agreements have been expanded mainly in major
advanced countries such as the U.S., Switzerland, Canada, and Australia,
while the countries that Korea signed currency swaps with were mainly
emerging countries before 2014. In fact, Korea’s currency swap deals with
the U.S. as well as Switzerland, Canada, and Australia have been shown as
contributing to the stabilization of the Korean foreign exchange market
(Jeong et al. 2018).
Next, the Chinese government’s further promotion of RMB
internationalization is also one of the recent changes in the environment for
the KRW internationalization. The continued promotion of RMB
internationalization can provide opportunities for the two countries to
cooperate in the area of currency internationalization. However, in that the
Korean economy is highly dependent on China’s economy, whether the
RMB internationalization will act as an opportunity or a threat to the KRW
internationalization will depend on the efforts of the Korean government. In
conclusion, as the costs associated with the internationalization of the
Korean won have recently declined compared to the past, the Korean
government needs to actively review the promotion of further measures
toward the KRW internationalization.

3. Contributions
Professor Yunjong Wang at Dongduk Women’s University, Dr. Young
Sik Jeong at the Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KIEP),
and Professor Liqing Zhang at the Central University of Finance and
Economics (CUFE) contribute to this Introduction. Dr. Chengjun Zhou of
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the Financial Research Institute, People’s Bank of China, reviews the current
situation and future prospects of the RMB internationalization in Chapter
Two. Chapter Three examines performance of the Shanghai and Seoul
RMB-Korean won direct FX market, by Professor Soojoong Nam at Kongju
National University and Dr. Ji Young Moon at KIEP. In Chapter Four,
Professor Chang Sik Kim and Professor Sunghyun Kim at Sungkyunkwan
University study synchronization of RMB and Korean won. Chapter Five
analyzes factors determining the synchronization of RMB and Korean won
by Professor Jiyoun An at Kyung Hee University and Dr. Hyo Sang Kim at
KIEP. Chapter Six examines effects of RMB internationalization on Korean
won internationalization by Professor Soyoung Kim at Seoul National
University and Dr. Dayoung Yang at KIEP. Lastly, Professor Yunjong Wang
and Professor Liqing Zhang deliver policy proposals and conclusions in
Chapter Seven, including a policy framework for currency internationalization,
proposals for KRW internationalization, and an agenda for RMB and KRW
cooperation.
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In 2020, the new crown epidemic spread widely throughout the world,
and the global economy plunged into the most serious recession since World
War II. Faced with the serious impact of COVID-19, China has made
significant strategic achievements in the prevention and control of epidemic
situation and economic and social development. It has not only become the
only major economy in the world that has achieved positive economic
growth in 2020, but also one of the few major economies that have
implemented the normal monetary policy, the internationalization of RMB
has also reached a new level. The function of RMB as a payment currency
has been continuously enhanced, the function of investment and financing
currency has been continuously deepened, the function of reserve currency
has gradually emerged, the function of valuation currency has further
achieved a breakthrough, and the RMB continues to maintain a stable
position in the global monetary system.
In 2020, the cross-border RMB settlement amounted to RMB by banks on
behalf of customers was 28.39 trillion yuan, up 44.3% yoy, and the amount
reached a record high. The cross-border receipts and payments of RMB
remained balanced as a whole, with a cumulative net outflow of 185.786
billion yuan throughout the year. In the first half of 2021, the total amount of
cross-border receipts and payments of RMB by banks on behalf of
customers was 17.57 trillion yuan, up 38.7% yoy. According to swift data, in
June 2021, RMB ranked fifth among the major international payment
currencies, and the payment amount in RMB accounted for 2.5% of the
payment amount in all currencies, an increase of 0.7 percentage points over
the same period last year. In the first quarter of 2021, RMB ranked fifth in
the official foreign exchange reserve currency composition of IMF,
accounting for 2.5% of the global foreign exchange reserves, an increase of
1.4 percentage points compared with when RMB just joined the SDR basket
in 2016.
In recent years, the logic of RMB internationalization has changed. The
reason why foreign market entities hold RMB has changed from an early
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trade settlement tool to the need of investment appreciation. To make RMB
an international reserve currency, we need to continue to open the financial
market and allow qualified foreign investors to buy, hold and invest RMB
assets. At the same time, in order to enable the foreign market entities to
manage the liquidity and exchange rate risk of RMB assets, we must build a
unified, open, competitive and orderly multi-level foreign exchange market.
RMB will eventually evolve from an international settlement currency to
an international foreign exchange trading currency. Under the background
of building a new development pattern of “dual circulation”, RMB
internationalization is facing new opportunities. In the next stage, the
monetary authorities will further improve the policy support system and
infrastructure arrangements for the cross-border use of RMB, promote the
two-way opening of financial markets, develop the offshore RMB market,
and create a more convenient environment for market players to use RMB.

1. Development Status of RMB
Internationalization
1-1. Cross-border Trade Settlement in RMB
In 2020, China’s cross-border RMB receipts and payments totaled 28.4
trillion yuan, a yoy increase of 44%. The scale of RMB outflow and return
was larger than that in 2019. In 2020, the cross-border RMB collection and
payment again turned into a small deficit, with a receipt / payment ratio of
1.01, including 14.1 trillion yuan in actual receipts and 14.3 trillion yuan in
actual payments. Since 2017, the receipt / payment ratio has remained
balanced and stable. Among them, the RMB settlement business of
cross-border trade under current account has accumulated 6.77 trillion yuan,
an increase of 730 billion yuan over 2019, a yoy increase of 12.1%, higher
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than the growth rate of trade import and export; RMB settlement of
cross-border trade accounted for 19.55% of China’s total trade in goods and
services, an increase of 2.14 percentage points over the end of 2019. Since
2021, the RMB settlement amount of cross-border trade has increased
steadily, accounting for more than 20% of China’s total import and export
in June and July.
Figure 2-1. RMB Settlement of Cross-border Trade
(Unit: billion yuan,%)

Source: Wind Economic Database.

The RMB settlement of cross-border trade is mainly goods trade, and the
service trade has increased steadily. In 2020, RMB settlement of goods trade
totaled 4.79 trillion yuan, an increase of 12.7% over 2019, accounting for
70.8% of the total RMB settlement of cross-border trade in that year; RMB
settlement of service trade totaled RMB 1.98 trillion, with a yoy increase of
10.6%, accounting for 29.3% of the total RMB settlement of cross-border
trade in that year.
In 2020, the cross-border RMB settlement under the capital account
totaled RMB 21.61 trillion yuan with a yoy increase of 58.7%, of which
receipts and payments stood at RMB 11.19 trillion yuan and RMB 10.42
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trillion yuan respectively. The direct investments, securities investments and
cross-border funding accounted for 17.7%, 76.4% and 4.3% of the total
settlement under the capital accounts respectively.

1-2. RMB Financial Transactions
1-2-1. Direct investment in RMB
In 2020, China’s Outward Direct Investment (ODI) and RMB foreign
direct investment (FDI) will increase significantly. Among them, ODI
reached 916.97 billion yuan, an increase of 3.3% over 2019. Domestic
investors made non-financial direct investment in 6790 overseas enterprises
in 127 countries and regions, with a cumulative investment of 759.77 billion
yuan, a yoy decrease of 0.4%. Among them, ODI settled in RMB totaled
1.05 trillion yuan, up 38.2% yoy, reversing the negative growth situation in
2019. From January to July 2021, RMB cross-border receipts and payments
under direct investment increased rapidly.
Figure 2-2. The Monthly Cross-border RMB Settlement
for the Direct Investment from 2019 to Date
(Unit: billion yuan)

Source: PBoC.
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The global investment trend monitoring report released by UNCTAD
shows that in 2020, China’s foreign direct investment surpassed the United
States and became the world’s largest foreign capital inflow country. Against
the backdrop of a sharp decline in global transnational direct investment, in
2020, China’s actual use of foreign capital increased against the trend, and
RMB FDI increased steadily. The actual use of foreign capital in China was
999.98 billion yuan, a yoy increase of 6.2%, and the scale reached a new
record. The scale of FDI settled in RMB reached 2.76 trillion yuan, an
increase of 36.6% over 2019.
1-2-2. RMB securities investment
1-2-2-1. Bond market

In 2020, 374 RMB bonds were issued in the offshore market, an increase
of 89 over 2019, with a total issuance of RMB 206.52 billion, an increase of
15% over 2019. A total of 24 entities in China’s bond market issued 43 issues
of Panda Bonds, with a total issuance scale of 58.65 billion yuan, down
slightly by 1.99% yoy.
1-2-2-2. Stock market

In 2020, the structure of China’s stock market will be further improved
and the financing function will be enhanced. The Shanghai Composite
Index, Shenzhen Component Index and Gem index increased by 13.9
percent, 38.7 percent and 65.0 percent respectively. The average P/E ratio of
A-shares increased from 14.42 times at the beginning of 2020 to 16.76 times
at the end of 2020 for Shanghai and 34.51 times for Shenzhen from 26.73
times at the beginning of 2020. At the same time, China’s capital market
continues to accelerate the pace of opening up. On September 10, 2020, the
CSRC, the People’s Bank of China and the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange issued the new QFII/RQFII Regulations, announcing the
complete abolition of the investment quota limit for qualified foreign
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investors, and continuing to lower the entry threshold, expand the scope of
investment and strengthen continuous supervision. After the implementation
of the new rules, the space and convenience of foreign investment in China’s
stock and bond markets have been further improved.
By the end of 2020, 45 new qualified foreign institutional investors had
been established in China, and the number of qualified foreign institutional
investors reached 558. The value and proportion of foreign investors in A
stock market increased steadily. In 2020, RQFII business inflow was 1.29
trillion yuan, outflow was 1.24 trillion yuan, and net inflow was 52.631 billion
yuan.
1-2-2-3. RMB assets held by overseas entities

The prospect of maintaining and increasing the value of RMB assets is
favored by more and more overseas institutions and individuals. In 2020, the
amount of domestic RMB stocks, bonds, loans, deposits and other financial
assets held by overseas institutions and individuals totaled 8.98 trillion yuan,
an increase of 40.11% over 2019, continuing the growth momentum since
2016 and increasing significantly. By June 2021, the balance of domestic
RMB financial assets held by non-residents had increased to 10.26 trillion
yuan. Among them, the market value of stocks is 3.76 trillion yuan, the
balance of bond custody is 3.84 trillion yuan, the balance of deposits is 1.49
trillion yuan, and the balance of loans is 1.16 trillion yuan. Stocks and bonds
Table 2-1. Domestic RMB Financial Assets Held by Non-residents
(Unit: billion yuan)

Instruments

Dec. 2019

Jun. 2020

Dec. 2020

Mar.2021

Jun. 2021

Stocks

2,101.88

2,456.76

3,406.56

3,361.37

3,763.43

Bonds

2,262.93

2,572.42

3,335.08

3,652.10

3,837.68

Loans

833.16

972.05

963.02

1,098.91

1,164.81

Deposits

1,214.87

1,182.45

1,280.33

1,281.61

1,489.57

Total

6,412.84

7,183.68

8,984.99

9,393.98

10,255.49

Source: PBoC.
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in the domestic financial market have become the main varieties of RMB
assets allocated by overseas entities.
1-2-3. Domestic RMB in foreign exchange trading
According to the statistics of the State Administration of foreign exchange,
the annual trading volume of China’s foreign exchange market in 2020 was
206.38 trillion yuan, a yoy increase of 2.73%. In terms of spot foreign
exchange market and foreign exchange derivatives market, spot foreign
exchange transactions amounted to 82.06 trillion yuan, an increase of 4.78%
yoy; The turnover of foreign exchange derivatives was 123.98 trillion yuan, a
yoy increase of 1.42%, accounting for 60.17% in the foreign exchange
market, with a slight decrease. From the perspective of bank to customer
trading market and inter-bank foreign exchange market, the trading volume
of bank to customer market was 31.24 trillion yuan, a yoy increase of
10.08%; The transaction volume of the inter-bank foreign exchange market
was 174.79 trillion yuan, a yoy increase of 1.52%.
Table 2-2. The Trading Volume of the RMB against Currencies
in the Interbank Foreign Exchange Spot Market in 2020
(Unit: billion yuan)

Currency

USD

EUR

JPY

HKD

Trading
Volume

553205.22

14194.94

Currency

CHF

CAD

MYR

RUB

ZAR

KRW

AED

SAR

Trading
Volume

134.79

337.01

5.050

143.68

1.75

61.53

8.92

21.68

Currency

HUF

PLN

DKK

SEK

NOK

TRL

MXN

THB

Trading
Volume

15.83

15.97

54.66

28.11

11.25

9.50

9.11

358.88

2733.76 1456.62

GBP
586.77

AUD

NZD

588.75 214.39

SGD
839.99

Source: China Foreign Exchange Trade System (CFETS).
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In the past five years, the forex derivatives market grew significantly from
2016 to 2018, and has steadily developed since then, with the size basically
unchanged. In 2020, the transaction value of foreign exchange derivatives
involved by overseas institutions reached 5.0558 trillion yuan, up 101.8% yoy.

1-3. RMB as an International Reserve Currency
According to the data of IMF’s Currency Composition of Official Foreign
Exchange Reserves, the scale of RMB global foreign exchange reserves
increased from US $90.29 billion in 2016 to US $267.52 billion in 2020,
realizing ten consecutive quarters of growth. By the end of the first quarter
of 2021, the scale of RMB reserves had reached US $287.46 billion,
accounting for 2.45% of the total foreign exchange reserves in the indicated
currencies. At present, 75 countries and regions have incorporated RMB into
foreign exchange reserves. The increase in the share of RMB global foreign
exchange reserves fully reflects the attraction of RMB assets in terms of
security, openness and convenience.
Figure 2-3. Size and Proportion of RMB
in Official Foreign Exchange Reserves
(Unit: millions of US dollars, %)

Source: IMF, Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange Reserves (COFER).
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In terms of RMB currency swap between central banks, since 2008, the
People’s Bank of China has signed bilateral local currency swap agreements
with central banks or monetary authorities of 39 countries and regions,
covering major developed and emerging economies in the world and the
location of major offshore RMB markets. In 2020, the people’s Bank of
China successively renewed bilateral local currency swap agreements with
the Bank of Korea (central bank) and the Hong Kong Monetary Authority,
with a total scale of 900 billion yuan. By the end of 2020, there were 30
effective agreements on RMB currency swap, with a total amount of RMB
3.6 trillion. In January 2021, the people’s Bank of China renewed the bilateral
local currency swap agreement with the Bank of Thailand (central bank) and
the Bank of Canada (Central Bank of Canada), with a total scale of 270
billion yuan. The signing of the RMB bilateral local currency swap agreement
is conducive to providing liquidity support for the offshore RMB market,
strengthening financial cooperation between the two countries, promoting
bilateral trade and investment facilitation and maintaining financial stability.

1-4. RMB Exchange Rates
At the end of 2020, the CFETS RMB exchange rate index was 94.84, with
a yoy appreciation of 3.78%; The RMB exchange rate indexes of bis currency
basket and SDR currency basket were reported at 98.68 and 94.23
respectively, up 3.78% and 2.64% yoy respectively. According to the data of
the BIS, in 2020, the RMB effective exchange rate index experienced a trend
of first rising, then declining, stopping falling and recovering. At the end of
the year, the nominal effective exchange rate index was 119.04, with a yoy
appreciation of 4.05%; The real effective exchange rate index reached a
10-month high of 126.31, with a yoy appreciation of 3.33 %.
Since 2020, the RMB exchange rate has increased and decreased, two-way
floating has become the norm, and the RMB exchange rate has remained
basically stable at a reasonable and balanced level. The central parity rate of
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RMB against the US dollar showed a trend of depreciation first and then
rise. The exchange rate at the end of the year was 6.5249, with a year-on-year
appreciation of 6.92%. The two-way fluctuation of RMB against the euro
increased, and the exchange rate at the end of the year was 8.0250, with a
year-on-year depreciation of 2.61%; The trend of RMB against the yen was
relatively stable, and the exchange rate at the end of the year was 6.3236, with
a year-on-year appreciation of 1.34%; RMB fluctuated greatly against
sterling. The exchange rate at the end of the year was 8.8903, with a yearon-year appreciation of 2.92%.
Figure 2-4. The Tendency of the Domestic RMB Exchange Rate
against the USD

Source: Wind Economic Database.

1-5. Development of the Offshore RMB Market
Since 2020, there has been a divergence in the interest rates of various
term offshore RMB. At the end of 2020, the overnight lending rate of RMB
Hong Kong Interbank Offered Rate (HIBOR) rose to 4.03%, a significant
increase over the end of 2019. The 7-day, 3-month and 1-year interest rates
were 2.96%, 2.88% and 3.07% respectively, with varying degrees of increase
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and decrease compared with the end of 2019. As of September 15, 2021, the
offshore RMB interest rate has generally increased compared with the end of
2020, and the short-term interest rate has dropped.
Figure 2-5. Movement of Hong Kong SAR of China’s Offshore RMB
Lending Rate since 2020 (1)

Source: Wind Economic Database.

Figure 2-6. Movement of Hong Kong SAR of China’s Offshore RMB
Lending Rate since 2020 (2)

Source: Wind Economic Database.
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In 2020, the trend of offshore RMB (CNH) exchange rate is basically
consistent with that of onshore RMB (CNY), showing a two-way fluctuation
trend. In 2020, the average price difference between CNY and CNH
exchange rates was 118.82 basis points. In the first five months of 2020, the
offshore RMB exchange rate generally weakened, with the lowest closing at
7.1766. Since then, the offshore RMB began to rise gradually, closing at
6.5030 at the end of the year, an appreciation of 6.59% over the end of the
previous year. The quotation of one-year NDF rose on the whole, with an
appreciation of 5.25% for the whole year. Since 2021, the offshore RMB
exchange rate in Hong Kong has depreciated first and then increased against
the US dollar, and two-way fluctuations have become the norm.
Figure 2-7. Movement of Hong Kong SAR of China’s Offshore RMB
Exchange Rate against the USD

Source: Wind Economic Database.

By the end of 2020, the RMB deposits in Hong Kong SAR of China was
RMB 721.6 billion yuan, ranking first in offshore RMB markets, with a yoy
increase of 14.1%. The RMB deposits in Taiwan, China was RMB 244.1
billion yuan, with a yoy decrease of 6.48%. The RMB deposits in Singapore
was RMB 134 billion yuan, with a yoy increase of 13.56%.
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In 2020, the overall scale of offshore RMB loans remained stable, and the
balance of RMB loans in the main offshore market was 528.55 billion yuan.
The offshore RMB bond market is developing steadily. According to
incomplete statistics, countries and regions with offshore RMB settlement
arrangements issued RMB bonds totaling 331.96 billion yuan in 2020, an
increase of 14.2% yoy.

2. Evolution Logic of RMB Internationalization
2-1. Logical Transformation of RMB Internationalization
Although the RMB internationalization started late, it has still made
remarkable achievements. In recent years, some changes have taken place
in the internationalization of RMB. At the initial stage of RMB
internationalization, RMB was mainly used for international trade settlement
between China and neighboring countries. During this period, the RMB
continued to appreciate on the whole. Between 2009 and 2014, the RMB
appreciated by nearly 40%. After China joined the WTO in 2001, it quickly
became the world’s largest international trading country, promoting the
international use of RMB to exceed 10 trillion yuan in 2015 from only a few
billion yuan in 2009. With this process, the international use of RMB
continues to advance.
However, after 2016, the logic of RMB internationalization has changed.
First, the ratio of China’s foreign trade surplus to GDP has dropped from
more than 10% in the early stage to less than 2%. Second, after the “August
11” exchange rate reform in 2015, the RMB has obvious depreciation
pressure. Devaluation pressure was very prominent in 2016. In the second
half of 2014, the media and academic circles were discussing whether the
RMB exchange rate would “break 6” and enter the era of 5; By the second
half of 2016, market players were worried about whether the RMB would
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“break 7”. In terms of business innovation and development and the
acceptance of RMB by the international community, the internationalization
of RMB was still moving forward during this period.
At this time, the logic of RMB internationalization and the motivation of
overseas market players to accept, use, invest and hold RMB have actually
undergone very profound changes. The reason why more overseas market
entities hold RMB has gradually changed from an early trade settlement tool
to an investment value-added asset, forming RMB investment and reserve
assets. Around 2016, with the entry of RMB into SDR, the people’s Bank of
China and the State Administration of foreign exchange issued a series of
measures to open the domestic financial market. To make RMB an
international reserve currency, we must first open the financial market and
allow foreign central banks and sovereign wealth investors to enter the
Chinese market to buy RMB denominated financial assets.
Overall, RMB financial assets are very attractive. Take the return on
10-year Treasury bonds as an example. In most countries, this typical
risk-free rate of return is often the pricing benchmark of their financial
markets and financial assets. By the end of 2020, the return on 10-year
Treasury bonds of the United States is about 0.91%; In Europe, the return
on 10-year Treasury bonds is zero or lower. For example, Germany is about
- 0.6% and France is about - 0.3%; In Japan, this indicator is usually around
0. In contrast, China’s 10-year Treasury bond returns as high as 3.3%. For
overseas international investors, buying China’s basically risk-free 10-year
Treasury bond product has a return of about 240 BP higher than investing in
U.S. 10-year Treasury bonds. If calculated on the basis of China’s 2015 and
2016 10-year treasury bond yield exceeding 4%, the spread is even higher. As
long as the market is open, a large number of foreign investors will be willing
to come in and buy and hold RMB denominated financial assets, so as to
share the benefits of high return on RMB assets and the dividends of China’s
rapid economic growth. Especially after the outbreak of COVID-19, the
international financial market turbulence, it is difficult for international
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investors to find relatively safe and high return assets. At this time, RMB
increasingly reflects the characteristics of safe assets. From January to
August 2020, the scale of RMB assets increased by foreign investors
exceeded 1 trillion yuan. In July 2020 alone, the scale of increased holdings
exceeded 560 billion yuan.

2-2. Logic and Motivation of New Opportunities for RMB
Internationalization
2-2-1. The further opening of financial markets helps the
internationalization of RMB
International investors, whether central bank investors, sovereign wealth
investors or other foreign qualified institutional investors, are willing to enter
China’s financial market to buy, hold and invest in RMB denominated
financial assets. The reason why foreign investors can buy, invest and hold
RMB assets is that China’s financial market is more and more widely opened
to the outside world, allowing qualified foreign investors to buy financial
products, including stocks, bonds, funds, financial products, etc. Therefore,
the process of RMB internationalization at this stage has been closely linked
with the deep opening of China’s financial market.
2-2-2. The opening of foreign exchange market and the RMB
internationalization
Once an overseas market entity purchases, invests and holds RMB assets,
it means that it holds financial assets denominated in non local currency,
which requires the overseas market entity to do at least two things: first,
carry out liquidity management to ensure that part of the funds held can be
used for international payment and purchase at any time, or for debt
repayment. Second, carry out exchange rate risk management, avoid currency
mismatch risk caused by holding these non local currency financial assets,
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and conduct hedging transactions and hedging for these non local currency
positions and assets. This means that for non resident investors holding
RMB assets, there needs to be a RMB foreign exchange market that can be
traded at any time, so that these non resident investors can carry out
corresponding liquidity management and hedging transactions at any time
after investing and holding RMB assets. At this time, when examining the
relationship between RMB internationalization and financial market opening,
we need to realize that the opening of financial market is not only the
opening of RMB capital market and money market to foreign investors, but
also the opening of foreign exchange market, so that foreign market subjects
can carry out good RMB liquidity management, and foreign exchange risk
hedging transactions after holding RMB assets.
2-2-3. Profound changes in the formation mechanism of
RMB exchange rate under the condition of RMB
internationalization
In the process of promoting the internationalization of RMB, it should be
dominated by RMB, and the overseas market subjects complete the
conversion of RMB in the overseas offshore market. This means that the
RMB exchange market for other currencies is mainly offshore, and the
offshore RMB foreign exchange market may be larger, more fully developed,
more active and deeper than the onshore RMB foreign exchange market, so
that the offshore RMB foreign exchange market and its transactions will play
a more important role in the formation and determination of the RMB
exchange rate.
In the short term, the exchange rate depends on the supply and demand of
the foreign exchange market. Especially for international currencies, it is the
global market players who hold this currency and its assets, conduct frequent
and in-depth transactions in the global foreign exchange market, and finally
form an equilibrium price. Taking the US dollar as an example, the average
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daily trading volume of the global US dollar foreign exchange market is
about US $6 trillion, of which 4.8 trillion occurs outside the United States
and the remaining about 1.2 trillion occurs in the United States. The US
dollar exchange rate is determined by the global US dollar foreign exchange
transactions with an average daily value of 6 trillion, of which the offshore
US dollar foreign exchange transactions with an average daily value of 4.8
trillion are more important. Moreover, the offshore US dollar foreign
exchange transactions are generally not supervised by the Federal Reserve,
and the US Treasury and the White House are even more unable to
supervise.
RMB is no exception. In the future, if a large number of non-resident
investors around the world hold RMB assets, when they conduct extensive
liquidity management and hedging transactions, they need to conduct RMB
foreign exchange transactions in the global RMB foreign exchange market.
At this time, it is the global RMB foreign exchange transactions that
determine the RMB exchange rate. Currently, of the global average daily
RMB foreign exchange transactions equivalent to US $284 billion, only more
than US $120 billion occurred in China, and the other more than US $160
billion occurred in the offshore market. In fact, it is difficult for the
People’s Bank of China to intervene and determine offshore RMB foreign
exchange transactions and price formation. With the promotion of RMB
internationalization, ultimately the RMB exchange rate should be handed
over to the market, but also to the global RMB market. As a result, despite
the recent appreciation of the RMB, the central bank has moved away from
regular intervention in the RMB exchange rate and left it more to the market
to determine the RMB exchange rate. For any international currency, its
exchange rate must be determined by market transactions, and more by
offshore market transactions, and it is difficult for the central bank to
determine its exchange rate.
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3. Prospect of RMB Internationalization
The RMB internationalization is a market-driven process fundamentally.
In recent years, the cross-border use of RMB has maintained rapid growth.
Especially in the context of COVID-19’s impact on global trade, finance and
economy, the cross border use of RMB remains resilient and showing
growth. The new development pattern of double circulation has created
good conditions for the RMB internationalization. In the future, RMB
internationalization will steadily progress with the orientation on market
force and serving the real economy.

3-1. RMB Internationalization under the New
Development Pattern of “Dual Circulation”
The Fifth Plenary Session of the 19th CPC Central Committee put
forward the requirements of building a new development pattern of “dual
circulation” and realizing the goal of opening to the outside world at a higher
level. Accelerating the formation of a new development pattern with the
domestic big cycle as the main body and the mutual promotion of domestic
and international double cycles is an important strategic plan for China’s
economy to grasp the new development stage, implement the new
development concept and achieve high-quality development. It will also
effectively promote the internationalization of RMB to a new level. The high
level of internal circulation means the improvement of domestic technology
and industrial supply chain, as well as the healthy development of the real
economy and financial market. These factors have laid the basic conditions
for the internationalization of RMB and fundamentally created the demand
for RMB by various market subjects. The smooth international circulation
can meet the needs of market subjects for RMB through foreign trade,
transnational investment, international financial transactions and services.
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In the new round of globalization pattern and supply chain and industry
chain adjustment, Chinese enterprises can rely on market-oriented RMB
exchange rate formation mechanism and market-oriented RMB exchange
rate price signal in the process of allocating production lines and optimizing
resources around the world. When international investors widely hold RMB
assets and carry out RMB foreign exchange transactions all over the world, it
will not only form a market-based equilibrium RMB exchange rate, but also
peg the currencies of countries with close investment and trade exchanges
with China to the RMB, especially the neighboring countries and countries
along the “Belt and Road”, making the RMB become the “currency anchor”
for these countries. The RMB exchange rate thus formed will become a very
good price signal for Chinese enterprises to adjust their supply chains and
production lines globally and promote the upgrading of industrial structure.

3-2. The Belt and Road Initiative and RMB
Internationalization
The Belt and Road initiative is a major move for China to implement
all-round opening-up under the new historical conditions, and it is also an
active exploration of international cooperation and new mode of global
governance. The initiative has provided a wider and convenient opportunity
for the regional use and global promotion of RMB, and has opened a new
pattern of RMB internationalization.
The economic and trade ties between China and the Belt and Road
countries are getting closer. In particular, against the backdrop of declining
global trade and shrinking trade scale, trade in the region has grown steadily.
The internationalization of RMB is conducive to reducing trade risks
between China and the Belt and Road countries, promoting the
development of trade between China and the Belt and Road countries and
providing lasting impetus for bilateral economic growth. Cross-border RMB
financial services provided by Chinese banks, especially trade financing, can
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provide important financial support for trade cooperation under the Belt and
Road Initiative. More use of RMB in investment and financing projects will
not only help reduce currency exchange costs of countries along the Belt and
Road, effectively alleviate currency misallocation and avoid exchange rate
risks, but also deepen production capacity cooperation among countries
along the Belt and Road and realize resource sharing and risk sharing. In
addition, many countries along the Belt and Road are important exporters
and importers of crude oil, natural gas and other bulk commodities, but lack
commodity pricing power. Therefore, China’s bulk commodity futures
market can be further developed to promote the pricing of bulk commodities
in RMB.

3-3. The Impact of Digital Currency on the RMB
Internationalization
DCEP (Digital Currency Electronic Payment) is a digital legal currency
based on the broad account system, relying on Internet technologies such as
block-chain and electronic encryption, endorsed by the state and issued by
the central bank. From the perspective of payment efficiency, the central
bank’s digital currency has upgraded the form of currency, greatly improved
the settlement efficiency of international trade, reduced payment costs, and
intuitively enhanced the security and convenience of cross-border payment.
Therefore, digital RMB is expected to promote the internationalization of
RMB, but its role in the RMB internationalization still needs to be viewed
calmly. The main reason is that the existing digital currency technology,
policies and relevant path arrangements have not yet solved the pain points
and difficult problems of global trade and investment activities.
There are problems in cross-border economic activities, such as
information asymmetry, legal risk and trading partner risk, solvency risk and
exchange rate risk exposure due to currency conversion. On the whole, from
the basic management framework that international economic activities,
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especially investment and trade activities need to rely on, we can’t see that
digital currency can effectively solve the above problems. The form of
money may continue to develop with the progress of technology, but the
payment means, credit intermediary, value storage and risk management
functions behind it will not change. What FinTech does is to give full play to
these functions of money as much as possible and reduce its cost. The
impact of digital currency on RMB internationalization needs to be further
studied and the mechanism needs to be clarified, and fully prepared and
analyzed technically.

3-4. Establishing a Global RMB Foreign Exchange Trading
Market and Promoting the Development of Offshore
RMB Financial Services
At present, foreign non-resident investors have a great demand for
holding RMB assets. First, with more and more capital account opening,
overseas non-resident investors are willing to invest in RMB assets.
Secondly, in cross-border trade, China will encourage, guide and support
enterprises to settle in RMB, and overseas market players will have more
RMB. In order to enable non-resident investors to hold and invest renminbi
assets on the basis of local laws, rather than having to open accounts in
mainland China. It is necessary to establish a global RMB foreign exchange
trading market and the corresponding infrastructure, so that investors can
carry out hedging and foreign exchange transactions in the local foreign
exchange market in accordance with local laws and regulations after holding
RMB assets. At the same time, we will promote the development of onshore
and offshore RMB financial services, and make steady progress in opening
the capital account and making the RMB convertible.
In recent years, China and South Korea have had close trade and
investment exchanges. China has become South Korea’s largest trading
partner, the largest export market and the largest source of imports. South
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Korea is China’s third largest trading partner. According to statistics, by the
end of 2020, South Korea’s actual investment in China had totaled US
$86.19 billion, and China’s actual investment in South Korea had totaled US
$8.23 billion. With the deepening of China ROK economic and trade
cooperation, the use of bilateral local currency needs to be expanded. In
October 2020, the people’s Bank of China and the Bank of Korea renewed
the bilateral local currency swap agreement, and the swap scale expanded
from the original 360 billion yuan / 64 trillion won to 400 billion yuan / 70
trillion won. The renewal of the bilateral local currency swap agreement
between the central banks of China and South Korea will play a positive
role in maintaining the stability of the financial market, expanding the use of
local currency between China and South Korea, and help promote the
facilitation of trade and investment. In addition to obtaining lower
transaction costs and faster transaction receipt and payment process, the
RMB ROK direct transaction mechanism will also help to increase the
liquidity of RMB and ROK in the direct transaction market, jointly
promote the development of the direct transaction markets of the two
countries, so as to better promote the process of RMB internationalization.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of Chapter Three is to empirically analyze the effect of
changes in exchange volume on the volatility of the won/yuan exchange rate
following the opening of the direct Korean won/Chinese yuan (KRWRMB) exchange market.
The direct KRW-RMB exchange market was established in Seoul on July
3, 2014 and in Shanghai on June 27, 2016. By opening the direct exchange
market, Korea can improve external stability by diversifying corporate
settlement currencies, while China can promote the internationalization of
RMB by expanding its RMB exchange markets.
The opening of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market indicates a change
of micro-structure of KRW-RMB exchange market, which can increase
trading volumes with lower transaction fees. However, the settlement
volume of the direct KRW-RMB exchange markets is small in both South
and China. In Korea, the KRW-RMB daily trading volume increased
dramatically from $160 million dollars to $2.47 billion in 2015 but remains $2
billion since then. In China, the trading volume is much smaller. The volume
has been decreased to 424 million yuan in May 2021 after its peak of 6.165
billion RMB in July 2017, following the worsening of relations between
South Korea and China due to the THAAD deployment in South Korea. In
spite of the current low transaction volume, the potential to utilize the direct
KRW-RMB exchange market still exists. China is still one of Korea’s largest
trading partners and capital transactions for RMB bond markets can be
further increased as Chinese bond market is open wider for foreign
investors. According to increasing of trading volume in the direct KRWRMB exchange markets, this paper investigates how the changes of trading
volume can influence the volatilities of exchange rate in the direct KRWRMB exchange market.
The traditional studies to explain exchange rate fluctuations mainly
consider macro factors such as monetary approaches and portfolio approaches.
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As they assume that market participants have homogeneous and symmetric
information for the transactions (Frankel and Rose 1994; O’Hara 1995;
Lyons 1995), these studies often overlook the influence of microstructure of
foreign exchange market and have very low explanatory power for the
exchange rate volatility. Even though the recent results of empirical studies
with traditional macroscopic theories indicate that the macroscopic
approaches can be useful to explain the long-term trend of exchange rates,
but their explanatory power is weak regarding monthly and daily exchange
rate movements.
In order to overcome these limitations of traditional theories,
microstructural approaches are developed by focusing on microscopic
information such as order flow.4) Some studies have begun to pay attention
to the effects of changes in the microstructure of the foreign exchange
market, such as information and institutions. Therefore, this study
empirically analyzes the effect of KRW-RMB trading volume on exchange
rate fluctuations in the direct exchange markets opened in Seoul and
Shanghai by employing microstructure approaches.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 introduces the current
status of the direct KRW-RMB exchange markets in Seoul and Shanghai.
Section 3 empirically analyzes the effect of the trading volume of the direct
KRW-RMB exchange markets on KRW-RMB exchange rate volatility.
Section 4 presents conclusions and policy implications.

4) Trading volume and order flow are different concepts. For example, if a foreign exchange
dealer buys (sells) $10, the trading volume is the same at 10, but the order flow is displayed
as +10(-10). Therefore, order flow can be viewed as a numerical value of the net buying or
net selling pressure obtained by dividing the trading order volume into buying and selling
volumes and encoding them.
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2. Direct KRW-RMB Exchange Markets in
Seoul and Shanghai
Direct exchanges between Korea won and Chinese yuan (KRW-RMB) in
Seoul began with an agreement on a direct KRW-RMB exchange market at
the Korea-China summit on July 3, 2014.5) There are several benefits for
both China and Korea. It benefits China to promote the internationalization
of RMB for China, which started in 2009 by opening direct exchange
markets including in Hong Kong, Taiwan, etc. For Korea, the opening of
direct KRW-RMB exchange markets can creates new opportunities in the
financial industry and improves external stability by diversifying corporate
settlement currencies for Korea. Individuals and financial institutions can
trade RMB directly through commercial banks in Korea. It is expected to
improve Korea’s financial market stability, which is highly volatile according
to the global market. Also, it solve the problem of accumulating RMB assets
in Korea, which has been difficult in the case of the RMB clearing bank in
Hong Kong.
Before the direct KRW-RMB exchange market began, double trading
processes were to buy and sell RMB with KRW. One is a KRW-USD
transaction in a domestic interbank market and the other is a USD-RMB
transaction in the offshore interbank market, mostly in Hong Kong. After
the direct KRW-RMB exchange market opened, it became possible to make
KRW-RMB transactions directly, which saves transaction time and fees
(Figure 3-1).
The Bank of Communications is designated as the RMB clearing bank
in Seoul, Korea, and the Bank of Korea selects a market maker every year
and provides them with transaction benefits in order to revitalize the direct

5) Government press release (October 31, 2014), “RMB trading revitalization plan to
become an RMB financial center,” https://www.korea.kr/news/pressReleaseView.do?
newsId= 156015912 (accessed on August 31, 2021).
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KRW-RMB exchange market. In 2021, 11 banks were selected as market
makers of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market.6) They are six domestic
banks (Kookmin Bank, Shinhan Bank, Woori Bank, Industrial Bank of
Korea, KEB Hana Bank, and Korea Development Bank), and five Korea
branches of foreign banks (Bank of Communications, China Construction
Bank, Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial Bank, and Hong Kong
Shanghai Banking Corporation).7)
These 11 banks play a role in leading price formation and supplying
liquidity to the direct exchange market by continuously offering bid-ask
prices. In order to alleviate the transaction costs of these market makers,
several benefits are provided as well. First, Macro-Prudential Stability Levies8)
for RMB-denominated debt are exempted and partially reduced in
connection with direct market performance. Second, brokerages for foreign
currencies, Korean money brokerage, and Seoul Money brokerage would
discount brokerage fees according to the transaction performance of the
market makers.9)

6) The foreign exchange prudential levy is a levy imposed on financial companies for foreign
exchange business and foreign exchange liabilities to minimize the uncertainty of the
financial market due to the rapid inflow of foreign currency funds. It is calculated by
multiplying the balance of non-depositable foreign currency liabilities by the charge rate
not exceeding 5/1000. Foreign Exchange Transactions Act (Enforced on March 24, 2021
https://law.go.kr/LSW/lsInfoP.do?lsiSeq=191033&viewCls=engLsInfoR&urlMode=
engLsInfoR# 0000 (accessed on August 30, 2021).
7) Bank of Korea (December 29, 2020).
8) The Minister of Strategy and Finance may impose and collect a macro-prudential
instability levy on a financial company to minimize instability in the financial markets
following sudden inflows and outflows of foreign capital and to ensure the sound
development of the national economy. Foreign Exchange Transactions Act, https://
law.go.kr/LSW/lsInfoP.do?lsiSeq=191033&viewCls=engLsInfoR&urlMode=engLsInfo
R#0000 (accessed on August 30, 2021).
9) Bank of Korea (February 27, 2015).
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Figure 3-1. KRW-RMB Trading Mechanisms

Source: Written by the author by referring to expert meeting materials.

At the beginning of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market, the settlement
system was linked to the China natural Advanced Payment System (CNAPS).
In order to support RMB clearing and settlement services, China developed
the RMB Cross-border International Payment System (CIPS). It was
developed in two phases. Phase I was launched in October 2015, and Phase
II began in May 2018. Currently, CIPS is employed for the settlement system
in the direct exchange market.
Under the CIPS operating mechanism, CIPS accounts are connected with
the China Central Bond Generalized System, RMB Cross-Border Payment
Management Information System (RCPMIS), High-Value Payment System
(HVPM), and China Foreign Exchange Trading System in China (Figure
3-2).
The primary purpose of the China Central Bond Generalized System is
the registration, custody, and settlement of bonds in the interbank bond
market, and it also supports pledge financing and pledge guarantee. The
RCPMIS collects information on cross-border RMB transactions, and
HVPS handles local high-value credit transfers to domestic direct participants
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Figure 3-2. CIPS Operating Mechanism

Source: Xiong (2015), “Introduction and Discussion on the Current Status of RMB Cross-border
Payment System,” Medern Business (in Chinese).

and urgent low-value transfers electronically. The China Foreign Exchange
Trade System supports RMB fund settlement in the interbank foreign
exchange market. CIPS signed an MOU with SWIFT in March 2016 to
provide a safe network that enables CIPS members to send and receive
transaction information overseas.
There are several participants in CIPS: direct participants, indirect
participants, and custodian banks. Direct participants refer to institutions
with CIPS accounts, CIPS bank numbers, or domestic/foreign banks,
clearing and settlement institutions that handle RMB cross-border
settlements through CIPS. They are connected to CIPS by an in-line
business system or dedicated front-end system. Instructions that are sent or
received through CIPS are transmitted through private or general networks.
Domestic direct participants use private networks, while overseas direct
participants use private network lines or SWIFT networks.
Indirect participants refer to institutions without CIPS accounts but with
CIPS bank numbers. They should entrust direct participants to carry out
cross-border RMB settlements. Custodian banks sign a contract for the
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settlement service with foreign direct participants of CIPS and provide
depository accounts and other related services.
There were 19 direct participants and 176 indirect participants when CIPS
phase I was released. However, by the end of 2019, the number of CIPS
members grew larger and there are now 33 direct participants and 903
indirect participants.10)
In the Seoul direct KRW-RMB exchange market, the average daily trading
volume was 2.29 billion dollars in 2020, which is the second-largest among
spot foreign exchange transactions of foreign exchange banks.11) The
KRW-RMB daily trading volume has surged from $160 million (2014) to
$2.47 billion (2015) since the direct exchange market opened. However,

Table 3-1. Volume of Spot Foreign Exchange Transactions
(Unit: 100 million dollars, %)

Currency

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

weight
(as of 2020)

KRW/USD

142.6

145.4 145.2

138.9

153.4 137.6

147.2

72.4%

KRW/RMB

1.6

24.7

20.0

21.0

18.8

23.6

22.9

11.3%

JPY/USD

6.7

5.8

7.2

9.5

7.9

6.8

5.3

2.6%

USD/EUR

9.2

9.7

7.4

9.3

12.7

10.1

10

4.9%

KRW/Others

5.3

5.6

5.5

6.3

7.7

6.3

6.7

3.2%

Others

9.9

8.6

9.0

11.0

12.8

13.9

11.1

5.5%

Total

175.3

199.8

194.3

196.0

213.3

198.3

203.2

100.0%

Notes: 1) A spot exchange transaction refers to a transaction in which the acceptance of foreign
exchange (settlement) is made within two business days from the date of contract.
2) KRW/RMB has been compiled since 2015 and includes the trading volume of offshore
RMB (CNH).
3) “KRW/Others” refers to the trading volume of KRW-Currencies except RMB, and
was calculated by the author with original data.
Source: Bank of Korea (2021), p. 2; Bank of Korea (2018), p. 2.

10) CIPS Website, https://www.cips.com.cn/cips/gywm/cipsxt/xtjj/index.html (accessed
on October 18, 2021).
11) The dollar trading volume, about 14.72 billion dollars per day, is the largest, accounting
for 72.4% of total spot foreign exchange transactions.
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since then, the trading volume has remained in the low $2 billion range
(Table 3-1).
A big reason for the poor trading performance of the direct KRW-RMB
exchange market is that the market makers continue to use the existing Hong
Kong RMB settlement account rather than to transfer to the direct exchange
market.12) The Hong Kong direct exchange market was one of the first RMB
direct trading markets and the Hong Kong settlement bank, the Bank of
China, was the original RMB settlement bank for Korean banks in 1990.
Also, there is little profit in transferring the settlement account from Hong
Kong to Seoul because of the small settlement size of RMB. According to
the data on import and export trade transactions of Korea with China, the
dollar is still the most used currency for payments in China, and the size is
31.8 billion dollars for exports and 27.4 billion dollars for imports,
accounting for more than 80% of the total payment volume. The size of
RMB payments is relatively small, 2.8 billion dollars for exports and 1.9
billion dollars for imports, accounting for 7% of the total payment volume
(as of 2020 4Q) (Figure 3-3). As a result, there is little incentive to transfer
accounts from Hong Kong to Seoul for the Korean banks even though the
cost of direct RMB trading is much lower in Seoul’s direct KRW-RMB
exchange market.
The other possible reason for the low utilization of the direct exchange
market is the lower level of capital transactions with RMB. At the beginning
of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market, some bonds such as “Kimchi
bonds,” “Panda bonds,” and “Dim sum bonds” were proposed to vitalize
the direct KRW-RMB exchange market. However, most of these bonds are
financed through interbank SWAP rather than through the direct market.
In China, the trading volume of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market is
much lower. The China Foreign Exchange Transaction Center opened a
direct FX exchange market for RMB and KRW in the interbank foreign

12) Organized by the author based on expert meeting data.
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exchange market and started KRW-RMB trading on June 27, 2016. The
trading volume in the direct KRW-RMB exchange market in China has
continued to expand and recorded 6.165 billion RMB in July 2017. However,
the trading volume has been on a downward trend since the second half of
2017 and recorded 424 million yuan in May 2021, which was much smaller
than the trading volume of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market in Korea.
Figure 3-3. USD/RMB Settlement Volume of Korea Export/Import to China
(Unit: billion dollars)

Source: KOSIS (accessed on August 31, 2021).

Figure 3-4. Trading Volume of Direct KRW-RMB FX Market in China
(Unit: 100 million RMB)

Source: Wind Economic Database (accessed on August 31, 2021).
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However, the potential still exists to utilize the direct KRW-RMB
exchange market. China is still one of Korea’s largest trading partners, and
market demand for RMB continues to increase for Korean companies.
Though the volume of RMB settlement is less than 10%, the share of RMB
settlement among the total settlement size has been continuously increasing
over the past two years.
Also, there is potential for capital transactions for RMB bond markets.
Recently, China pushed forward with financial market opening. The Chinese
Foreign Exchange Administration canceled the limit of RMB Qualified
Foreign Institutional Investor (RQFII),13) which expands the investment
channels of foreign institutional investors to mainland China capital markets
by using offshore RMB.14)
Chinese government bonds have been added to the three major global
bond indexes, Bloomberg-Barclays Global Aggregate Index (BBGA), the
JP Morgan Government Bond Index-Emerging Markets (GBI-EM), and
FTSE Russell World Government Bond Index (WGBI).15) It is expected
that the utilization of the direct KRW-RMB exchange market will increase in
the future as companies continue to increase RMB settlements in import and
export transactions and institutional investors expand capital investment in
the Chinese bond market.

13) A system that allows foreign investors to invest in offshore RMB in the mainland capital
market within the amount allocated to financial institutions by the Chinese government
14) Xinhuanet(2019. 9. 10), “State Administration of Foreign Exchange: Remove QFII and
RQFII investment quota restrictions” (in Chinese), https://baijiahao.baidu.com/
s?id=1644280614249013257&wfr=spider&for=pc (accessed on August 31, 2021).
15) CCTV(2020. 9. 26), “Chinese Treasury bonds collect the global three major indexes” (in
Chinese), https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1678880781694810426&wfr=spider&for
= pc (accessed on August 31, 2021).
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Figure 3-5. Share of RMB Settlement of Trade to China
(Unit: %)

Source: KOSIS (accessed on August 31, 2021).
16)

Cross-border RMB settlement volume and other RMB direct exchange markets
The volume of RMB settlements trading has been continuously increasing, and
the annual average volume of RMB settlements during 2018 - 2020 was 344.76
trillion RMB, which is an 8.2% growth rate each year. The RMB settlement volume
of RMB clearing banks in 2020 was 369.49 trillion yuan, an increase of 6.1% from
the previous year.16)
As of 2021, 27 RMB clearing banks have been established in 27 regions and
countries, and 907 settlement accounts of banks financial institutions were opened
as of the end of 2020. Asia has the largest RMB settlement volume. There are 13
RMB clearing banks and 612 settlement accounts in Asia, accounting for 67.5% of
the total number of accounts. Among them, Hong Kong and Singapore has the
largest RMB settlement size, 336.42 trillion yuan, accounting 91.0% of the total
trading volume. Europe has the second largest RMB settlement volume, 15.2 trillion
yuan, and 225 settlement accounts have been opened in Europe.

16) The People’s Bank of China (2021), “RMB Internationalization Report,” pp. 24-25.
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Table 3-2. Status of RMB Clearing Banks
Area

Asia
(12)

Location

Date

Hong Kong

2003.12

BOC

Macao

2004.9

BOC

Taipei

2012.12

BOC

Vientiane, Laos

2012.6

ICBC

Singapore

2013.2

ICBC

Phnom Penh, Cambodia

2014.3

ICBC

Seoul, Korea

2014.7

BOCOM

Doha, Qatar

2014.11

ICBC

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

2015.1

BOC

Bangkok, Thailand

2015.1

ICBC

2018.10

BOC

2019.5

Mitsubishi

Manila, Philippines

2019.9

BOC

Sydney, Australia

2014.11

BOC

London, United Kingdom

2014.6

CCB

Tokyo, Japan

Oceania
(1)

Europe
(7)

North America
(2)
South America
(2)
Middle East and
Africa
(3)

Bank

Frankfurt, Germany

2014.6

BOC

Paris, France

2014.9

BOC

Luxembourg

2014.9

ICBC

Budapest, Hungary

2015.6

BOC

Zurich, Switzerland

2015.11

CCB

Moscow, Russia

2016.9

ICBC

Toronto, Canada

2014.11

ICBC

2016.9

BOC

New York, USA

2018.2

JP Morgan

2015.5

CCB

Buenos Aires, Argentina

2015.9

ICBC

Dubai

2016.12

ABC

Johannesburg, South Africa

2015.7

BOC

Lusaka, Zambia

2015.9

BOC

Santiago, Chile

Source: The People’s Bank of China(2021), “RMB Internationalization Report.”
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3. Empirical Model and Results
3-1. Literature Review and Methodology
Exchange rate determination theories have been led by asset market
approaches, such as the monetary approach of Dornbusch (1976) and
Frenkel (1976) and the portfolio balance approaches of Branson (1977) and
Frankel (1979). However, Meese and Rogoff (1983) pointed out that the
traditional macro exchange rate models had limitations in explaining
exchange rate movements through empirical analysis, and many studies also
argue that the macro exchange rate models were insufficient to explain
short-term fluctuations in exchange rates. Frankel and Rose (1994), O’Hara
(1995), Lyons (1995), et al. judged that this lack of explanatory power mainly
comes from the fact that macro exchange rate models overlook the
microstructure of foreign exchange markets and participants’ expectations
and transaction behaviors by assuming that foreign exchange market
participants are homogeneous and that the information held by them is
symmetric. Therefore, unlike the macro exchange rate models, they assumed
that foreign exchange market participants are heterogeneous, and their
information is asymmetric, and also presented microstructure approaches
using microscopic information in the foreign exchange markets such as
foreign exchange transaction volumes, bid-ask spread, and order flow.
The microstructure approaches begin from the criticism that the
traditional macro exchange rate models have very low explanatory power
because they overlook the trading mechanisms of the foreign exchange
market that affect exchange rate decisions. In addition, since the macro
exchange rate models use low-frequency macroeconomic variables
organized monthly, quarterly, and annually as explanatory variables, they can
explain the long-term trends or monthly/quarterly movements of exchange
rates to some extent, but have limitations in explaining high frequency
exchange rate movements. That is, although it is true that macroeconomic
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variables such as money supply, incomes, and prices have significant effects
on exchange rates, these variables affect the exchange rate only temporarily
around a certain point in time when new news is announced. Given the
foregoing, the microstructural approaches regarded microscopic information
such as bid-ask spread and order flow that reflect the continuous trading
behavior of foreign exchange market participants as short-term factors that
determine the exchange rates, and Evans and Lyons (2002) argued that order
flow is the most representative determinant.
Evans and Lyons (2002) is a representative study that analyzed exchange
rate fluctuations using microscopic information on the foreign exchange
market. As with the existing portfolio balance model, they viewed that
exchange rates are determined by portfolio shifts such as demand for foreign
currency assets. However, unlike the existing model, they reflected the fact
that foreign exchange market participants use personal private information
in addition to public information such as money supply, income, and interest
rates to forecast macroeconomic conditions and exchange rate levels to
present an exchange rate model that combined both the macroscopic and
the microscopic exchange rate model.
Killeen, Lyons, and Moore (2006) is a representative empirical study on
the long-term balance relationship between order flow and exchange rates.
Through EBS, a representative e-broker in the international foreign exchange
market, the researchers collected brokerage transaction data for daily marks/
dollars, French francs/dollars, and French francs/marks exchange rates
during 1998 and euro/dollar exchange rates in 1999 to calculate order flows.
They revealed that there is a long-term balance relationship between the
exchange rates and the cumulative order flows. That is, they estimated the
vector error correction model (VECM) consisting of the exchange rates
(natural logarithm values), cumulative order flows, and the difference
between internal and external interest rates, and based on the results, they
found that the cumulative order flow had a stable long-term balance
relationship with exchange rates, and that the estimation coefficient of the
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cumulative order flow had the theoretically expected positive (+) sign.
Different theoretical explanations have been offered for the co-movement
of trading volumes and volatility. Early work was based on the “mixture of
distribution hypothesis (MDH)” first proposed by Clark (1973). Volume and
volatility, according to this theory, are both driven by an unobservable
factor. This factor reflects the emergence of new public information and
determines a positive association between unanticipated volatility and
turnover.
An alternative explanation of the volume-volatility correlation is based on
models of “sequential information arrival (SIM)” (Copeland 1976, 1977),
according to which information reaches one market participant at a time. As
that agent reacts to the arrival of news, his demand curve will shift, thereby
leading to a positive correlation between volume and volatility.
A number of studies have investigated the relationship between volumes
and volatility by putting to the test the widely held belief that higher
transaction volumes are related with market upward movement in both
bond and equities markets. The empirical evidence for this relationship is
weak. While some studies (e.g., Epps 1975, 1977; Rogalski 1978) have found
weakly supportive evidence, other studies (e.g., Wood et al. 1985) have failed
to detect any significant correlation. Moreover, no favorable evidence has
been found for futures markets.
Volume and volatility can move together for two reasons, according to
Tauchen and Pitts (1983). To begin with, market prices become less volatile
as the number of dealers increases. Second, given the number of traders, an
increase in volume suggests greater trader disagreement, resulting in
increased volatility. When fresh information arrives at a faster rate, this
relationship becomes stronger.
Studies on asset price volatility and trading volume began with Clark
(1973) and were developed by Epps and Epps (1976) and Tauchen and Pitts
(1983). A common feature of these models is that they argue that since
returns and transaction volumes rely on unobservable flows of potential
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information (news, etc.), if new information becomes known to the market,
a new balance is achieved by transactions between informed traders and
liquidity traders with lower information strength and the transaction
volumes are affected in the process.
According to Tauchen and Pitts (1983), since the price has the nature of
the average of the reservation prices of individual market participants, an
increase in the number of market participants reduces the price dispersion.
Therefore, as the number of market participants increases, price volatility
decreases. However, when the number of market participants is fixed, an
increase in the trading volume means that there are differences in opinions
among the participants, so that price volatility will increase. Eventually, the
relationship between volatility and trading volume can theoretically be both
negative and positive.
The model proposed by Tauchen and Pitts (1983) introduces the
relationship between price (P) and volume (V) as follows. In this model,
price changes and transaction volumes follow probabilistically independent
distributions, but it is known as the mixture of distributions hypothesis
(MDH) in that they come to have a mixing variable termed information
flow I.
∆P     
  
V        
  

      



where   ,   : independent N(0,1) variables, I : information flow into the
market
In the above formula, the variance  relies on the variance of noise (  ),
which is commonly recognized by all foreign exchange market participants,
and the variance   for the part where there are disagreements among the
participants (N). Therefore, price volatility increases as the amount of
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incoming information (I), analysis of common noise  , and the degree of
disagreement among market participants increase, and decreases as the
number of market participants increases. The parameters related to the
trading volume can be set as         , and the trading volume
increases according to the amount of incoming information, the degree of
disagreement, and the number of participants.
When the amount of incoming information and the degree of
disagreement are considered, the volatility of transaction volumes and prices
come to have a positive correlation, and a change in the number of
participants brings about a negative correlation between the two variables.
However, variables such as the amount of information, the number of
participants, and the degree of disagreement have the disadvantages that
they change over time and that they cannot be easily observed, but if the
change in the number of participants is negligible in the short term, price
volatility and changes in transaction volumes mainly depend on the flow of
information and differences in expectations.
However, if a foreign exchange trader trades to clear a position or secure
liquidity, the counterparty trader will be exposed to an additional foreign
exchange risk, and the process of trading with another trader will continue to
adjust the foreign exchange risk. Since the increase in the foreign exchange
trading volume triggered by this is not due to the flow of information newly
introduced into the market, it will not have much of an effect on the
volatility of the exchange rates.
Lyons (1996) believes that the increase in foreign exchange trading
volume occurs mainly in the process through which traders try to avoid
foreign exchange exposure and clear their positions on every occasion,
rather than when new information is delivered. However, in the mixture
distribution hypothesis, the importance of trading volume is emphasized,
taking notice of the inflow of new information and information asymmetry.17)
17) Galati (2000) stated that the relationship between foreign exchange trading volumes and
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3-2. Empirical Model and Data
3-2-1. Empirical Model
The following two hypotheses are mainly used in empirical studies to
analyze the relationship between trading volumes and volatility in the
financial market: they are the mixture of distribution hypothesis (MDH)
presented by Clark (1973), Epps and Epps (1976), etc., and the sequential
information arrival hypothesis (SIM) presented by Copeland (1976). In the
mixture distribution hypothesis, both trading volumes and volatility are
understood as endogenously determined random variables. Therefore, it is
explained that when the market receives new information, trading volume
and volatility have simultaneous positive correlations with each other.
However, in the sequential information arrival hypothesis, it is assumed that
new information is not delivered to investors simultaneously, but spreads
sequentially, explaining that past trading volumes affect the current volatility.
This paper investigates the empirical relationship between the trading
volume and volatility of foreign exchange rates of the Korean won and the
Chinese yuan. It focuses on a microstructural approach rather than a macro
one to analyze the determinants of exchange rate volatility since the
establishment of the RMB’s offshore hubs in Seoul and Shanghai, which we
think means microstructural change.
Evans and Lyons (2002) is a representative study that analyzed exchange
rate fluctuations using microscopic information on the foreign exchange
market. Unlike the existing models, it presented a mixed exchange rate

exchange rate volatility is shown to be a positive relationship in normal periods but turns
into a negative relationship when exchange rate volatility increases rapidly. Mougoue and
Aggarwal (2011) advised that exchange rate volatility and foreign exchange volume are
negatively related with each other, but it was insufficient to support the mixture
distribution hypothesis and that the result indicating the existence of a leading-lagging
relationship between foreign exchanging trading volumes and exchange rate volatility is
consistent with the sequential information arrival hypothesis.
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model that combined macroscopic and microscopic exchange rate models
reflecting the fact that foreign exchange market participants use personal
private information in addition to public information such as money supply,
incomes, and interest rates to forecast macroeconomic conditions and
exchange rate levels. Evans and Lyons (2002) viewed that that the
disturbance term in the macroscopic exchange rate models, which cannot be
explained by public information such as money supply, incomes, and interest
rates, can be explained by the microscopic exchange rate models in which
private information is included as an explanatory variable and presented a
mixed model that includes both order flow and interest rates.
In this study, a microscopic exchange rate model including trade volumes
as a proxy variable for the estimation of microscopic information on the
foreign exchange market was set as the basic model and the mixed exchange
rate model presented by Evans and Lyons (2002) was changed into a mixed
exchange rate model in which trading volumes were added instead of order
flow.
∆        ε : microscopic exchange rate model
∆        ε : macroscopic exchange rate model
∆            ε : mixed exchange rate model I
∆              ε : mixed exchange rate model II

 : exchange rate,  : interest rate,  : money supply,
 : other macroeconomic variables

 : trade volume,  : other microscopic variables

The macroscopic exchange rate model included variables such as the
differences in money supply, incomes, interest rates, and inflation rates
between South Korea and China by referring to the model of Dornbush
(1976) and Frenkel (1976). Mixed exchange rate model I was established by
adding the trading volume variable to the macroscopic exchange rate model.
Mixed model II includes macro variables and micro variables: Won/
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Dollar Exchange rate, Yuan/Dollar Exchange rate, and Chinese Investments
in Korean Stock Market. The analysis method used the VAR and VECM
model.
3-2-2. Data
The KRW/RMB exchange rate trend in Figure 3-6 shows the trend from
the opening of the direct exchange market in June 2016 until the end of
August 2021. The highest won/yuan exchange rate during the same period
was 181.35 won on August 23, 2021. The lowest exchange rate was recorded
to be 161.19 won on December 4, 2018.
Figure 3-7 shows the KRW/RMB cross exchange rate trend. The cross
exchange rate and the exchange rate after the opening of the direct exchange
market are very close and show very similar trends.
Figure 3-6. Trend of Daily KRW/RMB Exchange Rates
in the Direct Exchange Market (from 2016/06/27 to 2021/08/30)

Source: China Foreign Exchange Trade System (CFETS).
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Figure 3-7. Trend of Daily KRW/RMB Cross Exchange Rates

Source: China Foreign Exchange Trade System (CFETS).

Figure 3-8. KRW/RMB Exchange Rate and Trading Volume Trends
in Seoul and Shanghai Direct FX Markets (monthly)

Source: Wing Economic Database (accessed on August 31, 2021).

The daily average trading volume of the KRW-RMB direct exchange
market in 2020 was $2.29 billion, the second largest among foreign exchange
banks’ spot exchange transactions. In the case of dollar transactions, which
are the largest in the Korean foreign exchange direct exchange market, the
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daily average trading volume is 14.72 billion dollars, accounting for about
72.4% of total exchange transactions. With regard to the KRW-RMB trading
volumes in the past, the daily trading volume of yuan in the early stage of the
direct exchange market surged from $160 million (2014) to $2.47 billion
(2015) but has remained in the low $2 billion range since then.
As for volatility, the values obtained by applying the differential technique
to the log value of the monthly cross exchange rates were used. Figure 3-9
below shows the trends of volatility calculated based on the monthly
won/yuan exchange rates and the log values of the trading volume in the
Seoul and Shanghai direct exchange markets.
Figure 3-9. Trends of KRW/RMB Exchange Rate Volatility
and Log Trading Volumes (monthly)

Source: Authors estimate. This is the value calculated by the difference after logging the
original statistical data.

Other microscopic and macroscopic economic variables were obtained
through data published by the central banks and statistical authorities of
both South Korea and China. Among the microscopic data, statistics on
Chinese capital invested in the South Korean stock market were extracted by
the authors themselves from the monthly data published by the South
Korean Financial Supervisory Service.
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3-3. Empirical Results
3-3-1. Basic Model
In order to analyze the effect of KRW-RMB trading volume on exchange
rate volatility in the Seoul and Shanghai direct exchange markets, the
dependent variable-exchange rate volatility was calculated by taking the
logarithm of the KRW-RMB exchange rates and applying the differential
technique to the logarithm. The log values of the trading volumes were used
as the independent variable.
First, the results of simple linear regression analysis using the ordinary
least squares method (OLS) are shown in Table 3-1 below. It was identified
that the trading volumes and exchange rate volatility of the Seoul and
Shanghai direct exchange markets are negatively related with each other.
That is, trading volumes had negative effects on exchange rate fluctuations.
The trading volume regression coefficient value of -0.01159 in the Seoul
direct exchange market was statistically significant at the 5% level, whereas
the regression coefficient value of -0.003156 in the Shanghai direct exchange
market was not statistically significant. Also, when the adjusted R2 value is
referred to, the statistical explanatory power of the effects of the trading
volume in the Seoul and Shanghai direct exchange markets on exchange rate
volatility is not very large, at 0.0550 and -0.0061, respectively.
According to the unit root test, the fact that a time series is normal means
that it does not have a unit root, and on the contrary, it means that an
abnormal time series has a unit root. In this study, the presence or absence of
a unit root was determined using the ADF test. According to the analysis
results, it was found that the unit root does not exist in volatility at the level,
and the other independent variable, volume, does not have any unit root
after the first difference in both Seoul and Shanghai.
With regard to cointegration, when the linear combination of variables is
stable even though individual variables are unstable, that is, when the
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individual time series have unit roots but there is a linear combination that
forms a stable time series among them, the regression models are said to be
in a cointegration relationship. Therefore, the cointegration test can make
the results of regression analysis meaningful by finding a condition where a
pseudo relationship will not be established between these time series even if
each time series has a unit root.
In this paper, the results of Johansson’s cointegration test, which are
generally used, were referred to in Figure 3-2. Both the trace statistics and
the maximum eigenvalue statistics reject the null hypothesis that there are
two or fewer cointegration relationships at the 5% significance level.
Therefore, it was confirmed that at least two or more cointegration
relationships exist.
On reviewing the analysis results in Figure 3-3, it can be seen that
Cointegration Eq: CointEq1 represents the normalized cointegration
relationship between Volatility and Volume and is the same as the value of
the cointegration test regression equation. According to the cointegration
test regression equation, the regression coefficient values of Seoul and
Shanghai Volumes are estimated to be +0.0033 and +0.0015, respectively.
What should be noted in the analysis result is Error Correction. The
significance of the coefficient estimates in Figure 3-3 was higher in Volatility
(-5.5091) than in Volume (-0.8014). This means that in order to return to the
long-term balance when Volatility and Volume have deviated from the
long-term balance relationship, the effect of changes in Volume on Volatility
should be larger than the effect of changes in Volatility on Volume.
3-3-2. Mixed model I
Next, a mixed model was established by adding the trading volume
variable to the macroscopic exchange rate model including the differences in
interest rates, money supply, inflation rates, and incomes between South
Korea and China for analysis.
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According to the unit root test, a unit root exists at the level of interest
rate, inflation rate, money supply, and income selected as macroeconomic
variables, indicating that there is no unit root after the first difference.
As for the cointegration test, the results of the cointegration test of mixed
model I, which was made by adding the volume variable to the macroscopic
exchange rate model, can be found in Table 3-4. In the trace statistics, the
null hypothesis that there are three or fewer cointegration relationships at
the 5% significance level is rejected. In the maximum eigenvalue statistics,
the null hypothesis that there are two or fewer cointegration relationships at
the 5% significance level is rejected. Therefore, through the cointegration
tests, it can be seen that at least two or fewer cointegration relationships
exist.
According to the VECM results shown in Table 3-5, it was identified that
the volume regression coefficient estimate of the cointegration regression
equation is -0.0809. This means that a negative (-) relationship is established
between volatility and volume in the macroscopic mixed model with volume
added. However, it was also identified that the relationship changes into a
positive (+) one when the time difference is considered. This means that
there are dynamic effects between KRW-RMB trading volumes and
volatility. Also, when the significance of the estimate of the error correction
term coefficient, which should be referred to in order to return to a
long-term balance relationship, is considered, the significance of volume is
higher than that of volatility. Therefore, it means that when returning to
long-term balance, the effect of volume is greater.
3-3-3. Mixed model II
According to the unit root test, no unit root existed after the first
difference in the won/dollar and yuan/dollar exchange rates, which were
micro variables, were added, and it was found that no unit root existed at the
level of Chinese capital in South Korea.
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As for the cointegration test, the results of the cointegration tests of mixed
model II, made by adding microscopic variables such as the won/dollar
exchange rate, the yuan/dollar exchange rate, the Chinese capital invested in
the South Korean stock market, and the volume variable to the macro
exchange rate model can be seen in Table 3-6. In the trace statistics, the null
hypothesis that there are seven or fewer cointegration relationships at the
5% significance level is rejected. The maximum eigenvalue statistics reject
the null hypothesis that there are six or fewer cointegration relationships at
the 5% significance level. Therefore, through the cointegration tests, it can
be seen that there are at least six cointegration relationships.
According to the analysis results in Table 3-7, which shows VAR results,
although volatility also affected volume, the effect of volume on volatility
was more statistically significant. These variables are in a long-term balance
relationship, and the trading volume estimation coefficient was shown to
have a positive (+) value and high statistical significance. In addition, this
analysis of mixed model II is meaningful in that it presented the finding that
volume has a greater effect on volatility than other macro and micro
economic variables.
Figure 3-10 shows the impact response functions of macro and micro
economic variables that affect the volatility of exchange rates. Volume was
found to have the greatest effect except for the self-impact of volatility.
Volume is assumed to have positive effects on the positive (+) relationships
with volatility until the fifth period, and it was found that negative and
positive effects repeated thereafter.
Figure 3-11 presents the results of variance decomposition. Except for
self-impact, when an impact on the volatility of the exchange rate has
occurred, the volume accounts for at least 20%. This is quite high compared
to other macro and micro economic variables. It can be interpreted as
indicating that in the long term, volume has an effect on volatility of at least
20%.
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4. Conclusion and Policy Implications
The beginning of KRW-RMB foreign exchange trading in Seoul and
Shanghai is theoretically and empirically quite meaningful. The opening of
the KRW-RMB direct exchange markets means micro-structural changes
termed increases in trading volume in the foreign exchange market. The
opening of the KRW-RMB direct exchange markets means increases in
trading volumes.
This study adopts microstructure approaches and empirically analyzes the
effects of changes in the trading volume in the direct KRW-RMB exchange
markets on KRW-RMB exchange rate volatility. This paper empirically
examines two major theories on the relationship between trading volume
and exchange rate volatility: One is the mixture of distribution hypothesis
(MDH), which emphasizes the simultaneous relationship between trading
volumes and volatility. Other is the sequential information arrival hypothesis
(SIM), which emphasizes that information are transmitted sequentially while
being able to verify the efficiency of the won/yuan foreign exchange market.
As empirical results, we concluded as follows. First, the results of simple
linear regression analysis-OLS analysis of trading volumes and volatility
showed a negative relationship between trading volumes and volatility.
However, the resultant values in Seoul were statistically significant at the 5%
level, whereas those in Shanghai were not statistically significant. Second,
according to the VECM analysis of the basic model targeting only two
variables, trading volumes and volatility, which is the first attempt to explain
the dynamic relationship, the regression coefficient value of the cointegration
regression equation shows that the relationship between trading volumes
and volatility is positive (+).
Third, in mixed model I, which includes macroeconomic variables, the
simultaneous relationship between trading volumes and volatility is shown to
be negative (-), but it can be seen that the dynamic relationship considering
the time difference is changed to positive (+). Fourth, mixed model II, which
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considers macroeconomic variables and microeconomic variables, is the
result of empirical analysis of the dynamic relationship between trading
volumes and volatility using VAR. It was found that there is a dynamic
relationship in which volatility shows positive (+) responses for a period of
at least 5 months at the beginning of the impact of trading volume. Except
for self-impact, trading volumes account for at least about 20% of the
volatility, which is quite high compared to other macro and micro economic
variables.
The empirical results show that the effect on volatility is positive in both
simultaneous and dynamic relationships, which is consistent with the
arguments of the mixture of distribution hypothesis and the sequential
information arrivals hypothesis in previous studies. There is a simultaneous
relationship because the flow of information are immediately reflected to
affect both trading volume and exchange rate volatility, while there is also a
dynamic relationship in which the trading volume and exchange rate are
affected by time differences through improving the efficiency of the foreign
exchange market.
This study empirically identifies that the flow of information is reflected in
trading volume and volatility, which means that the opening of offshore
trading markets can increases in trading volumes as well as the volatility of
the exchange rate. Referring to these results, two suggestions to increase
trading volume of KRW in foreign exchange markets can be carefully
considered. First suggestion is to utilization of the direct KRW-RMB
exchange markets further by increasing the trade settlement size in the direct
exchange market and the capital investment in Chinese bond market. Second
suggestion is to promote the internationalization of KRW by opening
another offshore direct exchange market in other countries. While reviewing
the direct KRW-RMB exchange markets situations, the South Korean
government need to consider ease regulations on market participants.
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Table 3-3. Results of OLS Estimation for Seoul and Shanghai Markets
OLS Estimation for Seoul and Shanghai Markets
OLS-Seoul

OLS-Shanghai

Dependent Variable: EXC_VOLATILITY

Dependent Variable: EXC_VOLATILITY

Variable

Variable

Coefficient

Coefficient

VOLUME_SEOUL

-0.01159**
(0.005652)
[-2.0502]

VOLUME_SHANGHAI

-0.003156
(0.003874)
[-0.814782]

C

-0.000246
(0.001662)
[0.148287]

C

0.000256
(0.001714)
[0.149105]

Observation

57

Observation

57

R-squared

0.072218

R-squared

0.012145

Adjusted R-squared

0.055037

Adjusted R-squared

-0.006149

S.E. of regression

0.012434

S.E. of regression

0.01283

Sum squared resid

0.008348

Sum squared resid

0.008889

Log likelihood

167.2493

Log likelihood

165.4926

F-statistic

4.203323

F-statistic

0.663869

Prob(F-statistic)

0.045213

Prob(F-statistic)

0.418776

Mean dependent var

0.000264

Mean dependent var

0.000264

S.D. dependent var

0.012791

S.D. dependent var

0.012791

Akaike info criterion

-5.901762

Akaike info criterion

-5.839023

Schwarz criterion

-5.829428

Schwarz criterion

-5.766689

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-5.873718

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-5.810979

Durbin-Watson stat

1.525717

Durbin-Watson stat

1.522508

Note: Standard errors in ( ) and t-statistics in [ ] **: 5% significance level.
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Table 3-4. Cointegration Test (Basic Model)
Cointegration Test
Observations included : 74 after adjustments
# Seoul
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized

Trace

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value Prob.**

None *

0.403349

50.494

15.49471

0

At most 1

0.319724

21.57435

3.841466

0

Trace test indicatestwo cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized

Max-Eigen

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value Prob.**

None *

0.403349

28.91965

14.2646

0.0001

At most 1

0.319724

21.57435

3.841466

0

Max-eigenvalue test indicates two cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values.
Cointegration Test
Observations included : 56 after adjustments
# Shanghai
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized

Trace

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value Prob.**

None *

0.382473

32.09874

15.49471

0.0001

At most 1

0.087128

5.104954

3.841466

0.0239

Trace test indicates two cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized

Max-Eigen

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.382473

26.99378

14.2646

0.0003

At most 1

0.087128

5.104954

3.841466

0.0239

Max-eigenvalue test indicates two cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values.
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Table 3-5. Results of Vector Error Correction Estimates
(Seoul and Shanghai)
Vector Error Correction Estimates: Seoul
Cointegrating Equation

CointEq1
1

VOLATILITY(-1)

0.003274

VOLUME(-1)

(0.00785)
[ 0.41707]
C
Error Correction:

-0.015822
D(VOLATILITY)

D(VOLUME)

CointEq1

-0.723058
(0.13125)
[-5.50919]

-2.494667
(3.11281)
[-0.80142]

C

0.000484
(0.00168)
[ 0.28884]

-0.001521
(0.03977)
[-0.03823]

R-squared

0.359819

0.011754

Adj. R-squared

0.347964

-0.00655

Sum sq. resids

0.008503

4.783128

S.E. equation

0.012548

0.297618

F-statistic

30.35115

0.642272

Log likelihood

166.7344

-10.5734

Akaike AIC

-5.88337

0.449049

Schwarz SC

-5.81104

0.521383

Mean dependent

0.000484

-0.00152

S.D. dependent

0.01554

0.296649

Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)

1.28E-05

Determinant resid covariance

1.19E-05

Log likelihood

158.5506

Akaike information criterion

-5.44824

Schwarz criterion

-5.23123

Number of coefficients

6
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Table 3-5. Continued
Vector Error Correction Estimates: Shanghai
Cointegrating Equation

CointEq1
1

VOLATILITY(-1)

0.00149
(0.00299)
[ 0.49880]

VOLUME(-1)

C
Error Correction:

-0.003403
D(VOLATILITY)

D(VOLUME)

CointEq1

-0.729178
(0.12926)
[-5.64127]

-2.784691
(4.66739)
[-0.59663]

C

0.000484
(0.00166)
[ 0.29135]

-0.00265
(0.06003)
[-0.04414]

R-squared

0.370805

0.006549

Adj. R-squared

0.359153

-0.01185

Sum sq. resids

0.008357

10.89669

S.E. equation

0.01244

0.449211

F-statistic

31.82395

0.355964

Log likelihood

167.2191

-33.6276

Akaike AIC

-5.90068

1.272413

Schwarz SC

-5.82835

1.344747

Mean dependent

0.000484

-0.00265

S.D. dependent

0.01554

0.446573

Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)

3.08E-05

Determinant resid covariance

2.86E-05

Log likelihood

133.9867

Akaike information criterion

-4.57095

Schwarz criterion

-4.35395

Number of coefficients

6
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Table 3-6. Cointegration Test (Mixed Model I)
Cointegration Test
Observations included : 53 after adjustments
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Trace

0.05

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.648625

151.7311

95.75366

0

At most 1

0.532653

96.2984

69.81889

0.0001

At most 2

0.391352

55.98221

47.85613

0.0072

At most 3

0.271767

29.6669

29.79707

0.0517

At most 4

0.197952

12.85875

15.49471

0.1201

At most 5

0.02179

1.167649

3.841466

0.2799

Trace test indicates three cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values.
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized

Max-Eigen

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.648625

55.43271

40.07757

0.0005

At most 1

0.532653

40.31619

33.87687

0.0074

At most 2

0.391352

26.31531

27.58434

0.072

At most 3

0.271767

16.80815

21.13162

0.1812

At most 4

0.197952

11.6911

14.2646

0.1228

At most 5

0.02179

1.167649

3.841466

0.2799

Max-eigenvalue test indicates two cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values.
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Table 3-7. Results of Vector Error Correction Estimates (Mixed Model I)
Cointegrating Eq:

CointEq1

EXC_GW(-1)

1

VOLUME_SEOUL(-1)

(0.01267)

-0.08093

[-6.38695]
-0.01001
I_I_(-1)

(0.00311)
[-3.21938]
-0.56766

P_P_(-1)

(0.24087)
[-2.35670]
-0.0309

M_M_(-1)

(0.05882)
[-0.52527]
-0.02721

Y_Y_(-1)

(0.05322)
[-0.51124]

C
Error Correction:

CointEq1

D(EXC_GW(-1))

D(EXC_GW(-2))

D(EXC_GW(-3))

0.362394
D(EXC_GW)

D(VOLUME_
SEOUL)

D(I_I_)

D(P_P_)

D(M_M_)

-0.22652

7.12259

0.770764

0.11164

0.134709

(0.19489)

(3.05209)

(3.39377) (0.06326)

[-1.16229]

[ 2.33368]

[ 0.22711] [ 1.76466] [ 0.46796]

(0.28787)

-0.20911

-11.4698

1.311937

-0.06261

0.270341
(0.30166)

(0.20423)

(3.19832)

(3.55637) (0.06630)

[-1.02390]

[-3.58620]

[ 0.36890] [-0.94435] [ 0.89618]

-0.03952

-3.89016

-1.99672

-0.0285

0.122033

(0.21040)

(3.29505)

(3.66392) (0.06830)

(0.31078)

[-0.18781]

[-1.18061]

[-0.54497] [-0.41728] [ 0.39267]

-0.15206

-2.01124

-1.56926

-0.01494

0.094882

(0.17519)

(2.74368)

(3.05083) (0.05687)

(0.25878)

[-0.86795]

[-0.73305]

[-0.51437] [-0.26261] [ 0.36665]
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Table 3-7. Continued

Error Correction:

D(VOLUME_SEOUL(-1))

D(VOLUME_SEOUL(-2))

D(VOLUME_SEOUL(-3))

D(I_I_(-1))

D(I_I_(-2))

D(I_I_(-3))

D(P_P_(-1))

D(P_P_(-2))

D(P_P_(-3))

D(M_M_(-1))

D(M_M_(-2))

D(EXC_GW)

D(VOLUME_
SEOUL)

D(I_I_)

D(P_P_)

D(M_M_)

0.00145

-0.02741

-0.19295

0.00701

0.002719
(0.02290)

(0.01550)

(0.24277)

(0.26995) (0.00503)

[ 0.09356]

[-0.11289]

[-0.71476] [ 1.39300] [ 0.11877]

-0.00299

-0.16407

-0.24111

0.003646

0.011409

(0.01262)

(0.19766)

(0.21979) (0.00410)

(0.01864)

[-0.23720]

[-0.83003]

[-1.09697] [ 0.88976] [ 0.61194]

0.009615

-0.04667

0.175797

0.002202

0.006417

(0.01139)

(0.17842)

(0.19840) (0.00370)

(0.01683)

[ 0.84397]

[-0.26154]

[ 0.88610] [ 0.59542] [ 0.38132]

0.000175

-0.18811

0.491074

0.001508

-0.00053

(0.00969)

(0.15179)

(0.16878) (0.00315)

(0.01432)

[ 0.01804]

[-1.23930]

[ 2.90948] [ 0.47921] [-0.03723]

0.007305

0.038027

-0.33036

0.000806

-0.00253

(0.00965)

(0.15114)

(0.16805) (0.00313)

(0.01425)

[ 0.75694]

[ 0.25161]

[-1.96579] [ 0.25722] [-0.17721]

-0.00665

0.010814

0.199617

-0.00116

-0.00444

(0.00889)

(0.13922)

(0.15480) (0.00289)

(0.01313)

[-0.74785]

[ 0.07768]

[ 1.28949] [-0.40030] [-0.33812]

-0.4293

3.277656

-7.80214

-0.00244

-0.40593

(0.56181)

(8.79842)

(9.78339) (0.18238)

(0.82985)

[-0.76413]

[ 0.37253]

[-0.79749] [-0.01340] [-0.48916]

-0.08977

-2.85455

-8.11921

-0.17244

-0.79662

(0.53609)

(8.39558)

(9.33545) (0.17403)

(0.79185)

[-0.16745]

[-0.34001]

[-0.86972] [-0.99089] [-1.00602]

-0.40028

-4.86095

-8.87848

0.23481

-1.76844

(0.52462)

(8.21596)

(9.13573) (0.17030)

(0.77491)

[-0.76299]

[-0.59165]

[-0.97184] [ 1.37878] [-2.28211]

-0.11056

0.666551

-2.30668

0.00151

-0.35588

(0.13308)

(2.08416)

(2.31748) (0.04320)

(0.19657)

[-0.83076]

[ 0.31982]

[-0.99534] [ 0.03494] [-1.81041]

-0.00997

-5.90482

0.188959

0.029417

0.115761

(0.15443)

(2.41857)

(2.68932) (0.05013)

(0.22811)

[-0.06454]

[-2.44146]

[ 0.07026] [ 0.58678] [ 0.50747]
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Table 3-7. Continued

Error Correction:

D(EXC_GW)

D(M_M_(-3))

D(VOLUME_
SEOUL)

D(I_I_)

D(P_P_)

D(M_M_)

0.094513

-4.93893

-0.21188

0.017784

0.151559

(0.14881)

(2.33053)

(2.59143) (0.04831)

(0.21981)

[ 0.63511]

[-2.11923]

[-0.08176] [ 0.36814] [ 0.68950]

0.002653

0.59208

-0.02027

-0.01718

(0.05259)

(0.82357)

(0.91577) (0.01707)

(0.07768)

[ 0.05045]

[ 0.71892]

[-0.16985] [-1.18718] [-0.22110]

-0.0079

0.001764

-0.94281

0.003638

0.089019

(0.04543)

(0.71144)

(0.79108) (0.01475)

(0.06710)

[-0.17397]

[ 0.00248]

[-1.19180] [ 0.24667] [ 1.32663]

0.021026

-0.3937

D(Y_Y_(-1))

D(Y_Y_(-2))

D(Y_Y_(-3))

C

-0.15555

0.081642

-0.01338

0.032738
(0.07813)

(0.05290)

(0.82841)

(0.92115) (0.01717)

[ 0.39749]

[-0.47524]

[ 0.08863] [-0.77929] [ 0.41900]

-0.00039

0.036151

-0.02179

-0.00107

0.002548
(0.00350)

(0.00237)

(0.03706)

(0.04121) (0.00077)

[-0.16627]

[ 0.97548]

[-0.52872] [-1.38931] [ 0.72896]

R-squared

0.355648

0.572433

0.472981

0.323619

0.347888

Adj. R-squared

-0.01534

0.326258

0.169545

-0.06581

-0.02757

Sum sq. resids

0.008189

2.008514

2.483386

0.000863

0.017867

S.E. equation

0.015753

0.246706

0.274325

0.005114

0.023269

F-statistic

0.958643

2.325309

1.558753

0.831004

0.92657

Log likelihood

157.3394

11.52802

5.903985

216.9698

136.6655

Akaike AIC

-5.18262

0.319697

0.531925

-7.43282

-4.40247

Schwarz SC

-4.43911

1.063204

1.275431

-6.68932

-3.65897

Mean dependent

-2.26E-05

0.004817

-0.00815

-0.00091

0.003978

S.D. dependent

0.015634

0.300562

0.301028

0.004953

0.022955

Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)

1.22E-17

Determinant resid covariance

7.12E-19

Log likelihood

656.1155

Akaike information criterion

-20.0044

Schwarz criterion

-15.3203

Number of coefficients

126
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Table 3-8. Cointegration Test (Mixed Model II)
Cointegration Test
Observations included : 53 after adjustments
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Trace

0.05

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.84947

418.3566

197.3709

0

At most 1

0.804631

317.9963

159.5297

0

At most 2

0.711023

231.4545

125.6154

0

At most 3

0.636688

165.6599

95.75366

0

At most 4

0.552165

111.9978

69.81889

0

At most 5

0.5153

69.42128

47.85613

0.0002

At most 6

0.262637

31.03737

29.79707

0.0358

At most 7

0.201574

14.88963

15.49471

0.0615

At most 8

0.054294

2.958659

3.841466

0.0854

Trace test indicates seven cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values.
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized

Max-Eigen

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.84947

100.3602

58.43354

0

At most 1

0.804631

86.54179

52.36261

0

At most 2

0.711023

65.79462

46.23142

0.0002

At most 3

0.636688

53.66211

40.07757

0.0008

At most 4

0.552165

42.57653

33.87687

0.0036

At most 5

0.5153

38.38391

27.58434

0.0014

At most 6

0.262637

16.14774

21.13162

0.2163

At most 7

0.201574

11.93097

14.2646

0.1133

At most 8

0.054294

2.958659

3.841466

0.0854

Max-eigenvalue test indicates six cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
* Denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values.
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D(VOLUME(-2))

D(VOLUME(-1))

D(EXCH(-4))

D(EXCH(-3))

D(EXCH(-2))

D(EXCH(-1))

(0.31039)
[-1.18853]

-0.36891

0.020976

(0.01128)

[-2.60343]

[ 2.68392]

[ 1.85883]

(0.23125)

-0.60205

0.022565

(0.00841)

[-0.61070]

[ 1.14922]

-13.1027

0.896401
(21.45510)

[-0.03629]

(0.78001)

(47.89400)

(1.74120)

-1.738

0.831506

[ 0.47755]

[-0.34831]

[ 0.21701]

-18.8101

0.426065
(54.00390)

[-0.30385]

(1.96333)

(46.74300)

(1.69935)

-14.2029

[ 0.86241]

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

1.465545

[-0.99836]

(0.02358)

-0.02355

[-1.26137]

(0.01757)

-0.02216

[-1.90802]

(1.63019)

-3.11044

[-0.35113]

(3.63907)

-1.27778

[ 0.18080]

(4.10330)

0.741867

[ 0.69289]

(3.55161)

2.460883

D(M_M_)

[ 0.11410]

(0.05261)

0.006003

[ 2.07572]

(0.03920)

0.081365

[ 0.62644]

(3.63671)

2.27819

[-0.64184]

(8.11822)

-5.21057

[-0.32558]

(9.15386)

-2.98029

[-0.05247]

(7.92311)

-0.41576

D(Y_Y_)

[ 0.02653]

(0.11246)

0.002983

[-1.18498]

(0.08379)

-0.09929

[-0.10702]

(7.77345)

-0.83192

[-0.89596]

(17.35260)

-15.5473

[-2.40999]

(19.56630)

-47.1546

[-1.08838]

(16.93560)

-18.4324

D(I_I_)

[ 0.30053]

(0.00704)

0.002117

[ 0.06235]

(0.00525)

0.000327

[-0.38504]

(0.48689)

-0.18747

[-1.24156]

(1.08688)

-1.34942

[-0.41767]

(1.22553)

-0.51187

[ 0.67567]

(1.06076)

0.716722

D(P_P_)

Table 3-9. Results of Estimation VAR: Seoul (Mixed Model II)
D(WON)

[ 1.19331]

(0.01744)

0.020811

[ 0.94241]

(0.01299)

0.012245

[ 0.90206]

(1.20547)

1.0874

[ 1.10048]

(2.69096)

2.961341

[ 0.70504]

(3.03425)

2.139276

[ 1.54205]

(2.62629)

4.049875

D(YUAN)

[ 0.01065]

(0.01096)

0.000117

[-1.06417]

(0.00817)

-0.00869

[ 0.18084]

(0.75758)

0.137

[ 1.08424]

(1.69115)

1.833601

[ 0.68652]

(1.90689)

1.309116

[ 1.18953]

(1.65050)

1.963317

FSTOCK

[-0.72764]

(0.29521)

-0.21481

[-0.31589]

(0.21994)

-0.06948

[-0.49596]

(20.40560)

-10.1204

[ 0.84713]

(45.55130)

38.58786

[ 0.18389]

(51.36230)

9.445183

[-0.13082]

(44.45650)

-5.81586
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D(M_M_(-4))

D(M_M_(-3))

D(M_M_(-2))

D(M_M_(-1))

D(VOLUME(-4))

D(VOLUME(-3))

Table 3-9. Continued

[ 0.95412]

[ 1.43492]

4.463715

0.244057
(4.67837)

[ 0.25746]

[ 1.75019]

(0.17008)

(4.69085)

1.207724

0.298473

(0.17054)

[-1.43416]

[-0.19879]

-7.1566
(4.99011)

-0.03606

(0.18142)

[-0.40755]

[-1.20522]

-1.50317
(3.68827)

-0.16161

(0.13409)

(0.33711)
[ 1.19809]

(0.01226)

0.403885

0.017419

[ 1.42132]

(0.29267)
[-0.45010]

(0.01064)

-0.13173

[ 2.81956]

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

0.030001

D(M_M_)

[ 0.26251]

(0.35547)

0.093313

[ 0.45552]

(0.35642)

0.162356

[ 1.15295]

(0.37916)

0.437149

[-1.38269]

(0.28024)

-0.38749

[-0.54001]

(0.02561)

-0.01383

[-0.23448]

(0.02224)

-0.00521

D(Y_Y_)

[-0.66950]

(0.79300)

-0.53092

[ 2.26341]

(0.79512)

1.799675

[-0.58981]

(0.84584)

-0.49889

[-1.14424]

(0.62518)

-0.71535

[ 1.34528]

(0.05714)

0.07687

[ 1.07851]

(0.04961)

0.053504

D(I_I_)

[-0.60697]

(1.69503)

-1.02883

[ 0.79755]

(1.69956)

1.355481

[ 0.01456]

(1.80798)

0.026316

[-0.98294]

(1.33631)

-1.31351

[ 1.27070]

(0.12214)

0.155201

[ 1.57123]

(0.10604)

0.166611

D(P_P_)

[ 0.92651]

(0.10617)

0.098367

[ 0.56755]

(0.10645)

0.060417

[-1.10819]

(0.11324)

-0.1255

[-1.12831]

(0.08370)

-0.09444

[ 0.52935]

(0.00765)

0.00405

[-0.31513]

(0.00664)

-0.00209

D(WON)

[ 1.08385]

(0.26286)

0.284897

[ 1.27969]

(0.26356)

0.337274

[-1.09163]

(0.28037)

-0.30606

[-1.16119]

(0.20723)

-0.24063

[ 1.38172]

(0.01894)

0.026171

[ 1.12642]

(0.01644)

0.018523

D(YUAN)

[ 0.26011]

(0.16519)

0.042968

[ 0.30867]

(0.16563)

0.051127

[-1.44025]

(0.17620)

-0.25378

[-0.58164]

(0.13023)

-0.07575

[ 0.82009]

(0.01190)

0.009762

[-1.03206]

(0.01033)

-0.01067

FSTOCK

[-0.39558]

(4.44953)

-1.76013

[-0.45068]

(4.46140)

-2.01067

[ 0.60924]

(4.74602)

2.891453

[-1.52885]

(3.50786)

-5.36301

[-0.59665]

(0.32062)

-0.1913

[-0.16541]

(0.27836)

-0.04604
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D(I_I_(-2))

D(I_I_(-1))

D(Y_Y_(-4))

D(Y_Y_(-3))

D(Y_Y_(-2))

D(Y_Y_(-1))

Table 3-9. Continued

[ 0.63386]

[ 2.37638]

0.385388

0.052527
(0.60800)

[-1.73227]

[-0.26257]

(0.02210)

(0.62701)

-1.08616

-0.00599

(0.02280)

[ 0.89058]

[ 0.85068]

1.205759

0.041872
(1.35391)

[ 0.41787]

[ 1.07897]

(0.04922)

(1.52238)

0.636162

0.059717

(0.05535)

[ 0.43534]

[ 0.29950]

0.636671

0.015924
(1.46245)

[-0.69718]

[-0.24321]

(0.05317)

(1.65831)

-1.15614

(0.06029)

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

-0.01466

D(M_M_)

[-0.37215]

(0.04620)

-0.01719

[-0.69309]

(0.04764)

-0.03302

[ 2.26829]

(0.10287)

0.233344

[ 1.94103]

(0.11567)

0.224525

[ 1.85856]

(0.11112)

0.206522

[ 0.55726]

(0.12600)

0.070216

D(Y_Y_)

[ 1.39625]

(0.10306)

0.143894

[-0.70525]

(0.10628)

-0.07496

[-2.40777]

(0.22949)

-0.55257

[-1.64781]

(0.25805)

-0.42522

[-2.96591]

(0.24789)

-0.73522

[-2.17188]

(0.28109)

-0.61049

D(I_I_)

[-0.41711]

(0.22029)

-0.09188

[ 1.45347]

(0.22718)

0.330192

[ 0.57363]

(0.49054)

0.281387

[ 0.05494]

(0.55158)

0.030301

[ 0.93753]

(0.52987)

0.496766

[-0.81056]

(0.60083)

-0.48701

D(P_P_)

[-0.75335]

(0.01380)

-0.01039

[-0.51806]

(0.01423)

-0.00737

[-0.75539]

(0.03072)

-0.02321

[-1.62104]

(0.03455)

-0.056

[-1.52798]

(0.03319)

-0.05071

[-2.93918]

(0.03763)

-0.11061

D(WON)

[ 0.54574]

(0.03416)

0.018643

[ 0.08318]

(0.03523)

0.00293

[ 0.88474]

(0.07607)

0.067302

[ 0.35332]

(0.08554)

0.030222

[-0.61644]

(0.08217)

-0.05065

[-1.14638]

(0.09317)

-0.10681

[-1.32421]

(0.02147)

-0.02843

[ 0.40426]

(0.02214)

0.00895

[ 0.50494]

(0.04781)

0.02414

[-0.74196]

(0.05376)

-0.03988

[-1.34040]

(0.05164)

-0.06922

[-1.62242]

(0.05856)

-0.095

D(YUAN)

FSTOCK

[-0.41229]

(0.57826)

-0.23841

[ 1.03011]

(0.59634)

0.614302

[ 0.10042]

(1.28768)

0.129305

[-0.85655]

(1.44791)

-1.24022

[ 0.17844]

(1.39092)

0.248191

[-0.17462]

(1.57719)

-0.27541
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D(P_P_(-4))

D(P_P_(-3))

D(P_P_(-2))

D(P_P_(-1))

D(I_I_(-4))

D(I_I_(-3))

Table 3-9. Continued

[-0.25276]

[-0.81184]

-3.17573

-0.37083
(12.56420)

[-0.95452]

[-2.12902]

(0.45677)

(11.79980)

-11.2632

-0.91332

(0.42899)

[ 0.51850]

[-0.65144]

5.623171

-0.25685
(10.84500)

[ 1.48496]

[ 0.21207]

(0.39427)

(10.50520)

15.59981

0.080995

(0.38192)

[ 0.41827]

[ 1.48483]

0.223208

0.028807
(0.53365)

[ 0.72346]

[-0.30066]

(0.01940)

(0.65278)

0.472261

(0.02373)

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

-0.00714

D(M_M_)

[-2.55988]

(0.95465)

-2.44378

[-1.14740]

(0.89657)

-1.02873

[ 0.16091]

(0.82402)

0.132597

[ 0.30828]

(0.79820)

0.246073

[ 0.40702]

(0.04055)

0.016504

[-0.33646]

(0.04960)

-0.01669

D(Y_Y_)

[ 2.58621]

(2.12968)

5.507801

[ 2.10318]

(2.00011)

4.206605

[-0.13863]

(1.83826)

-0.25484

[-0.97714]

(1.78067)

-1.73996

[-0.92448]

(0.09046)

-0.08363

[ 0.31612]

(0.11065)

0.034978

D(I_I_)

[ 1.14499]

(4.55217)

5.212209

[-1.40546]

(4.27523)

-6.00867

[-0.90815]

(3.92927)

-3.56837

[ 0.86737]

(3.80617)

3.301355

[ 0.54046]

(0.19335)

0.104498

[ 1.51529]

(0.23651)

0.358381

D(P_P_)

[ 1.57017]

(0.28512)

0.447694

[ 0.05809]

(0.26778)

0.015556

[ 0.38617]

(0.24611)

0.095041

[-0.21271]

(0.23840)

-0.05071

[-0.01227]

(0.01211)

-0.00015

[ 0.27101]

(0.01481)

0.004015

D(WON)

[-0.38982]

(0.70593)

-0.27519

[-1.25206]

(0.66298)

-0.83009

[ 0.20153]

(0.60933)

0.122796

[-0.34801]

(0.59024)

-0.20541

[ 0.29576]

(0.02998)

0.008868

[ 1.00679]

(0.03668)

0.036926

[ 0.21892]

(0.44364)

0.097123

[ 0.26306]

(0.41665)

0.109607

[ 1.00418]

(0.38294)

0.38454

[-0.81879]

(0.37094)

-0.30372

[-0.72938]

(0.01884)

-0.01374

[ 1.80481]

(0.02305)

0.0416

D(YUAN)

FSTOCK

[ 0.65723]

(11.94960)

7.853687

[ 0.96765]

(11.22260)

10.8596

[-0.98813]

(10.31450)

-10.192

[ 0.15120]

(9.99132)

1.510724

[ 0.11375]

(0.50755)

0.057735

[ 0.12677]

(0.62085)

0.078704
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D(YUAN(-2))

D(YUAN(-1))

D(WON(-4))

D(WON(-3))

D(WON(-2))

D(WON(-1))

Table 3-9. Continued

[-0.60576]

[ 0.09064]

-33.3526

0.181436
(55.05940)

[ 0.12414]

[ 0.62755]

(2.00170)

(51.39130)

6.379941

1.17248

(1.86834)

[ 0.47640]

[-1.56492]

9.406306

-1.12333
(19.74460)

[-0.01087]

[-0.70943]

(0.71782)

(45.73620)

-0.49704

-1.1796

(1.66275)

[ 0.38846]

[-0.10733]

20.66733

-0.2076
(53.20350)

[ 0.06982]

[-0.89183]

(1.93423)

(49.54860)

3.459637

-1.6065

(1.80135)

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

D(M_M_)

[ 0.41222]

(4.18350)

1.724533

[ 0.49651]

(3.90480)

1.938776

[ 1.82544]

(1.50023)

2.738577

[ 0.21540]

(3.47511)

0.748551

[-0.29380]

(4.04249)

-1.18768

[-0.59139]

(3.76478)

-2.22645

D(Y_Y_)

[-0.64114]

(9.33277)

-5.98357

[ 0.10158]

(8.71102)

0.884893

[-0.95197]

(3.34678)

-3.18604

[ 0.69345]

(7.75246)

5.37597

[ 0.50814]

(9.01819)

4.582514

[ 8.8e-05]

(8.39867)

0.000742

D(I_I_)

[-2.49052]

(19.94870)

-49.6826

[-0.86702]

(18.61970)

-16.1437

[ 0.16888]

(7.15373)

1.208119

[ 0.77321]

(16.57080)

12.81275

[ 2.36032]

(19.27630)

45.49824

[ 1.05169]

(17.95210)

18.88007

D(P_P_)

[-0.52329]

(1.24949)

-0.65385

[ 0.63228]

(1.16625)

0.737395

[-0.11845]

(0.44807)

-0.05307

[ 1.34298]

(1.03791)

1.393894

[ 0.59689]

(1.20737)

0.720666

[-0.60222]

(1.12443)

-0.67715

D(WON)

[ 0.58151]

(3.09355)

1.798916

[ 1.56798]

(2.88746)

4.527487

[-1.05245]

(1.10936)

-1.16755

[-1.18706]

(2.56972)

-3.05041

[-0.62750]

(2.98927)

-1.87578

[-1.45537]

(2.78392)

-4.05162

D(YUAN)

[ 0.63685]

(1.94416)

1.238142

[ 1.48210]

(1.81463)

2.689467

[-0.02481]

(0.69719)

-0.0173

[-0.99448]

(1.61495)

-1.60604

[-0.67835]

(1.87862)

-1.27437

[-1.07094]

(1.74957)

-1.87369

FSTOCK

[ 0.09081]

(52.36620)

4.755583

[-0.38035]

(48.87750)

-18.5905

[ 0.74786]

(18.77880)

14.04398

[-0.90787]

(43.49900)

-39.4912

[-0.05917]

(50.60100)

-2.99392

[ 0.27142]

(47.12490)

12.79057
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FSTOCK(-4)

FSTOCK(-3)

FSTOCK(-2)

FSTOCK(-1)

D(YUAN(-4))

D(YUAN(-3))

Table 3-9. Continued

[-0.22510]

[ 0.26236]

-0.0533

0.002259
(0.23680)

[-1.29932]

[-0.62414]

(0.00861)

(0.28735)

-0.37335

-0.00652

(0.01045)

[ 0.43169]

[ 0.07845]

0.127625

0.000843
(0.29564)

[ 0.78367]

[-0.89892]

(0.01075)

(0.27505)

0.215547

-0.00899

(0.01000)

[-0.05343]

[ 1.00523]

-1.20609

0.824958
(22.57360)

[-0.08513]

[ 0.76785]

(0.82067)

(48.27220)

-4.10939

(1.75495)

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

1.347543

D(M_M_)

[-0.44426]

(0.01799)

-0.00799

[-0.44565]

(0.02183)

-0.00973

[-0.53191]

(0.02246)

-0.01195

[ 1.54684]

(0.02090)

0.032327

[-1.69974]

(1.71518)

-2.91536

[-0.32917]

(3.66780)

-1.20732

D(Y_Y_)

[ 1.00940]

(0.04014)

0.040515

[-0.48957]

(0.04871)

-0.02385

[ 1.81762]

(0.05011)

0.091085

[-1.03090]

(0.04662)

-0.04806

[ 0.89040]

(3.82631)

3.406942

[-0.48111]

(8.18232)

-3.93661

D(I_I_)

[ 1.92460]

(0.08580)

0.165122

[-1.25173]

(0.10411)

-0.13032

[ 0.95106]

(0.10711)

0.101872

[-1.70614]

(0.09965)

-0.17002

[-0.32248]

(8.17870)

-2.63748

[-0.90737]

(17.48960)

-15.8695

D(P_P_)

[ 1.11263]

(0.00537)

0.005979

[-1.05153]

(0.00652)

-0.00686

[ 1.59358]

(0.00671)

0.010691

[-0.80906]

(0.00624)

-0.00505

[-0.01843]

(0.51227)

-0.00944

[-1.30379]

(1.09546)

-1.42825

D(WON)

[ 1.01179]

(0.01330)

0.013462

[-1.17260]

(0.01614)

-0.01893

[ 0.90316]

(0.01661)

0.015002

[-1.13733]

(0.01545)

-0.01758

[ 0.79676]

(1.26831)

1.010542

[ 1.11677]

(2.71221)

3.028909

D(YUAN)

[ 1.27786]

(0.00836)

0.010685

[-1.16617]

(0.01015)

-0.01183

[ 1.40819]

(0.01044)

0.0147

[-0.99405]

(0.00971)

-0.00965

[ 0.11299]

(0.79708)

0.090062

[ 0.86155]

(1.70450)

1.468508

FSTOCK

[-0.71926]

(0.22522)

-0.16199

[ 0.96915]

(0.27329)

0.26486

[-0.12786]

(0.28118)

-0.03595

[ 2.35621]

(0.26160)

0.616372

[-0.84087]

(21.46940)

-18.053

[ 0.94961]

(45.91100)

43.59743
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-27.3377

Number of coefficients

-39.7171

0.015198

Schwarz criterion

0.006733

-3.81484
9.60E-05

1385.502

0.137749

-5.62802
-0.00089

-5.19033

174.5437

0.803205

0.016353

0.004279

-0.15773

0.643775

[-0.00931]

(0.00267)

Akaike information criterion

0.075843

-0.08715
-0.01007

-7.0035

222.5928

1.056744

0.006605

0.000698

0.0378

0.703938

[-1.53413]

(0.00108)

D(WON)
-2.48E-05

1.59E-34

0.022955

-1.60642
-0.00442

-1.46264

75.75989

2.020358

0.10545

0.177915

0.413971

0.819684

[ 0.20641]

(0.01720)

D(P_P_)
-0.00165

Log likelihood

0.300562

-3.21118
0.003978

-2.98191

116.0205

2.969449

0.049333

0.038941

0.576892

0.869813

[-1.48298]

(0.00805)

D(I_I_)
0.003551

7.64E-30

S.D. dependent

1.943343
0.004817

-4.58667

158.5468

1.111864

0.022114

0.007825

0.071877

0.714424

[ 0.95385]

(0.00361)

D(Y_Y_)
-0.01194

Determinant resid covariance

0.012607

Mean dependent

0.567856

21.95181

1.09599

0.291047

1.35533

0.062314

D(M_M_)
0.003441

Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)

-4.68549

0.000683

Schwarz SC

197.6159

1.606213

F-statistic

-6.06098

0.010581

Akaike AIC

0.001791

Sum sq. resids

S.E. equation

Log likelihood

0.295619

Adj. R-squared

0.711481

[ 0.71148]

[ 0.01658]

0.783267

(0.04748)

0.033781

(0.00173)

D(VOLUME)

D(EXCH)

2.86E-05

R-squared

C

Table 3-9. Continued
D(YUAN)

0.011841

-0.00068

-4.74383

-6.11931

199.1618

1.473076

0.010277

0.00169

0.246712

0.768219

[-0.05580]

(0.00168)

-9.35E-05

FSTOCK

0.295296

0.069277

1.843039

0.467552

24.60986

1.199372

0.27681

1.22598

0.121286

0.729626

[ 1.22423]

(0.04516)

0.055283

Figure 3-10. Impulse Response Function
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Figure 3-11. Forecasting Error Variance Decomposition
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4
Chapter

Synchronization of East Asian
Currencies: RMB or USD?18)

Chang Sik Kim (Sungkyunkwan Univ.)
Sunghyun Kim (Sungkyunkwan Univ.)

Table 3-1. Volume of spot foreign exchange transactions

(Unit: 100 million dollars, %)

Currency

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

weight
(as of 2020)

KRW/USD

142.6

145.4 145.2

138.9

153.4 137.6

147.2

72.4%

KRW/RMB

1.6

24.7

21.0

18.8

22.9

11.3%

5.8 Introduction
7.2
9.5
7.9
6.8
5.3
2.6%
1.
9.7
7.4
9.3
12.7
10.1
10
2. Exchange Rate Regime in 4.9%
China
5.6
5.5
6.3
7.7
6.3
6.7
3.2%
3.
8.6 Empirical
9.0
11.0 Estimation
12.8
13.9
11.1
5.5%
199.8
194.3
196.0
213.3
198.3
203.2
100.0%
4. Conclusion

JPY/USD

6.7

USD/EUR

9.2

KRW/Others

5.3

Others

9.9

Total

175.3

20.0

23.6

Notes: 1) A spot exchange transaction refers to a transaction in which the acceptance of foreign
exchange (settlement) is made within two business days from the date of contract.
2) KRW/RMB has been compiled since 2015 and includes the trading volume of offshore
RMB (CNH).
3) “KRW/Others” refers to the trading volume of KRW-Currencies except RMB, and
was calculated by the author with original data.
Source: BOK (2021. 1. 28), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign Exchange Banks
in 2020,” p. 2; BOK (2018. 2. 22), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign
Exchange Banks in 2017,” p. 2.
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1. Introduction 18)
A large strand of research has focused on the role of the renminbi (RMB)
in the movement of exchange rates of key currencies in East and Southeast
Asia. Since China has been more influential in this region in various aspects,
it is natural to assume that the RMB would also take the role of dominant
currency in regional economic activities. However, unlike the status of China
as a major powerhouse in global trade, the role of the RMB is limited in
regional and global financial markets. This is mostly because the
globalization of Chinese financial markets and therefore internationalization
of the RMB are not yet fully materialized. Although the RMB has been
incorporated in the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) basket as a fifth currency
since October 1, 2016, international use of the RMB is still limited. As
described in terms of Chinese preference for “crossing the river by feeling
the stones beneath one’s feet,” China’s approach towards RMB
internationalization has been cautious and gradual (Eichengreen 2015). Even
proponents of RMB internationalization argue that it requires considerable
progress and time to reform domestic financial markets and institutions
before removing the residual restrictions on capital account that limit the
international use of the RMB (Wang 2017).
Most East Asian countries had followed a dollar peg until the currency
crisis in 1997 and then majority of these countries switched to free floating.
Since then, the degree of exchange rate flexibility of some countries such as
Korea, Indonesia, and Thailand have significantly increased while others
(Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore) have not. For the exchange rate
policies in East Asia, it becomes hard to define them as a single currency
system. This is in line with Frankel (1999) who argues that no single
exchange rate arrangement is right for all places and times. Even though the
US dollar still remains the most widely used currency in cross-border
18) This chapter is based on Kim, Kim and Wang (2018) with an updated data and analysis.
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transactions of goods, services, and capital among the East Asian countries,
these countries’ exchange rate movements exhibit different patterns against
the USD and other Asian currencies.
This chapter examines the role of the RMB in exchange rate determination
of the East Asian currencies in conjunction with a widespread influence of
China’s economic influence in East Asia. A number of researchers already
have explored this issue in the literature, for example, Frankel and Wei
(1994), Ito (2016), Kawai and Pontines (2014, 2016), Eichengreen and
Lombardi (2017), Kim, et al. (2018) and others. Our contribution is that we
carefully select a numeraire currency (New Zealand dollar) and deal with a
multi-collinearity issue using a two-stage regression. We also analyze how the
role of the RMB has varied over time based on a rolling-window panel
regression. In details, we derive regression coefficients over different periods
for each country and examine whether the RMB has become influential in
some countries in the region. Throughout this exercise, we aim to draw
meaningful implications for exchange rate policies in East Asia.
The first empirical work in this literature has been done by Frankel and
Wei (1994). They estimated using an OLS regression of exchange rates (in
terms of Swiss franc) of East Asian currencies on USD, JPY and other key
currencies and investigate the relative role of USD and JPY in exchange rate
determination in East Asia. Subsequently, a number of papers have modified
the regression method in Frankel and Wei (1994) by including the RMB as
an explanatory variable in the regression equation to investigate whether the
role of the RMB has become more influential in determining exchange rates
in East Asia. Most previous empirical research has concluded that the
regression coefficient on the RMB is quite significant in many countries, and
sometimes larger than that of the USD.19)
However, Kawai and Pontines (2014, 2016) argued that the Frankel-Wei

19) For example, see Ho et al. (2005), Balasubramaniam et al. (2011), Chow (2011), Henning
(2012), Subramanian and Kessler (2013) and Fratzscher and Mehl (2014).
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regression has a multi-collinearity problem. In the data, RMB is significantly
affected by USD, which generates correlation between the two explanatory
variables in the regression. They used a two-stage regression to deal with the
effects of the USD on the RMB in the regression. Using the data up to 2013,
they showed that the RMB’s role becomes weak and insignificant in most
regressions after controlling for multi-collinearity among explanatory
variables. They also proposed using New Zealand dollar (NZD) as
numeraire because the Swiss franc has recently followed a fixed exchange
rate regime for some times. Ito (2016) used an expanded data up to 2016 and
showed the importance of a numeraire currency. He also used NZD as a
numeraire and showed that the RMB’s role has become important in
exchange rate determination in recent years. However, he did not correct for
the multicollinearity issue, so the apparent importance of the RMB may
result from multicollinearity problems in the regression. Kim et al. (2018)
used the two-stage regression with NZD as a numeraire and reached a
similar conclusion as Ito (2016).20)
This chapter extends Kim et al. (2018) by adding data up to 2020 and
analyze how the role of RMB changed before and after the global financial
crisis and through the COVID-19 pandemic. Empirical results based on
two-stage regressions suggest that the RMB increased its influence in
exchange rate determination in East Asia since the GFC in 2008, but the role
of RMB decreased since 2016 in general. However, there are some country
differences: (1) The role of USD dominates in most countries except for
Australia; (2) The role of RMB is relatively stronger in Korea and Singapore
among the East Asian countries; (3) The influence of USD on RMB
determination becomes weaker since 2016. One important observation is
that the role of the RMB is much higher than that of the USE for Australia,
which requires a further investigation.

20) Note that these results are different from those of Kawai and Pontines (2016) who
reported that the RMB becomes insignificant using the data up to 2013.
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2. Exchange Rate Regime in China
In this section, we briefly document historical changes in China’s
exchange rate regime. China maintained a dual exchange rate system until
1994 where the official exchange rate was much higher than the market
exchange rate. In early 1994, China has set these two rates equalized by
devaluing the official rate by about 30%. Thereafter, the RMB exchange rate
slightly appreciated 8.28 and stayed there until July 2005.
In 2005, the Chinese authorities declared that they would revalue the
RMB (against the USD) by 2.1% to 8.11. Concurrently, China loosened its
exchange rate system from a conventional US dollar peg to a crawling peg
system. Countries typically use the crawling peg system to provide stability in
exchange rates among trading partners. Instead of choosing a one-time
sizable devaluation or revaluation under the hard-peg regime, central banks
allow for incremental adjustments within a pre-announced band. Under this
crawling peg system, daily trading price of the RMB in terms of the USD in
the interbank Forex market was allowed to float within a narrow band
(0.3%) around the central parity determined by the People’s Bank of China
(PBoC). This band was enlarged to 0.5% on May 18, 2007. The band was
extended again to 1.0% and 2% subsequently.
Starting in July 2005, the Chinese authorities allowed the RMB to
appreciate gradually in order to maintain tightened monetary policy due to
overheated domestic economy. At this time, the U.S. government and the
IMF criticized China for maintaining an artificially undervalued currency,
which led to a rising current account surplus and foreign exchange reserve
accumulation. The nominal exchange rate of RMB (against the USD)
appreciated by 17.5% and the RMB’s value reached a peak (Kawai and
Pontines 2014).
In the summer of 2008, the Chinese government slowed the pace of RMB
appreciation and restored a US dollar peg system right before the global
financial crisis. The Chinese government officials were seriously worried
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about the slowdown in export competitiveness caused by RMB appreciation
in the midst of the global recession. Upon this decision to stabilize the RMB
exchange rate, the RMB exchange rate actually appreciated because many
countries in East Asia suffered from sharp depreciation due to the global
financial crisis. The RMB/USD exchange rate was set at 6.83 until May 2010.
In June 2010, China abandoned the peg once again and allowed an RMB
appreciation against the USD to resume.
In 2015, the PBoC announced a significant change in the RMB exchange
rate arrangement. Corresponding to the Chinese government’s desire for
RMB internationalization, the new policy promoted further liberalization of
the exchange rate regime. Under the previous regime, the PBoC set the daily
reference exchange rate every day and the RMB was permitted to trade
within a narrow daily band of +/-2%. The PBoC determines the reference
rate, but the market spot rate often become significantly different from the
official rate. However, under the new arrangement, the PBoC set the
reference rate at the closing value of the previous day, while maintaining the
same trading band. This new arrangement created a shock in the market and
initially led to a 1.9% fall in the RMB, which is the largest daily depreciation
since the adoption of the crawling peg. Although the PBoC explained that
the subsequent exchange rate movement was an extraordinary one to
establish parity between spot and reference rates, the PBoC was forced to set
the reference rate on the next day again at the lower end, resulting in a
further 1.6% depreciation.
Such new exchange rate arrangement and the subsequent depreciation of
the RMB elevated speculation that China would initiate a currency war to
boost the country’s competitiveness in exports and growth. However, some
experts interpreted that this new arrangement reflects the Chinese
government’s efforts to allow for a more flexible exchange rate movement in
the international market. Indeed, this movement by the PBoC for a more
flexible exchange rate regime has been welcomed by international
organizations such as the IMF. The PBoC also emphasized that the RMB
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would be determined by market conditions in the Forex markets and the
movement of major currencies. Overall, against an expectation that the RMB
would be a freely floating currency, the tightly managed exchange rate
regime is inconsistent with Beijing’s other moves towards capital account
liberalization and RMB internationalization. In sum, compared to 2005, the
RMB is more flexible with respect to the USD and is expected to be more
flexible in the future.

3. Empirical Estimation
3-1. Data and Numeraire Currency
For the exchange rate data, we use closing prices after dropping missing
values, taken from the Bloomberg. For estimation periods, we follow Ito
(2016) who sets the estimation period while China maintained the floating
exchange rate regime.
(Period 1) July 20, 2005 – July 18, 2008: Crawling peg
(Period 2) June 16, 2010 – Dec 31, 2020: Flexible Crawling peg (Managed
float)
(Period 2-1) June 16, 2010 – January 14, 2014
(Period 2-2) January 15, 2014 – June 24, 2016
(Period 2-3) June 24, 2016 – Dec 31, 2020
Note that during Jan 2001 ~ June 2005 and July 2008 ~ June 2010, China
maintained a fixed exchange rate regime, and thus we remove these periods
from the analysis. In addition, we divide Period 2 (2010-2020) into Period
2-1 (an appreciation phase), Period 2-2 (a gradual and accelerating
depreciation phase), and Period 2-3 (volatile period).
Because the exchange rate is a relative price, it is necessary to decide which
currency should be used as a numeraire currency. According to Kawai and
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Pontines (2016), a numeraire currency should not be highly volatile nor be
correlated with the currency in the analysis. The original Frankel-Wei
regression used the Swiss franc as a numeraire currency. However, because
the Swiss franc has been pegged to the euro since September 2011, it may
not be a perfect anchor currency. Kawai and Pontines (2016) pointed out
that the Swiss monetary authority enforced a ceiling of CHF 1.2 per EUR
from September 9, 2011 to December 18, 2014. The rate was near the ceiling
for a long time, indicating that the CHF/EUR exchange rate remained
almost unchanged. Hence, the Frankel-Wei regressions, especially the
coefficients on euro, are unreliable. Kawai and Pontines (2016) proposed to
use the New Zealand Dollar (NZD) as a numeraire. Therefore, in this
chapter, we use NZD as numeraire.21)

3-2. OLS Estimation Results
This section presents the basic regression equation developed by
Frankel and Wei (1994) to estimate the role of key international
currencies in determining currency values of the East Asian countries.



∆           ∆      ∆   






  ∆       ∆       



(1)



where  is the exchange rate of currency i in terms of currency N

and ∆ indicates the first-difference operator. We put a combination of
key currencies on the right-hand side for the main analysis. We do not
include British Pound as an explanatory variable, mostly due to the fact
21) Ito (2016) also performed a similar exercise. He showed that the coefficient on RMB
becomes more significant when NZD is used than when CHF is used, in particular in
Period 1.
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that UK went through Brexit in recent years and therefore is not stable
throughout the estimation period. Currency N is the numeraire currency
and we use the New Zealand dollar.
Table 4-1 shows the OLS estimation results in different periods:
Periods 1 and 2, and sub-periods 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3. Similar to the results
from previous studies with the OLS estimation, the coefficient on the
RMB is significantly positive in most currencies, especially in the post
GFC period.22) The coefficient of the RMB is higher than that of the
USD in some countries, notably in Korea in all periods, Malaysia and
Australia in the post GFC period, and Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand
in the pre GFC period. The role of the USD is quite significant in the
Philippines in all periods, and Taiwan and Thailand in the post GFC
period. However, these results are in doubt due to the multicollinearity
problem as the USD and the RMB are highly correlated.

3-3. Two-stage Regression Results
If the RMB is significantly affected by other currencies such as the
USD, the regression equation (1) can be misleading because both USD
and RMB are included as explanatory variables at the same time, which
can deliver a multicollinearity problem. Using the same method in
Kawai and Pontines (2016), we correct the multicollinearity problem by
adopting a two-stage regression as follows:
[1st step]






   ∆      





∆          ∆       ∆   

(2)

22) Ito (2016) found that the coefficients on the USD are almost zero or minus and those on
the RMB are quite high for all sample countries in both periods.
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[2nd step]
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(3)
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Note that the coefficients are restricted to sum up to one:
                .23)

Table 4-2 reports the coefficients from the two-stage regressions in
(2) and (3). The first column in the table shows that the USD
significantly and positively affects the RMB in the first stage regression
(2). The coefficients on the USD are high above 0.9 in all periods. For
the second stage regression (3), the coefficients for the RMB residuals
and the USD are significant in most cases. Note that the coefficients
on both RMB and USD are not significant in some countries in Period
1 when the multicollinearity was not controlled in Table 4-1. Using a
two-stage regression makes the role of RMB more significant in all
periods. This result is slightly different from Kawai and Pontines (2016)
who showed that the coefficient on the RMB were insignificant in most
countries. The coefficients on euro and Yen are not significant and small.
In terms of the coefficients’ size, correcting the multicollinearity issue
generates a clear pattern in directions of change. In all countries except
for Australia, the coefficient on the USD increases and the coefficient
on the RMB decreases in both periods 1 and 2.24) The absolute size of
23) We run the first stage regression for the RMB only because we focus only on the relative
role of the USD and the RMB, and the USD is not influenced by the RMB or other key
currencies, which conjecture is confirmed by running the first stage regression (1) for the
USD. Moreover, the JPY and the EUR do not significantly influence the movements of
the RMB or the USD.
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coefficient on the USD is much higher than that of the RMB, except
for Australia. The coefficient on USD is around 0.8 ~ 0.9 in all Asian
sample countries except for Singapore where the coefficient is around
0.5 ~ 0.6. For the RMB, the coefficient is low around 0.05 ~ 0.25,
where Korea and Singapore show relatively higher numbers. For
Australia, the coefficient on the USD was insignificant in the OLS
regression (-0.02 ~ 0.02) but now with the correction, becomes positive
and significant (still low at 0.1 ~ 0.2). The coefficient on the RMB
increases to a significant and positive number (from 0.08 ~ 0.2 to 0.5 ~ 0.6).
In general, the coefficient on the RMB coefficient is bigger in Period
2 than in Period 1. For some countries, they are similar and low
around less than 0.1 (the Philippines, Thailand and Taiwan). The
coefficient increased significantly for other countries, notably in Korea,
Malaysia and Indonesia, from around 0.05 ~ 0.1 to around 0.12 ~ 0.2.
The coefficient on the USD is already high in Period 1 (except for
Australia) and it slightly increases above 0.9 in all countries except for
Singapore where the coefficient decreases from 0.63 to 0.50. Regression
coefficient for the USD close to 1 indicates that, even though these
countries adopt floating exchange rate regimes, the de facto exchange
rate system can be considered to be a US dollar peg. These results
indicate that the role of USD is still strong in East Asian region even
after the GFC. The regression coefficient on the RMB is not large
enough to be considered as an evidence for an RMB bloc.
Comparing the periods 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3, the effect of the USD on
the RMB in the first-stage regression (2) is significantly weakened in
period 2-3 to 0.79 from 0.97 ~ 0.99 in periods 2-1 and 2-2. This
result indicates that the exchange rate regime in China becomes more
flexible and the RMB does not follow the movement of the USD as

24) This result is similar to that of Kawai and Pontines (2016) where the coefficients on
RMB decrease after the control in most cases.
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much as before. For the second stage regression (3), there is no clear
pattern in the RMB coefficient over the three sub-periods. In some
countries, the RMB coefficient continuously increases (Thailand) or
increases and then decreases (Malaysia, Singapore) over time. However,
these changes in the sub-periods are quite small. One notable observation
is that between period 2-1 and 2-2, the coefficient on the RMB
increased in all Asian countries except for the Philippines where it
stays unchanged. However, between period 2-2 and 2-3, we could not
find any consistent pattern of movement in the RMB coefficient: it
slightly decreased (Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore), slightly increased
(Thailand, Korea) or stayed at a similar level (Indonesia, Taiwan). The
next step is to see how coefficients changed over time in details.

3-4. Rolling-window Regression Results
In this section, we run rolling-window regressions with a three-year
estimation period. Figure 4-1 shows the coefficients for the USD and
RMB for each country in the rolling-window regressions where the
x-axis represents the mid-year in the estimation period; for example,
2015 stands for the regression with 2014 ~ 2016 data.
One notable observation is that the coefficient for the USD is
significantly higher than that on the RMB in all countries and in all
periods, except for Australia. The actual size of difference between the
two coefficients is the smallest for Singapore (around 0.1 ~ 0.3) and the
largest for Taiwan (around 0.9). There are some patterns that you can
observe in the graphs. For Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Korea, the
role of USD slightly decreased over time or stayed at a similar level. The
USD coefficient is almost unchanged in Taiwan and the Philippines. In
Singapore, the USD coefficient fluctuates quite a lot over time. The role
of the RMB increases continuously (but slightly) in Indonesia and
Thailand, while it stayed at a similar level in other countries.
In Australia, as confirmed in Table 4-2, the coefficient on the RMB
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is significantly higher than that of the USD in all periods. The role of
the RMB continuously decreased until 2018 and then slightly increased,
while the coefficient on USD peaked around 2015 ~ 2016 and then
decreased towards zero since then. The reason why the Australian dollar
is much less (more) dependent on USD (RMB) is another subject for
further research. It may be due to the fact that Australian dollar is
internationalized or Australia and China have a close trade relationship.

4. Conclusion
In the early 1990s, researchers seriously discussed the possibility of a
yen bloc in East Asia. Frankel and Wei (1994) proposed a hypothesis
regarding a currency bloc suggesting that the US dollar had dominant
influence in the western hemisphere, the Japanese yen in East Asia and
the Deutsch mark in Europe. Their empirical results, however, denied
any special role of the Japanese yen. East Asian countries were more
properly classified as a dollar bloc than a yen bloc.25)
At the current moment in East Asia, we can apply a similar story
regarding the hegemonic current in the currency market, with the
Chinese RMB replacing the Japanese yen. According to Park and Song
(2011), both internationalization of the RMB and China’s strategic
interests in ASEAN would contribute to deepen an economic integration
in the region, which can facilitate a creation of a de facto RMB bloc.
Potential member countries include 10 ASEAN countries plus China,
Hong Kong, and Taiwan, a grouping called “ASEAN + New 3”.
However, they also argues that such a currency bloc is likely to reduce
25) According to Kwan (2001), several impediments hinder the Japanese yen from
expanding its role up to the level of Japan’s economic importance in East Asia. One is
the prolonged stagnation of the Japanese economy and the other is historical
background of East Asian countries suffering from Japanese invasions.
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the initiative of the existing “ASEAN + 3” (China, Japan, and Korea)
for regional monetary and financial cooperation as neither Japan nor
Korea joins the new currency bloc due to economic and political reasons.
This chapter does not consider any political argument, instead tries to
provide most recent empirical evidence on the discussion whether East
Asia can be considered as a RMB bloc or still a USD bloc. Moreover, we
do not analyze optimal weights of key currencies in currency market. We
rather focus on investigating empirical evidence regarding exchange rate
determination. Given efforts by Chinese government for RMB
internationalization, we hope to provide some empirical evidence on the
current status on the role of the RMB in the region and potential
implications for Korean won internationalization.
Empirical results based on the two-stage regressions suggest that, in
general, the RMB attained influence in exchange rate determination in
East Asia, especially since the GFC in 2008, but the role of RMB
decreased since 2016 in general. However, there are some country
differences: (1) The role of USD dominates in most countries except
for Australia; (2) The role of RMB is relatively stronger in Korea and
Singapore among East Asian countries; (3) The influence of USD on
RMB determination becomes weaker since 2016.
In addition, for those currencies that the RMB has a significant
influence, the absolute values of the coefficients are still quite small. The
coefficient on the USD prior to the GFC was near 0.9 in most countries
in the area, which implies a de facto US dollar bloc. These results indicate
that the RMB internationalization is still underway even in the most
influential region and it is not desirable at the moment to talk about the
creation of an RMB bloc. Looking ahead, the RMB will be unlikely to
replace the role of the US dollar anytime soon, especially considering the
current speed of financial market liberalization in China. However, the
RMB may gradually become a highly used regional settlement currency
in trade between China and China’s trading partners in East Asia.
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Indonesia
0.730***
(0.088)
0.046
(0.054)
0.144
(0.094)
0.037
(0.033)
783
0.692

Korea
0.160
(0.205)
0.040
(0.044)
0.725***
(0.200)
0.013
(0.041)
783
0.748

Malaysia
0.521***
(0.179)
0.053*
(0.028)
0.369**
(0.179)
0.020
(0.023)
783
0.881

Period 2: 2010.06.16-2020.12.31 (after GFC)
Indonesia
Korea
Malaysia
USD
0.506***
0.280***
0.442***
(0.061)
(0.061)
(0.041)
EURO
-0.006
-0.004
-0.003
(0.019)
(0.023)
(0.021)
RMB
0.466***
0.653***
0.513***
(0.052)
(0.059)
(0.042)
YEN
-0.032*
-0.044*
-0.067***
(0.019)
(0.023)
(0.017)
Observations
2,752
2,752
2,752
R-squared
0.728
0.606
0.714

Observations
R-squared

YEN

RMB

EURO

USD

Period 1: 2005.07.20-2008.07.18 (before GFC)

Philippines
0.702***
(0.029)
0.002
(0.013)
0.278***
(0.029)
-0.029**
(0.013)
2,752
0.829

Philippines
0.721***
(0.120)
0.095**
(0.040)
0.168
(0.120)
-0.007
(0.031)
783
0.802

Singapore
0.265***
(0.026)
0.214***
(0.011)
0.254***
(0.026)
0.040***
(0.009)
2,752
0.828

Singapore
0.230
(0.165)
0.174***
(0.022)
0.420**
(0.164)
0.068***
(0.016)
783
0.919

Table 4-1. OLS Regression Results

Thailand
0.569***
(0.031)
0.025**
(0.012)
0.369***
(0.031)
-0.020*
(0.012)
2,752
0.838

Thailand
0.200
(0.151)
0.034
(0.038)
0.647***
(0.148)
0.073**
(0.031)
783
0.778

Taiwan
0.644***
(0.027)
-0.006
(0.011)
0.351***
(0.027)
-0.015
(0.010)
2,752
0.897

Taiwan
0.380***
(0.062)
0.016
(0.027)
0.547***
(0.062)
0.038*
(0.020)
783
0.911

Australia
-0.028
(0.039)
0.186***
(0.019)
0.211***
(0.038)
-0.050***
(0.016)
2,752
0.203

Australia
0.026
(0.149)
0.445***
(0.040)
0.085
(0.149)
-0.097***
(0.034)
783
0.391
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Indonesia
0.393***
(0.120)
-0.012
(0.022)
0.609***
(0.121)
-0.022
(0.019)
935
0.815

Korea
-0.394**
(0.197)
-0.021
(0.033)
1.294***
(0.199)
-0.042
(0.027)
935
0.641

Period 2-2: 2014.01.15-2016.06.24
Indonesia
Korea
USD
0.337**
0.018
(0.142)
(0.138)
EURO
-0.036
-0.004
(0.034)
(0.050)
RMB
0.661***
0.907***
(0.142)
(0.138)
YEN
-0.059**
-0.016
(0.030)
(0.061)
Observations
638
638
R-squared
0.697
0.640

Observations
R-squared

YEN

RMB

EURO

USD

Period 2-1: 2010.06.16-2014.01.14

Table 4-1. Continued

Malaysia
0.046
(0.171)
-0.063
(0.049)
0.914***
(0.170)
-0.077*
(0.043)
638
0.586

Malaysia
-0.241*
(0.135)
0.025
(0.024)
1.191***
(0.137)
-0.081***
(0.024)
935
0.762

Philippines
0.593***
(0.077)
-0.009
(0.021)
0.413***
(0.076)
-0.038*
(0.022)
638
0.870

Philippines
0.236*
(0.123)
0.012
(0.022)
0.709***
(0.125)
-0.018
(0.022)
935
0.808

Singapore
0.198**
(0.079)
0.183***
(0.022)
0.335***
(0.078)
0.037*
(0.020)
638
0.813

Singapore
0.176**
(0.082)
0.246***
(0.018)
0.309***
(0.081)
0.039***
(0.013)
935
0.813

Thailand
0.645***
(0.073)
-0.012
(0.023)
0.302***
(0.072)
-0.009
(0.017)
638
0.863

Thailand
0.143
(0.108)
0.060***
(0.019)
0.798***
(0.105)
-0.038*
(0.022)
935
0.852

Taiwan
0.513***
(0.072)
-0.035*
(0.021)
0.508***
(0.072)
-0.023
(0.021)
638
0.914

Taiwan
0.357***
(0.103)
0.023
(0.016)
0.612***
(0.103)
-0.010
(0.014)
935
0.897

Australia
-0.010
(0.098)
0.140***
(0.039)
0.369***
(0.094)
-0.117***
(0.033)
638
0.269

Australia
0.076
(0.117)
0.217***
(0.027)
-0.006
(0.114)
0.017
(0.022)
935
0.205
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0.554

Malaysia

0.816

1,180

(0.031)

-0.053*

(0.034)

0.319***

(0.033)

0.074**

(0.037)

0.615***

0.832

1,180

(0.020)

-0.035*

(0.032)

0.196***

(0.023)

0.016

(0.031)

0.795***

Philippines

Note: Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

0.645

R-squared

1,180

(0.048)

1,180

(0.041)

(0.071)
-0.084*

(0.056)

-0.046

0.530***

0.341***

0.052
(0.055)

0.084*

(0.043)

(0.080)

(0.087)

Korea
0.437***

0.543***

Indonesia

Observations

YEN

RMB

EURO

USD

Period 2-3: 2016.06.24-2020.12.31

Table 4-1. Continued

0.868

1,180

(0.016)

0.050***

(0.024)

0.248***

(0.017)

0.207***

(0.026)

0.300***

Singapore

Thailand

0.806

1,180

(0.019)

0.001

(0.038)

0.321***

(0.022)

0.008

(0.035)

0.604***

Taiwan

0.886

1,180

(0.017)

-0.016

(0.028)

0.278***

(0.021)

0.004

(0.029)

0.717***

0.178

1,180

(0.025)

-0.071***

(0.044)

0.187***

(0.032)

0.211***

(0.047)

-0.032

Australia
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783

0.979

R-squared

783

(0.034)

783

0.099***

0.049*

(0.051)

0.058

(0.054)

-0.004

(0.049)

0.847***

Korea

(0.028)

0.046

(0.031)

0.050*

(0.054)

(0.023)

(0.026)

0.037

(0.048)

(0.018)

-0.037

0.868***

Indonesia

0.965***

Observations

RMB residual

YEN

EURO

USD

China
(1st stage)

Period 1: 2005.07.20-2008.07.18 (before GFC)

783

(0.018)

0.055***

(0.023)

0.043*

(0.029)

0.028

(0.023)

0.873***

Malaysia

783

(0.023)

0.031

(0.031)

0.005

(0.041)

0.081**

(0.034)

0.884***

Philippines

783

(0.020)

0.127***

(0.027)

0.094***

(0.031)

0.148***

(0.023)

0.632***

Singapore

Table 4-2. Two-stage Regression Results

783

(0.027)

0.079***

(0.039)

0.114***

(0.045)

-0.010

(0.039)

0.817***

Thailand

783

(0.018)

0.047***

(0.025)

0.073***

(0.031)

-0.019

(0.026)

0.899***

Taiwan

783

(0.026)

0.529***

(0.033)

-0.100***

(0.040)

0.455***

(0.032)

0.117***

Australia
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2,752

0.922

R-squared

2,752

2,752

(0.017)

(0.014)

(0.024)
0.194***

(0.019)

(0.008)

-0.046*

(0.024)

-0.015

(0.027)

0.867***

Korea

0.124***

-0.033*

(0.018)

(0.009)

0.005

-0.015

(0.026)

(0.010)

0.028***

0.924***

Indonesia

0.919***

Observations

RMB residual

YEN

EURO

USD

China
(1st stage)

Period 2: 2010.06.16-2020.12.31 (after GFC)

Table 4-2. Continued

2,752

(0.014)

0.175***

(0.018)

-0.068***

(0.021)

-0.010

(0.020)

0.904***

Malaysia

2,752

(0.010)

0.081***

(0.013)

-0.030**

(0.013)

-0.003

(0.013)

0.951***

Philippines

2,752

(0.009)

0.241***

(0.009)

0.041***

(0.011)

0.221***

(0.013)

0.498***

Singapore

2,752

(0.009)

0.103***

(0.012)

-0.021*

(0.013)

0.018

(0.014)

0.900***

Thailand

2,752

(0.008)

0.072***

(0.010)

-0.016

(0.011)

-0.014

(0.011)

0.958***

Taiwan

2,752

(0.016)

0.646***

(0.017)

-0.045***

(0.019)

0.220***

(0.021)

0.179***

Australia
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935

0.981

R-squared

935

935

(0.030)

(0.020)

(0.027)
0.206***

(0.019)

(0.005)

-0.048*

(0.034)

-0.034

(0.037)

0.875***

Korea

0.056***

-0.027

(0.023)

(0.007)

-0.003

-0.020

(0.023)

(0.008)

0.006

0.990***

Indonesia

0.986***

Observations

RMB residual

YEN

EURO

USD

China
(1st stage)

Period 2-1: 2010.06.16-2014.01.14

Table 4-2. Continued

935

(0.021)

0.149***

(0.024)

-0.087***

(0.026)

0.012

(0.030)

0.926***

Malaysia

935

(0.018)

0.086***

(0.023)

-0.022

(0.023)

0.004

(0.026)

0.931***

Philippines

935

(0.017)

0.234***

(0.013)

0.038***

(0.018)

0.246***

(0.022)

0.481***

Singapore

935

(0.017)

0.067***

(0.022)

-0.042*

(0.020)

0.050**

(0.025)

0.925***

Thailand

935

(0.016)

0.041***

(0.015)

-0.012

(0.017)

0.015

(0.018)

0.956***

Taiwan

935

(0.023)

0.679***

(0.022)

0.017

(0.028)

0.230***

(0.031)

0.074**

Australia
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638

0.947

R-squared

638

638

(0.033)

(0.026)

(0.070)
0.184***

(0.032)

(0.020)

-0.026

(0.056)

-0.038

(0.051)

0.880***

Korea

0.160***

-0.066**

(0.035)

(0.018)

-0.004

-0.060*

(0.035)

(0.018)

-0.014

0.966***

Indonesia

0.969***

Observations

RMB residual

YEN

EURO

USD

China
(1st stage)

Period 2-2: 2014.01.15-2016.06.24

Table 4-2. Continued

638

(0.033)

0.264***

(0.048)

-0.086*

(0.052)

-0.096*

(0.048)

0.917***

Malaysia

638

(0.016)

0.082***

(0.025)

-0.043*

(0.023)

-0.024

(0.022)

0.985***

Philippines

638

(0.019)

0.268***

(0.021)

0.035*

(0.023)

0.177***

(0.025)

0.521***

Singapore

638

(0.015)

0.101***

(0.018)

-0.012

(0.023)

-0.023

(0.024)

0.933***

Thailand

638

(0.015)

0.088***

(0.025)

-0.029

(0.024)

-0.054**

(0.023)

0.995***

Taiwan

638

(0.031)

0.621***

(0.034)

-0.116***

(0.040)

0.142***

(0.042)

0.353***

Australia
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0.824

R-squared

1,180

1,180

1,180

(0.016)

0.119***

(0.032)

-0.061*

(0.033)

0.085***

(0.028)

0.857***

Malaysia

1,180

(0.016)

0.074***

(0.020)

-0.040**

(0.023)

0.023

(0.020)

0.943***

Philippines

Note: Numbers in parenthesis are robust standard errors. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

1,180

(0.028)

(0.024)

(0.048)
0.190***

(0.040)

(0.015)

-0.098**

(0.055)

0.070

(0.055)

0.838***

Korea

0.152***

-0.055

(0.043)

(0.021)

-0.012

0.100**

(0.060)

(0.021)

0.131***

0.802***

Indonesia

0.789***

Observations

RMB residual

YEN

EURO

USD

China
(1st stage)

Period 2-3: 2016.06.24-2020.12.31

Table 4-2. Continued

1,180

(0.011)

0.224***

(0.016)

0.046***

(0.017)

0.236***

(0.018)

0.494***

Singapore

1,180

(0.015)

0.137***

(0.019)

-0.007

(0.021)

0.022

(0.021)

0.849***

Thailand

1,180

(0.012)

0.086***

(0.018)

-0.024

(0.021)

0.011

(0.018)

0.927***

Taiwan

1,180

(0.029)

0.625***

(0.027)

-0.064**

(0.030)

0.301***

(0.035)

0.138***

Australia

Figure 4-1. 3-year Rolling Window Regression Results: Two-stage Regression
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Table 3-1. Volume of spot foreign exchange transactions

(Unit: 100 million dollars, %)

Currency

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

weight
(as of 2020)

KRW/USD

142.6

145.4 145.2

138.9

153.4 137.6

147.2

72.4%

KRW/RMB

1.6

24.7

21.0

18.8

22.9

11.3%

20.0

23.6

5.8 Introduction
7.2
9.5
7.9
6.8
5.3
2.6%
1.
9.7
7.4
9.3
12.7
10.1
10
4.9%
2. The Currency Co-movements
KRW/Others
5.3
5.6
5.5
6.3
7.7
6.3
6.7
3.2%
with
the
RMB
Others
9.9
8.6
9.0
11.0
12.8
13.9
11.1
5.5%
Total
175.3 199.8
194.3
196.0
213.3
198.3
203.2
100.0%
3. Factor Determinants on the RMB
Notes: 1) A spot exchange transaction refers to a transaction in which the acceptance of foreign
exchange (settlement) isWeights
made within two business days from the date of contract.
2) KRW/RMB has been compiled since 2015 and includes the trading volume of offshore
4. Empirical Results
RMB (CNH).
3) “KRW/Others” refers to the trading volume of KRW-Currencies except RMB, and
5. Conclusion
was calculated by the author with original data.
Source: BOK (2021. 1. 28), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign Exchange Banks
Appendix
in 2020,” p. 2; BOK (2018. 2. 22), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign
JPY/USD

6.7

USD/EUR

9.2

Exchange Banks in 2017,” p. 2.
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1. Introduction
Recent research (Tovar and Nor 2018; Rogoff 2021) has highlighted
the Renminbi’s growing importance as an international currency. Given
China’s large proportion of global trade, the use of the Renminbi will
grow even more, and China will require greater exchange-rate flexibility
in the future. The key evidence for Renminbi internationalization is the
rising co-movement between the Renminbi and other currencies, as
indicated in Chapter 4. The dynamic correlations between the Renminbi
and the MSCI emerging market currency index are shown in Figure
5-1. After 2015, we can clearly observe that the correlation is trending
rising. This Chapter digs deeper into the question of what drives the
co-movement and what speeds up RMB internationalization.
Similar to Chapter 4, we use the method of Kawai and Pontines
(2016), a modified version of Frankel and Wei (1994), in estimating the
bilateral co-movement between the Renminbi and other currencies. As
the co-movement measures are based on a one-year rolling window
approach, they reflect dynamic changes in social, economic, and policy
environments related to China and its partner countries. In general,
currencies of major trading partners with China follow the movements
of the Renminbi (such as Australia). However, Park and An (2020)
present that more than 70% of sample countries have statistically
significant increasing correlations with the Renminbi in recent years.
That empirical evidence suggests that trade and other factors influence
co-movement. Therefore, this Chapter considers trade linkage, financial
linkage, exchange-rate flexibility, and RMB internationalization policies.
In particular, the importance of institutional efforts has been newly
investigated. For example, the People’s Bank of China has made
various institutional efforts to internationalize the Renminbi, such as
signing bilateral currency swap agreements between RMB and local
currency, authorizing RMB clearing banks in partner countries, and
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launching direct trade between RMB and local currency. We construct
bilateral quantitative measures of SWAP agreements, RMB clearing
banks, and direct trading systems between China and its partner
country and examine whether the efforts have stimulated RMB
internationalization and increased bilateral co-movements. This study is
valid because it verifies the effectiveness of central bank policies that
significantly impact currency internationalization.
Figure 5-1. Correlation of RMB and Emerging Market Currencies,
4-month Rolling Window

Source: Bloomberg.

Moreover, this Chapter interprets the results from the perspective of
Korean won internationalization. China’s share of Korea’s economy is
quite high (No. 1 in trade, China). In addition, Korea is China’s
third-largest trading partner after the United States and Japan. Given
the high degree of trade dependence between the two countries, the
RMB internationalization factors are believed to affect the Korean Won
internationalization. In the future, when regionalization centered on
China further deepens and continues, the role of the Korean Won may
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increase. Through this study, we intend to provide implications for
policy proposals for the Korean won internationalization.
The structure of this Chapter is as follows. The data and empirical
approach for measuring currency co-movements are explained in section
2. The factor determinant models on the RMB weight are shown in
section 3. The empirical results are presented in section 4, and the
conclusions and implications are discussed in the last section.

2. The Currency Co-movements with the RMB
2-1. FX Data
We obtain daily exchange rates from Datastream from July 2005 to
December 2020, when China maintains a floating exchange rate regime.
China had been pegged its currency to the United States Dollar (USD)
and changed to the managed exchange rate regime since July 2005. We
carefully consider the period from July 2008 to June 2010 when China
temporarily re-pegged its currency to the USD as the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC) intensified.
Our results restrict the sample to 32 countries in consideration of
data availability and exchange rate regimes.26) We exclude countries that
have fixed exchange regimes over the analysis period. We adopt the
New Zealand Dollar (NZD) and the Swiss Franc (CHF) as numeraire
currencies to capture the influence of the USD. The CHF was
conventionally used for a numeraire currency in earlier studies à la
Frankel and Wei (1994). Following the criticism27) of Kawai and
26) Currencies with fixed exchange rate regimes. The list of countries we consider is
available in 5-A1. In most analyses, Taiwan is excluded due to data limitations.
27) “The Swiss Franc was pegged to the Euro between September 2011 and January 2015
and as such, estimation of the Frankel–Wei model for this period would go against the
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Pontines (2016) and Chapter 4 of this report, we use NZD as the
main numeraire currency and the CHF for robustness check. After
taking out the five major currencies (USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, RMB)
and two anchor currencies (NZD, CHF), we estimate the influence of
the RMB on 32 currencies.

2-2. Estimating the RMB Weight
Since the operation of a formal or informal currency basket is
unobservable, the currency weights can be inferred from the estimation
models. The most conventional methodology, first developed by
Frankel and Wei (1994) and pervasively used in literature, is to estimate
the relative weights of major currencies (typically, USD, EUR, JPY, and
GBP) in determining a country’s exchange rate from the simple
regression (Frankel-Wei regression). The estimated weights are interpreted
as the formal or informal currency basket of the particular country.
The Frankel-Wei regression can have a multicollinearity problem if
the RMB is included as an additional explanatory variable. Because the
RMB variation is closely linked to the USD even in the period when
the RMB is not pegged to the USD, the Frankel-Wei regression has
difficulty disentangling between the weights of the RMB and the USD.
Kawai and Pontines (2016) address this multicollinearity problem using
two-step regression. Following Kawai and Pontines (2016) procedure
and Chapter 4 of this report, the baseline models are estimated for 32
currencies in the sample against the major international currencies and
the RMB.

typical notion of a numeraire currency, that it should be free floating.”
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The first-step regression
To discard the dependent component of the RMB from the
influence of major currencies, including the USD, we consider the
following auxiliary regression:









  ∆log     ∆log     



∆ log       ∆log     ∆log   

(1)

where the exchange rates of currencies are denominated against the
NZD. The residual  in Equation (1) is interpreted as the RMB
movements after controlling the major international currencies in China’s
currency basket. Kawai and Pontines (2016) chose the NZD as the
numeraire currency as the CHF, the most commonly used for numeraire,
was pegged to the EUR from September 2011 to January 2015.
We consider several variations of the baseline model as robustness
checks: (1) to consider CHF as the numeraire; (2) to estimate Equation
(1) quarter-by-quarter to match the second-step regression; (3) to add
an explanatory variable, VIX, to capture global risk appetite.

The second-step regression
From the estimated residual 
 in Equation (1), the influences of the
major international currencies and the RMB are estimated from the
regression:



∆ log       ∆log     ∆log   







  ∆log     ∆log      ̂  
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(2)
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where  ,  ,  ,  are the weights of the USD, EUR, JPY, and
GBP on currency  , respectively, and  is the weight of the RMB on
currency  as 
 is a proxy variable for the actual RMB movements.
Kawai and Pontines (2016) restrict that the coefficients of the
explanatory variables sum up to one,            . In

practice, we estimate the implied RMB coefficient  by subtracting 
from dependent and explanatory variables in Equation (2) as follows:




∆ log     
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  ∆log     ̂    ∆log     ̂   



(3)
Estimation of Equation (3) yields the implied RMB coefficient as
           .

With

daily

exchange

rates

data,

the

regression is estimated with a one-year rolling window. Then, we
collect the last day of every quarter estimates to construct the quarter
panel of the RMB weights for 32currencies, which is the key variable
in our empirical analysis.

3. Factor Determinants on the RMB Weights
3-1. Models
To explain the variation in the RMB weights, we regress the estimated
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RMB coefficient in Equation (3) on various China’s linkage measures and
internal factors that could potentially influence the neighboring countries.
We run the following panel regression of the RMB weights on the
determinant variables:
                 ∑        

(4)

where   is the RMB weights of country  ’s currency basket at time
 .     is linkages measures between China and country  at

time  .     captures domestic and international policy measures
of Chinese governments that can intentionally or unintentionally
enhance the RMB internationalization.   is a vector of control
variables. The following subsection provides details of explanatory variables.
The country panel data may induce heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation
into the residuals (Lewis and Linzer 2005). Thus, we employ the panel
regression approach with Discoll and Kraay (1998)’s nonparametric
covariance matrix estimator. Driscoll and Kraay (1998) estimator produces
heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors that are adjusted for countrypair-level heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation.

3-2. Factor Data
We consider potential factors to understand the variation in the
RMB weights. Park and An (2020) empirically find that closer bilateral
trade and financial market linkages with China result in stronger
currency co-movement with the RMB. In addition to such linkage
measures, we newly investigate the importance of institutional efforts of
China to internationalize the RMB. Table 5-1 summarizes the feasible
determinants.
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Trade Linkage
The bilateral trade linkage between country  and China can be
measured as follows:

   

        
            

(5)

Thus,    is the sum of exports and imports of the country
 with China to its total exports and imports. We obtain the monthly

bilateral trade data from the IMF Direction of Trade (DOT) and
aggregate it quarterly and annually.
As trade linkage captures several economic fundamentals that determine
exchange rates, higher trade linkage to China anticipates stronger
currency co-movement with the RMB. Trade linkage measures geographic
characteristics such as size, distance, and cultural similarity under the
gravity models in international trade literature and causes the business
cycle synchronization with an increased intra-industry trade (Shin and
Sohn 2006; Inklaar et al. 2008; Duval et al. 2016).

Financial Market Linkage
A country’s cross-border capital flows induce excess demand and
supply of its currency. Thus, an increase in financial transactions with
China, such as foreign direct investment, portfolio investment, and
bank loans, may strongly relate to the co-movement of the domestic
currency with the RMB.
The bilateral financial market linkages between country  and China
can be measured by cross-border asset and liability positions. IMF
reports bilateral foreign direct investment and portfolio investment
positions on CDIS (Coordinated Direct Investment Survey) and CPIS
(Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey), respectively. Park and An
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(2020) test Chinese weights on foreign direct investment and portfolio
investment can affect the RMB weight on exchange rates and find that
portfolio investment holding is a significant variable regardless of the
model specifications.
In this regard, we focus on portfolio investment. Unlike Park and
An (2020), we separate portfolio investment into asset (    )
and liability     sides.    is the outward
portfolio investment holdings of country  toward China, defined as
the Chinese equities and debts held by the country  ’s resident, and
  

is the inward portfolio investment holdings of

country  to China, defined as the county  ’s securities held by
Chinese residents. Both variables are normalized to GDP. We obtain
the bilateral security holdings data from IMF CPIS, which can be
acquired

annually

until

2013

and

biannually

after

2013.

For

   , the Chinese government released data after 2015.

The bilateral portfolio investments with China as a proportion of GDP
are shown in Figure 5-A3 in the Appendix. The bilateral portfolio
investment shares differ each country, but they tend to rise over time.
The covered interest arbitrage (DINT), the short-term interest rate
difference between country  and China, is a proxy for incentives for
international financial transactions. The higher short-term interest rate
differences could induce higher financial transactions between two countries.

Policy Measures
We consider the policy facilities in China implemented for the RMB
internationalization. Since 2016, when the RMB accounted for 1.08
percent of global official exchange reserves, it has progressively climbed,
reaching 2.45 percent in 2021Q1, the fifth highest in the world
following USD (59.54%), EUR (20.57%), Yen (5.89%), and GBP (4.70%).
This is due to a surge in cross-border trade, direct investment, and
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portfolio investment, as well as changes in China’s RMB cross-border
payment policies. China has steadily increased the infrastructure for
cross-border RMB use, such as RMB clearing banks and the RMB
cross-border interbank payment system, particularly in countries along
the Belt and Roads. Furthermore, bilateral currency swap agreements,
RMB clearing arrangements, and the direct FX market appear to be
important policy considerations in growing the RMB’s prominence.
We construct vectors of dummy variables based on Chinese policy
implementations. Table 5-A2 ~ A4 in the Appendix reports countries
and years of bilateral currency swap agreement with China, authorizations
of clearing banks, and the direct FX market.

Control Variables
As control variables, we look at other potential factors such China’s
financial risk, the flexibility of the exchange rate system in China and
its counterpart economies, and trade openness.
Financial risk in China: The level of financial risk or uncertainty in
China may impact the co-movement. Excessive credit in China is likely
to raise financial risk, causing counterpart economies to react more
sensitively to RMB volatility. We calculate the risk as a private credit
to GDP ratio gap (CRISK) from the BIS. Figure A1 in the Appendix
shows its trend with peaks in 2010Q1, 2015Q3, and 2020Q1.
The flexibility of the exchange rate system: The exchange rate’s flexibility
has an impact on possible co-movement on both sides. On the one
hand, if the currencies co-move due to the government’s involvement
in the exchange markets. On the other hand, a more flexible exchange
rate system can synchronize currencies due to the international investors
in the exchange markets.
Ilzetzki et al. (2019) classify exchange rate regimes (1-14), ranging from
no separate legal tender or currency union to freely floating exchange
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rate employing de facto exchange rates arrangements. We use their regime
classification (REGIME). Table 5-A5 in the Appendix reports detailed
classification.
Table 5-1. List of Explanatory Variables
Classification

Variable

Definition

Trade Linkage
Bilateral trade

TRADE_ict(+)

Bilateral trade with China / total trade, % (bilateral)
Source: IMF DOT

International Policy of China
SWAP
agreements

SWAP_ict (+)

Dummy: one if SWAP MOU has been signed (bilateral)
Source: Authors’ elaboration

Clearing banks

CLEARING_ict Dummy: one if clearing bank has been authorized (bilateral)
Source: Authors’ elaboration
(+)

Direct trading
system

DIRECTEX_ict
authorized (bilateral)
(+)
Source: Authors’ elaboration

Dummy: one if direct trading system has been

RMB
Internationalization
RGI_ct (+)
measure
(2016-2020)

Renminbi Globalization Index (RGI)
Source: Standard Chartered Research

Financial Market Linkage
Chinese securities (equity, debt) held by residents of

ASSETS_ict (+) country i / GDP, % (bilateral)
Source: IMF CPIS
Financial linkage
(2015-2020)
Country I ’s securities (equity, debt) held by Chinese
LIABITLIES_ict
residents / GDP, % (bilateral)
(+)
Source: IMF CPIS
Covered interest
arbitrage
DINT_ict (+)
(2016-2019)

Short-term interest rate - T bill rate of China, %,
annual (bilateral)
Source: IMF IFS, OECD

Control Variables
Excessive Credit
CRISK_ct (+)
in China

REGIME_ict (+)
Exchange Rate
Flexibility

Trade openness

Credit-to-GDP gaps (actual-trend) of China, % (China)
Source: BIS
Exchange rate regime (fine classification 6~14)
Source: Itzetki, Reinhart and Rogoff (2019)
Dummy: 1 if China adapts the basket exchange rate

BASKET_ct (+) regime (China)
Source: Authors’ elaboration
TRADEOPEN_ Total export and import / GDP of country i, %
Source: World Bank
ict (+)

Note: Expected signs are in parenthesis.
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In addition, we construct a dummy variable (BASKET) to control
the period from July 2008 to June 2010 when China temporarily
re-pegged its currency to the USD as the global financial crisis intensified.
Trade openness: Various factors can potentially alter the exchange rate
with a high trade volume. Trade openness (TRADEOPEN) is measured
by total exports and imports as a proportion of GDP.

4. Empirical Results
4-1. The RMB Weights
We begin by discussing the RMB weights estimation results for the
31 countries in our data set. The dynamic estimation findings of the
RMB weights and bilateral trade linkages with China are shown in
Figure 5-2. Even though the co-movement dynamics with the RMB
differ among sample countries, most countries exhibit a general increasing
tendency on both estimated RMB weight and bilateral trade linkage.
Asia-Pacific countries, in particular, have relatively higher RMB
weights than other regions. We can observe a trend of synchronization
between the RMB and the currencies of Asia-Pacific economies with
strong trading ties to China, the so-called RMB block (Ito 2017).
Australia and Korea have estimated the highest RMB weights in Asia
and Pacific region, which are consistent with the previous Chapter’s
findings. Co-movement tendencies can also be found outside of the
Asia-Pacific region. This finding implies that a variety of factors influences
the synchronization with the RMB in addition to trade linkages.
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Figure 5-2. The Estimated RMB Weights and Trade Linkages

Panel A. Asia and Pacific

Panel B. Europe and Central Asia
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Figure 5-2. Continued

Panel C. Other Countries

4-2. Estimation Results on the Determinants of the RMB
Weights
4-2-1. Trade Linkages
Table 5-2 reports the estimation results of panel regression models in
Equation (4) where the dependent variable is the estimated RMB
weight. The trade linkage coefficients in all models are positive and
statistically significant, implying that the higher the proportion of trade
with China (TRADE), the higher the RMB synchronization.
The shift in the share of trade with China and the exchange rate
co-movement followed a similar pattern, as shown in the figure in the
previous subsection. Using the Driscoll-Kraay standard error, this
finding is also validated in the regression model. Moreover, the results
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are also consistent with controlling the country fixed effect in column
(5). However, there was no statistically significant correlation between
each country’s trade openness and the RMB weight.
We employ China’s credit-to-GDP gap as a control variable. The
credit-to-GDP gap is often regarded as an early warning indicator for
macroprudential policy (Borio and Lowe 2002). The credit-to-GDP gap
of China, which captures the level of risk in the Chinese financial
market, widened dramatically after the GFC and into 2015, as shown
in Figure 5-A1. In all models, the coefficients for excessive credits
(CRISK) in China are significant and positive, implying that more
excessive credits in China are associated with stronger currency
synchronization with the RMB.
We also examine how the flexibility of exchange rate regimes affects
the degree of currency co-movement. Columns (2) and (3) track China’s
and corresponding countries’ exchange rate regimes. To quantify the
flexibility of exchange rates in corresponding countries, we employ
Ilzetzki et al. (2019) de facto exchange rate arrangements (REGIME).
China returned to a regulated floating system following the GFC,
gradually increasing the daily fluctuation band from 0.5 percent to 2.0
percent. The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) announced a transition to
the de facto currency basket system in August 2015, allowing for
greater exchange rate flexibility and a departure from the dollar-only
linked system. We use a dummy variable (BASKET) to compare currency
co-movements before and after this transition.
The coefficients of REGIME are strongly positive, indicating that a
country with more exchange rate flexibility has stronger currency
co-movements with the RMB. BASKET also shows a significantly
positive coefficient, which implies more synchronized movements between
the RMB and other currencies after the transition to the basket system
in China. Even after controlling for those variables, the trade linkage
effect is still substantial.
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Table 5-2. Trade Linkages
Models

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Variables
(expected signs)

Trade and
China Risk

Exchange Rate
Regimes

Basket
Regime

Trade
Openness

Country
FE

0.883***

0.746***

0.621***

0.586***

0.545***

(0.069)

(0.084)

(0.065)

(0.067)

(0.193)

0.188**

0.223***

0.181***

0.178***

0.186***

(0.073)

(0.079)

(0.063)

(0.063)

(0.060)

0.041***

0.042***

0.042***

0.013***

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.062***

0.062***

0.060***

(0.017)

(0.017)

(0.019)

-0.113***

0.082

TRADE_ict (+)
CRISK_ct (+)
REGIME_it (+)
BASKET_ct (+)
TRADEOPEN_it (+)
Observations
2

Adjusted R

# of countries

(0.025)

(0.056)

1,976

1,867

1,867

1,867

1,867

0.142

0.377

0.401

0.407

0.662

32

31

31

31

31

Note: Driscoll-Kraay standard errors in parenthesis. For better presentation of coefficients, variables
with % units have been replaced to ratios and constant is omitted.

4-2-2. China’s International Policies
Table 5-3 reports the effects of Chinese international policies on the
RMB synchronization. As shown in all models, the estimation results of
trade linkage and control variables are consistent with the results in the
previous subsection. We utilize the same explanatory variables as the
previous results and add dummy variables representing Chinese
government institutional efforts such as bilateral currency swaps, clearing
bank authorization, and direct FX market. To address the endogeneity
problem, we additionally incorporate the Renminbi internationalization
index, which has the capacity to alter both the dependent and explanatory
variables.
Despite the finding that the coefficient of the bilateral currency swap
dummy variable is negative and statistically significant as in column (1),
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both authorizations of clearing bank and the direct FX market are
estimated to be positive and statistically significant (Columns (2) and (3)).
In other words, clearing bank authorizations and direct FX market
authorizations have been implemented based on actual demand as part
of China’s RMB internationalization policy. These results can be interpreted
as improving synchronization with the RMB through currency transactions.

Table 5-3. International Policies
Models
Variables
(expected signs)

TRADE_ict (+)
SWAP_ict (+)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Swap, Clearing
Banks, Direct 2016-2020
FX

Swap

Clearing
Banks

Direct FX

0.637***

0.511***

0.553***

0.619***

(0.069)

(0.083)

(0.072)

(0.079)

(0.126)

-0.071***

-0.125***

-0.026**
(0.011)

CLEARING_ict (+)

0.055***
(0.019)

DIRECTEX_ict (+)

0.379***

(0.014)

(0.016)

0.052***

0.128***

(0.017)

(0.023)

0.109***

0.120***

0.136***

(0.016)

(0.017)

(0.025)

RGI_ct (+)

0.153**
(0.064)

CRISK_ct (+)

0.200***

0.170**

0.178***

0.229***

0.112

(0.065)

(0.066)

(0.058)

(0.062)

(0.076)

0.042***

0.040***

0.040***

0.039***

0.039***

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.004)

BASKET_ct (+)

0.069***

0.048**

0.029*

0.029*

(0.017)

(0.018)

(0.015)

TRADEOPEN_it (+)

-0.093*** -0.151*** -0.128***

REGIME_it (+)

(0.016)
-0.110***

-0.386***
(0.045)

(0.031)

(0.040)

(0.026)

(0.037)

Observations

1,867

1,867

1,867

1,867

578

Adjusted R2

0.41

0.414

0.444

0.463

0.555

31

31

31

31

29

# of countries

Note: Driscoll-Kraay standard errors in parenthesis. For better presentation of coefficients, variables
with % units have been replaced to ratios and constant is omitted.
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The statistical significance and signs of most variables in columns
(1)-(4) do not change following additional analysis after 2015Q3, which
includes the RMB internationalization index (RGI) to control for
endogeneity in column (5). We tested various internationalization indexes
in addition to RGI, as shown in Figure 5-A2, and the logarithm of
RMB reserves. They also show comparable results. Aside from
authorizations of clearing institutions and direct FX market, accumulating
RMB as reserves or internationalization through various policy and
market implementations helps boost the RMB synchronization.
4-2-3. Financial Market Linkages
The estimation results of the influence of financial market linkages
on the RMB synchronization are shown in Table 5-4. The empirical
results in this subsection only cover the period from 2016 to 2019 due
to data availability. The estimation results of trade linkage and Chinese
policy implementation dummies are consistent except for the model
includes country fixed effects. When the country-fixed effects were
added, the number of explanatory variables increased too much based
on the cross-sectional data of 21 countries with a short period, 20162019. Instead, we confirm the robustness by adding time-fixed effects.
The financial market linkage with China is examined by dividing it
into assets and liabilities. Assets are Chinese financial assets held by
counterparty countries’ residents, and liabilities are external assets of
counterparty countries owned by Chinese residents. Both ASSETS and
LIABILITIES are positive and statistically significant to RMB weights,
as seen in columns (1) through (3). DINT is a covered interest rate
parity condition, the interest rate differential between China and
counterparty countries. DINT is estimated to be positive and statistically
significant in relation to RMB weights, which could indicate that a
greater interest rate differential between the two countries can encourage
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more financial activities and, consequently, more synchronization of
exchange rates.
Table 5-4. Financial Market Linkages
Models
Variables
(expected signs)

TRADE_ict (+)

ASSETS_ict (+)

LIABILITIES_ict (+)

DINT_ict (+)

(1)

(2)

Clearing
Assets and
Banks, Direct
Liabilities
EX

# of countries

RGI

Country FE

Time FE

0.614***

-1.135***

0.655***

(0.122)

(0.128)

(0.117)

(0.313)

(0.126)

2.994***

2.168***

2.029***

0.546

1.950**

(0.447)

(0.653)

(0.645)

(0.816)

(0.671)

0.467***

0.210***

0.196***

-0.275*

0.192***

(0.012)

(0.054)

(0.055)

(0.140)

(0.054)

0.033***

0.030***

0.029***

0.024***

0.028***

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

0.082***

0.076***

0.076*

0.071***

(0.015)

(0.015)

(0.037)

(0.016)

0.087**

0.097***

0.014

0.100***

(0.031)

(0.029)

(0.021)

(0.029)

0.062

-0.010

(0.044)

(0.074)

RGI_ct (+)

Adjusted R

(5)

0.575***

DIRECTEX_ict (+)

2

(4)

0.647***

CLEARING_ict (+)

Observations

(3)

258

258

258

258

258

0.494

0.588

0.591

0.873

0.619

21

21

21

21

21

Note: Driscoll-Kraay standard errors in parenthesis. For better presentation of coefficients, variables
with % units have been replaced to ratios and constant is omitted.
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4-3. Robustness Checks
We conduct several variations of the baseline model to examine
whether our empirical findings are robust. First of all, we use the CHF
as the numeraire rather than the NZD. Prior to being pegged in the
EUR, the CHF is most usually used as the numeraire in literature.
Second, rather than using a one-year rolling window, we estimate the
RMB weight quarter-by-quarter. The quarter-by-quarter window does
not overlap observations in each quarter estimation. The estimation
results resolve the autocorrelation problem, although they may be
inconsistent due to the limited sample size in estimation. To address
the autocorrelation problem in the baseline model, we apply DriscollKraay standard errors. Third, rather than quarterly frequency, we examine
at annual frequency. Overall, the main findings are very robust with
the variations.
Columns (1)-(3) in Table 5-5 report the estimation results with anchor
currency CHF. Each column confirms the roles of trade linkage, RMB
internationalization policies, and financial market linkages. Except for
the direct FX market, coefficients of main variables show the statistical
significance and expected signs. Columns (4)-(6) in Table 5-5 also show
consistent results compared to the main findings even with RMB
weights estimated with a quarter-by-quarter window. Columns (7) and
(8) in Table 5-5 report the results with annual frequency. Due to a
lack of time-series data, financial linkages are not examined.
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LIABILITIES_ict (+)

ASSETS_ict (+)

RGI_ct (+)

DIRECTEX_ict (+)

CLEARING_ict (+)

SWAP_ict (+)

TRADE_ict (+)

Variables
(expected signs)

Robustness Tests

Models

(2)

(3)

(0.076)

0.534***

RMB Policies

(0.066)

(0.040)

(0.663)
0.178**

(0.391)
-0.040

1.627**

1.268***

0.143*
(0.066)

(0.031)

0.093**

(0.023)

0.068**

(0.114)

(0.018)

0.104***

(0.019)

0.057***

(0.166)

0.687***

Finance

(6)

0.282**

(0.038)

(0.028)

(0.026)
-0.103**

(0.022)
-0.030

0.072**

0.055**

(0.013)

(0.062)

0.499***

Trade

(0.020)

(0.097)

0.346***

(5)

Rolling Window: 1 quarter

-0.073***

(0.165)

Finance

(4)

0.005

0.419**

(0.150)

RMB Policies

0.493***

Trade

Anchor Currency Swiss Franc

(1)

Table 5-5. Robustness Checks
(8)

(0.099)

0.603***

Trade

(0.020)

0.119***

(0.020)

0.064***

(0.015)

-0.080***

(0.122)

0.648***

RMB Policies

Annual Frequency

(7)
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(2)

(3)

31

# of countries

31

0.141

(5)

21

0.264

258
31

0.297

1,867

(0.027)

-0.104***

(0.018)

0.065***

(0.004)

0.041***

(0.067)

31

0.335

1,867

(0.039)

-0.101**

(0.019)

0.036*

(0.004)

0.039***

(0.071)

21

0.391

258

(0.003)

Finance
0.024***

0.242***

RMB Policies

(6)

0.002
0.190***

Trade

Rolling Window: 1 quarter

(0.009)

Finance

(4)

(8)

31

0.401

479

(0.036)

-0.116***

(0.020)

0.053**

(0.005)

0.042***

(0.063)

0.158**

Trade

31

0.463

479

(0.060)

-0.114*

(0.017)

0.018

(0.004)

0.039***

(0.052)

0.219***

RMB Policies

Annual Frequency

(7)

Note: Driscoll-Kraay standard errors in parenthesis. For better presentation of coefficients, variables with % units have been replaced to ratios and constant
is omitted.

0.135

Adjusted R2

1,867

(0.043)

(0.036)

1,867

0.043

(0.029)

(0.033)

0.081**

0.104***

(0.006)

(0.007)

0.110***

-0.013**

-0.012*

0.043
(0.121)

0.055

RMB Policies

(0.113)

Trade

Anchor Currency Swiss Franc

(1)

Observations

TRADEOPEN_it (+)

BASKET_ct (+)

REGIME_it (+)

CRISK_ct (+)

DINT_ict (+)

Variables
(expected signs)

Robustness Tests

Models

Table 5-5. Continued

5. Conclusion
In this study, dynamic synchronization between RMB and 32 currencies
was calculated by estimating the RMB weights in each currency. We
constructed the country-panel data from July 2005 to December 2020,
when the RMB began to transition to a floating exchange rate system.
We empirically investigate factors influencing currency co-movements
with RMB. Our findings are robust with different anchor currencies,
different estimation methods, and different data frequencies.
The implications of the results are the following. First, bilateral trade
and financial market linkages increase the synchronization between
RMB and other currencies. It indicates that increased bilateral trade
demand the use of RMB in the settlement. Second, the more flexible
the exchange rate system of the other country or China induces, the
stronger the synchronization. As a more flexible exchange rate system
in China is expected, currencies will correlate to RMB more. Third,
RMB internationalization policy measures have intensified their comovements. In particular, this finding provides direct policy implications
for designing policy tools for Korean won internationalization. In
fostering the international use of Won, policy measures based on
demand for Korean Won are needed.
However, caution is required in interpreting the results in this
Chapter. The recent increase in the synchronization between the
currencies of various countries and the RMB indicates that RMB
internationalization has progressed further. One might view that the
rise in RMB use in trade and financial transactions hinders the Korean
won settlement. However, this study does not purpose to examine the
competitive relationship between the two currencies. Instead, this study
intends to provide implications for the internationalization of the
Korean won through the case of the RMB.
In addition, in the case of Korea, the level of capital liberalization is
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considerably higher than that of China, and exchange rate volatility is
relatively high. It could be that this volatility can be a factor that slows
the internationalization of the won. However, the volatility of RMB is
different from that of the Korean Won, as it has been moving to a
floating exchange rate only since August 2015. Future research could
expand the study by analyzing the determinants of synchronicity with
the euro or the dollar with free-floating regimes.
Exchange rate synchronicity means that the direction of currency
value volatility is similar. For example, the synchronization with RMB
can be seen as encompassing both directions rather than only the
appreciation and the appreciation. However, since the economic effects
of appreciation and depreciation of currency values are different, this
study needs a follow-up study that analyzes the RMB appreciation and
depreciation period separately.
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Appendix
Table 5-A1. List of Countries
Country

ISO

Income Group (WB)

Income Group (IMF)

Australia
Brunei

AUS
BRN

High
High

Advanced
Emerging and developing

India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines

IND
IDN
MYS
NPL
PAK
PHL

Lower middle
Lower middle
Upper middle
Lower middle
Lower middle
Lower middle

Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing

Singapore
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand

SGP
KOR
LKA
TWN
THA

High
High
Lower middle
High
Upper middle

Advanced
Advanced
Emerging and developing
Advanced
Emerging and developing

Asia & Pacific (13)

Europe & Central Asia (10)
Czech Republic
Hungary
Iceland
Kazakhstan
Norway
Poland

CZE
HUN
ISL
KAZ
NOR
POL

High
High
High
Upper middle
High
High

Advanced
Emerging and developing
Advanced
Emerging and developing
Advanced
Emerging and developing

Russia
Serbia
Sweden
Turkey

RUS
SRB
SWE
TUR

Upper middle
Upper middle
High
Upper middle

Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Advanced
Emerging and developing

North America, Latin America & Caribbean, Middle East & Africa (9)
Canada

CAN

High

Advanced

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Mexico
Peru

ARG
BRA
CHL
COL
MEX
PER

Upper middle
Upper middle
High
Upper middle
Upper middle
Upper middle

Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing
Emerging and developing

Israel
South Africa

ISR
ZAF

High
Upper middle

Advanced
Emerging and developing
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Table 5-A2. Bilateral Currency Swap Agreements

Country
Albania
Arab Emirates
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Belarus
Canada
Chile
Egypt
Eurozone
Georgia
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakhstan
Macao
Malaysia
Mongolia
Morocco
New Zealand
Nigeria
Pakistan
Qatar
Russia
Serbia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Suriname
Switzerland
Tajikistan
Thailand
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uzbekistan

The first year signed on
MOU
2013
2015
2009
2015
2012
2009
2014
2015
2016
2013
2015
2009
2013
2010
2009
2018
2011
2019
2009
2011
2016
2011
2018
2011
2014
2014
2016
2010
2015
2009
2014
2015
2014
2015
2011
2012
2012
2012
2013
2011

The latest SWAP RMB amount
(Billion yuan)
2
35
70
1
200
20
200
22
18
350
0
400
20
3.5
200
200
7
30
180
15
10
25
15
20
35
150
1.5
300
30
360
10
1
150
3
70
12
15
35
350
700

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
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Table 5-A3. Authorization of Clearing Banks
Year

#

Countries

2011

1

Hong Kong

2012

1

Taiwan

2013

1

Singapore

2014

8

2015

8

2016

3

Russia, United Arab Emirates, United States

2018

1

Japan

2019

1

Philippines

Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Qatar, South Korea,
United Kingdom
Argentina, Chile, Hungary, Malaysia, South Africa, Switzerland,
Thailand, Zambia

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

Table 5-A4. Authorization of Direct Trading via the Interbank
Foreign-exchange Market, CFETS
(the China Foreign Exchange Trade System)
Year

#

Countries

2010

2

Malaysia

2012

1

Japan

2013

1

Australia

2014

4

EU, Kazakhstan, New Zealand, United Kingdom

2015

1

Switzerland

2016

12

2017

2

United Arab Emirate, Canada, Denmark, Hungary, Mexico, Norway,
Poland, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, Turkey
Cambodia

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
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Table 5-A5. Exchange Rate Classification (in 2015)

Index

Definition

6

+/-2% or de facto horizontal band that is narrower than or equal to

# of
countries

Pre announced crawling band that is narrower than or equal to
1

+/-2%
7

De facto crawling peg

3

8

De facto crawling band that is narrower than or equal to +/-2%

5

9

Pre announced crawling band that is wider than or equal to +/-2%

0

10

De facto crawling band that is narrower than or equal to +/-5%

2

11

Moving band that is narrower than or equal to +/-2% (i.e., allows
for both appreciation and depreciation over time)

6

12

De facto moving band +/-5%/ Managed floating

10

13

Freely floating

1

14

Freely falling

3

Source: Itzetki, Reinhart and Rogoff (2019).

Figure 5-A1. Credit to GDP Gap of China

Source: BIS.
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Figure 5-A2. RMB Internationalization Indices: RGI, ORI, and CRI

Source: Standard Chartered; Bank of China.

Figure 5-A3. Portfolio Investment, Bilateral Assets
and Liabilities with China

Panel A. Asia and Pacific
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Figure 5-A3. Continued

Panel B. Europe and Central Asia

Panel C. Other Countries

Source: IMF CPIS.
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Chapter 1
6
Chapter

Effects of RMB
Internationalization on
Korean Won
Internationalization
Soyoung Kim (Seoul National Univ.)
Dayoung Yang (KIEP)

Table 3-1. Volume of spot foreign exchange transactions

(Unit: 100 million dollars, %)

Currency

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

weight
(as of 2020)

KRW/USD

142.6

145.4 145.2

138.9

153.4 137.6

147.2

72.4%

KRW/RMB

1.6

24.7

21.0

18.8

22.9

11.3%

20.0

23.6

5.8 Introduction
7.2
9.5
7.9
6.8
5.3
2.6%
1.
9.7
7.4
9.3
12.7
10.1
10
4.9%
2. Constructing the Korean Won
KRW/Others
5.3
5.6
5.5
6.3
7.7
6.3
6.7
3.2%
Internationalization
Index
Others
9.9
8.6
9.0
11.0
12.8
13.9
11.1
5.5%
Total
175.3 199.8
194.3
196.0
213.3
198.3
203.2
100.0%
3. Empirical Analysis
Notes: 1) A spot exchange transaction refers to a transaction in which the acceptance of foreign
4.isConclusion
exchange (settlement)
made within two business days from the date of contract.
2) KRW/RMB has been compiled since 2015 and includes the trading volume of offshore
Appendix
RMB (CNH).
JPY/USD

6.7

USD/EUR

9.2

3) “KRW/Others” refers to the trading volume of KRW-Currencies except RMB, and
was calculated by the author with original data.
Source: BOK (2021. 1. 28), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign Exchange Banks
in 2020,” p. 2; BOK (2018. 2. 22), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign
Exchange Banks in 2017,” p. 2.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, China has promoted Renminbi (RMB) internationalization
strongly. RMB internationalization can have various effects not only on
China but also on other countries in the region. In particular, RMB
internationalization can affect internationalization of other currencies in
the region. RMB internationalization may have a negative effect. As
RMB becomes more popular, RMB may substitute for other currencies
in international transactions. However, RMB internationalization may
lead to a more exposure of other currencies as other currencies in the
same region can be more popular. The current paper analyses the
effects of RMB internationalization on internationalization of other
currencies, in particular, Korean Won.
Korean Won is an interesting case. In Asian region, Korea is the
largest and most advanced countries in Asia, besides China and Japan.
Internationalization of Korean Won has been a contentious issue in
Korea. Korean Won is relatively more internationalized among Asian
currencies in the region, besides RMB and Japanese Yen. Korean Won
has been more internationalized in recent years, although the progress
has been slower than that of RMB.
In this chapter, we investigate the effects of RMB internationalization
on internationalization of Korean Won. We first construct Korean Won
(KRW) internationalization index similar to existing RMB index. Then
using the index, we estimate the impact of the RMB internationalization
on KRW internationalization by using structural VAR model.
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2. Constructing the Korean Won
Internationalization Index
The Chinese government has actively promoted the internationalization
of the RMB since first launching the pilot program for cross-border
RMB trade settlement in 2009. To measure the extent of global use of
the RMB or internationalization of RMB, several institutions have
developed RMB internationalization indexes and released them regularly.28)
Among the indexes, we consider Renminbi Globalisation Index (RGI)
developed by Standard Chartered (SC). SC’s RGI is available on monthly
basis. In addition, among various indexes, only this one has a sufficient
number of observations for the empirical analysis. Although there are
some differences in components for each index, the correlation
coefficients between various indexes are very high.29)
As there is no index for KRW internationalization, we construct the
index following SC’s methodology. SC chose five measures representing
the major areas of offshore RMB activities by corporates; the offshore
RMB deposits outstanding, the RMB trade settlement and other RMB
international payments, the outstanding issues of Dim Sum bonds and
offshore RMB-denominated CDs, the offshore RMB (CNH) foreign
exchange trading turnover, and the foreign holdings of onshore assets.30)
These components reflect the currency’s functions as an international
currency theoretically: unit of account, medium of exchange, and store of
28) e.g. International Monetary Institute of Renmin University (RMB Internationalization
Index, RII), Bank of China (Cross-border RMB Index, CRI; Offshore RMB Index,
ORI), Standard Chartered (RMB Globalization Index, RGI).
29) For example, SC includes the foreign holdings of onshore assets as a component but not
consider the ratio of RMB in global foreign exchange reserves, considered in some
indexes. The correlation coefficient between RGI of SC and the ORI of Bank of China
(BOC) is 0.96. The correlations with the CRI of BOC and the RII of International
Monetary Institute are 0.91 and 0.82, respectively.
30) SC added the foreign holdings of onshore assets since Jan. 2016 (SC 2017, p. 3).
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value.31) We try to use similar four measures for the construction of the
KRW internationalization index; the non-residents’ KRW deposits outstanding,
the KRW trade settlement, the KRW non-deliverable forward (NDF)
transactions of foreign exchange banks, and the foreign holdings of
onshore KRW-denominated assets (Table 6-1). We cannot include the
variables representing the amount of financing in Korean won such as
KRW-denominated international bond issuances and the cross-border
liabilities of banks. The issuance of Arirang bonds32) are scarce, so it is
difficult to construct continuous time series data. We use the KRW NDF
transaction volume of domestic banks as a proxy for the offshore KRW
foreign exchange trading. The Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
provides the most comprehensive information about the global KRW
foreign exchange turnover, but it is only available on a triennial basis. So
we use the Bank of Korea’s surveys on foreign exchange trading activity of
domestic banks. However, these surveys do not distinguish between
onshore and offshore FX transactions. Foreign investors mainly trade
KRW in offshore market in forms of non- deliverable forward contract.33)

31) Chinn and Frankel (2005) provide a list of these functions for international currency as
follows:
Function of money

Governments

Private sectors

unit of account

Anchor for pegging local currency

Denominating trade and financial
transactions

medium of exchange

Vehicle currency for foreign
exchange intervention

Invoicing trade and financial
transactions

store of value

International reserves

Currency substitution

Among these functions, SC’s RGI aims to measure the RMB’s international usage in private
sectors. The RMB trade settlement measures the function as a unit of account. The offshore
RMB deposits and FX transactions are related to the function as a medium of exchange.
The foreign holdings of onshore assets and Dim Sum bond issuance represent the function
as a store of value.
32) Arirang bond is the KRW-denominated bond issued by non-residents in the onshore
market, while Dim Sum bond is the RMB-denominated bond issued in the offshore
market (Hong Kong).
33) However, NDF markets developed in response to restrictions that constrained access to
onshore markets. Unlike other Asian emerging market currencies, the offshore Chinese
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Therefore, we use the volume of KRW NDF transaction in order to
separate the offshore KRW transaction. In addition, we use the DTCC’s
swap data to construct alternative KRW internationalization index. The
Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC), the U.S. clearing and
settlement services provider, has provided daily data on over-the-counter
(OTC) trades of U.S. swap dealers including NDF transactions against
KRW since Dec. 2013.34) Including this data additionally, we construct the
alternative KRW Internationalization Index (KII2) and use it for robustness
tests.
Table 6-1. Variables Used in the KII Construction
Variables

Definition

Data Source

DEPO

3-month moving average of
non-residents’ deposits outstanding

Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics
System (ECOS)

TRAD

3-month moving average of
KRW trade settlement

Bank of Korea, ECOS

INVE

3-month moving average of
foreign holdings of Korean assets
(bonds and equities)

Financial Supervisory Service, Financial
Statistics Information System (FISIS)

FXTO

3-month moving average of
NDF transactions of foreign
exchange banks
(transformed quarterly to monthly
data
using interpolation)

Bank of Korea (2010-2021), “Foreign
Exchange Transaction Trends of
Foreign Exchange Banks.”
[Press release]

FXTO2

3-month moving average of
NDF trading turnover of U.S. swap
dealers

DTCC (Depository Trust & Clearing
Corporation), Swap Data Repository
(SDR)

Note: FXTO2 is used as the fifth component of KII2 (alternative KII) for robustness check.

yuan (CNH) market is increasingly replacing CNY NDF trading because Chinese FX
market is segmented into tightly controlled onshore market and offshore market without
restrictions (Schmittmann and Teng 2020).
34) On Dec. 2013, DTCC Data Repository (DDR) began accepting data from swap dealers
for OTC trades as outlined by the Dodd Frank Act (DFA) and the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission’s (CFTC) real-time and regulatory reporting rules.
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Using these variables, we calculate KRW Internationalization Index
(KII) in accordance with the following formula:
 
 
     ×  ×    ×  ,
   
   
  
 
  ×    ×  
   
    

(1)

where   

The weights of each measure (WD, WT, WI and WF) are inversely
proportional to their variance to provide a similar weight on variability of
each measure, following SG’s RMB internationalization index.  is the
index level as calculated at month t, with a base of 100 as of Dec. 2010.
Figure 6-1 shows the trend in RGI and KII. RGI increased dramatically
between 2010 and 2015. After a pick in 2015, RGI fell up to 1797 in Jun.
2016 due to the RMB depreciation (SC 2016) and the decline in the

Figure 6-1. Renminbi Globalization Index and Korean Won
Internationalization Index
(Unit: 2010M12=100)

Note: The KII2 is calculated by using the DTCC data as the fifth component (since 2013).
Source: Standard Chartered Research; Authors’ calculation.
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issuance of Dim Sum bonds (SC 2017). Recently, RGI has increased
moderately reflecting large cross-border capital flows (SC 2021). KII
increased at the annual average rate of 5.9% (RGI: 35.5%), showing a
relatively slow progress of KRW internationalization.

3. Empirical Analysis
3-1. Empirical Model
In order to analyze the effects of RMB internationalization on
internationalization of KRW, we employ a structural VAR model with
block exogeneity, in which the RGI or Chinese variables are assumed
to be fully exogenous to the KII or Korean variables. The size of
Korean economy is far smaller than the size of Chinese economy.
Assume that the economy is described by the structural form VAR
model as follows:
 





  


    


 

       
  


 
 

  

  
 


    




  

    




  

(2)

is an  ×  vector of Chinese variables,  
is an  × 
where  


vector of Korean variables at time  , and      .    is a
and  
are  × 
non-singular  ×  matrix in time    and  


and  ×  structural disturbances, respectively.  is an  ×  vector of
intercepts and  is the number of lags. The block exogeneity
assumption amounts to     where     . It implies Chinese
variables are not affected by current and lagged variables of Korean
variables. Such an assumption has been widely used to study the impacts
of external shocks on small open economies like Korean economy.
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We estimate the reduced form block-exogenous VAR model given by:
  



     
 


 
 

   


   






 
 

      



 

(3)

and 
are
where    is an  ×  matrix in time    and 


 ×  and  ×  vectors of residual, respectively.  is an  × 

constant vector. To recover the structural form model in equation (2)
from the reduced form model in equation (3), we impose recursive
zero restrictions on the contemporaneous parameters, as in Sims (1980).
That is   and   are lower triangular matrices. Then, we can
achieve this by orthogonalizing the reduced form errors with Choleski
decomposition.
In the baseline model, we include only two variables: the RMB
Globalization Index (RGI) and KRW Internationalization Index (KII).
Under the block exogeneity assumption, KII does not have any impact
on RGI.
In the extended model, we additionally include various control variables
that likely affect the RMB or KRW internationalization. We include
industrial production and interest rate, and exchange rate against US
dollar as control variables to reflect overall economic and financial condition
that likely affect the RMB or KRW internationalization. Previous research
such as Zhang and Tao (2016), Kim and Suh (2012), and Hyun and
Lee (2013) suggests that economic and financial conditions play a role in
explaining internationalization of a currency.35) In addition, short-term

35) Zhang and Tao (2016) use a Size-Liquidity-Credibility (SLC) framework for understanding
the determinants of being an international currency. Kim and Suh (2012) suggest the
economic condition, institutional support, and the international demand as the
determinants of currency internationalization. With empirical analysis, Hyun and Lee
(2013) find the positive relationship between currency internationalization and GDP
share, trade share, stock market valuations to GDP, issuance ratio of international
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movements of the components of RGI and KII are subject to
movements of economic and financial variables such as overall economic
activities (industrial production), monetary policy and financial condition
(interest rate), and exchange rate. Thus, we include those variables to
exclude such short-term endogenous movements and identify exogenous
movements of RGI and KII. In addition, we also include U.S. output
and short-term interest rate to control for world economic and
financial condition in some extended models.36)
Chinese output (industrial production), short-term interbank interest
rate, and exchange rate are added in the first block. In this block,
Chinese output and interest rate are assumed to be contemporaneously
exogenous to RGI but RGI is contemporaneously to exchange rate. To
exclude endogenous responses of RGI to Chinese output and interest
rate, we assume that those two variables are contemporaneously exogenous
to RGI. We assume that RGI is contemporaneously exogenous to the
exchange rate because exchange rate tends to reflect all the information
instantaneously.
When we add U.S. output and interest rate, we add it in the first
block, and we assume that those US variables are contemporaneously
exogenous to RGI. This is to control for endogenous movements of
RGI to RGI and to identify exogenous movements of RGI.
A constant term and three lags are included. We limit the number of
the endogenous variable the maximum of six, considering the short
sample periods.37)

bonds, and financial openness.
36) However, we do not use the indicators of institutional support such as financial
development, financial openness, and institutional quality due to the frequency of data
sets These data sets are disclosed in annual basis (e.g. Financial Development Index
(FDI) by IMF, Chinn-Ito financial openness index, institutional quality index by World
Bank, and so on). Also, these factors did not change significantly in our sample periods
(FDI: China 0.76 (’10) → 0.75 (’19), Korea 0.80 (’10) → 0.81 (’19); Chinn-Ito index:
China 0.16 (’10) → 0.16 (’19), Korea 0.60 (’10) → 1.00 (’19)).
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Table 6-2. Variables Used in the VAR Analysis
Variables

Currency
Internationalization
indexes

China’s
Economic Indicators

Definition

Data Source

RGI

Renminbi Globalization Index
(log)

Standard Chartered
Research

KII

KRW Internationalization
Index
(log)

Authors’ calculation

└ KII2

Alternative KRW
Internationalization Index
(including the DTCC data, log)

Authors’ calculation

CHNIP

China Industrial Production
Index
(2015=100, seasonally
adjusted, log)

IMF, International Financial
Statistics (IFS)

1 Month SHIBOR

CHNIR (Shanghai Interbank Offered

CEIC

Rate) (%)

Korea’s
Economic Indicators

CHNEX

CNY to USD Exchange Rates
(log)

CEIC

KORIP

Korea Industrial Production
Index
(2015=100, seasonally
adjusted, log)

Bank of Korea, ECOS

KOREX

KRW to USD Exchange Rates
( log)

Bank of Korea, ECOS

USIP

U.S. Industrial Production
Index
(2017=100, seasonally
adjusted, log)

U.S. Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System

U.S.
Economic Indicators

USIR

Effective federal funds rate
U.S. Board of Governors of
and Wu-Xia shadow federal
the Federal Reserve System,
funds rate from Dec. 2010 to
and Wu and Xia (2015)
Oct. 2015 (%)

37) Monthly data from Dec. 2010 to Dec. 2020.
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3-2. Empirical Results
Figure 6-2 shows the impulse responses with 68% probability bands
in the baseline model. The first, second, and third graphs show the
impulse responses of RGI to RGI shocks, KII to RGI shocks, and KII
to KII shocks, respectively. In response to RGI shocks that increase
RGI significantly for more than three years, KII falls significantly. KII
decreases by 0.008% one year later, and the decrease is significant for
the six to fifteen month horizons. When KII is replaced with KII2 in
the two variable model, KII2 shows the similar responses to the RGI
shock. KII2 decrease by 0.006% after 8 months (Appendix Figure
6-A1). These results suggest that RMB internationalization has a negative
effects on KRW internationalization.
Figure 6-3~Figure 6-5 report the impulse responses in the extended
model with additional Chinese economic variables. Figures 6-3, 6-4, and
6-5 show the results from the model with Chinese industrial production,
Chinese industrial production and exchange rate, and all three Chinese
control variables, respectively. In these extended models, the negative
impact of the RGI to KII is clear. A one standard deviation shock to
RGI lead to 0.005~0.011% decrease in KII after one year and the
decrease is significant based on one-standard deviation confidence level.
Regarding the effect of Chinese economic variable on RMB
internationalization, the output, interest rate, and the value of RMB
against USD positively related to currency internationalization. High
economic activities, high interest rates, and high value of RMB likely
raise the RGI.
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Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of KII to RGI Innovation

Figure 6-2. Impulse Responses in Baseline Model

Response of KII to KII Innovation
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Response of CHNIP to RGI Innovation

Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of CHNIP to CHNIP Innovation

Response of RGI to CHNIP Innovation

Figure 6-3. Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP
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Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of KII to CHNIP Innovation

Figure 6-3. Continued
Response of KII to RGI Innovation

Response of KII to KII Innovation
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Response of CHNIP to RGI Innovation

Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of CHNIP to CHNIP Innovation

Response of RGI to CHNIP Innovation

Response of RGI to CHNEX Innovation

Response of CHNIP to CHNEX Innovation

Figure 6-4. Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP and CHNEX
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Response of KII to RGI Innovation

Response of KII to CHNIP Innovation

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of CHNEX to RGI Innovation

Response of CHNEX to CHNIP Innovation

Figure 6-4. Continued

Response of KII to CHNEX Innovation

Response of CHNEX to CHNEX Innovation

Response of KII to KII Innovation
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Response of CHNIP to CHNIR
Innovation

Response of CHNIR to CHNIR
Innovation

Response of CHNIP to CHNIP
Innovation

Response of CHNIR to CHNIP
Innovation

Response of CHNIR to RGI
Innovation

Response of CHNIP to RGI
Innovation

Response of CHNIR to CHNEX
Innovation

Response of CHNIP to CHNEX
Innovation

Figure 6-5. Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNIR, and CHNEX
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Response of RGI to CHNIR
Innovation

Response of CHNEX to CHNIR
Innovation

Response of RGI to CHNIP
Innovation

Response of CHNEX to CHNIP
Innovation

Figure 6-5. Continued

Response of CHNEX to RGI
Innovation

Response of RGI to RGI
Innovation

Response of CHNEX to CHNEX
Innovation

Response of RGI to CHNEX
Innovation
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Response of KII to CHNIR
Innovation

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of KII to CHNIP
Innovation

Figure 6-5. Continued
Response of KII to RGI
Innovation

Response of KII to CHNEX
Innovation

Response of KII to KII
Innovation
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Response of CHNIP to RGI Innovation

Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of CHNIP to CHNIP Innovation

Response of RGI to CHNIP Innovation

Figure 6-6. Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP and KORIP
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Response of KII to RGI Innovation

Response of KII to CHNIP Innovation

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of KORIP to RGI Innovation

Response of KORIP to CHNIP Innovation

Figure 6-6. Continued

Response of KII to KORIP Innovation

Response of KORIP to KORIP Innovation

Response of KII to KII Innovation

Response of KORIP to KII Innovation
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CHNIP to RGI

RGI to RGI

CHNIP to CHNIP

RGI to CHNIP

RGI to CHNEX

CHNIP to CHNEX

Figure 6-7. Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNEX, KORIP, and KOREX
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CHNEX to RGI

KORIP to RGI

CHNEX to CHNIP

KORIP to CHNIP

Figure 6-7. Continued

KORIP to CHNEX

CHNEX to CHNEX

KORIP to KORIP

KORIP to KII

KORIP to KOREX
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KOREX to RGI

KOREX to CHNIP

KII to CHNEX

KOREX to CHNEX

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

KII to RGI

KII to CHNIP

Figure 6-7. Continued

KOREX to KORIP

KII to KORIP

KOREX to KII

KII to KII

KOREX to KOREX

KII to KOREX
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Response of USIP to USIR Innovation

Response of USIR to USIR Innovation

Response of USIP to USIP Innovation

Response of USIR to USIP Innovation

Response of USIR to RGI Innovation

Response of USIP to RGI Innovation

Figure 6-8. Impulse Responses in the Model including USIP and USIR
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Response of KII to USIR Innovation

Response of KII to USIP Innovation

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of RGI to USIR Innovation

Response of RGI to USIP Innovation

Figure 6-8. Continued

Response of KII to RGI Innovation

Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of KII to KII Innovation

Figure 6-6 and 6-7 show the results from the model with Chinese
and Korean economic variables. Figure 6-6 shows the impulse response
in the model with Chinese and Korean industrial production, while
Figure 6-7 displays the impulse response in the model with outputs
and exchange rates of two countries. In these extended models, RGI
shocks still have a negative effect on the KII. A one standard deviation
shock to RGI lead to 0.007~0.011% decrease in KII in one year and
the decrease is significant based on the one-standard deviation
confidence level.
Figure 6-8 presents the results from the model with U.S. industrial
production and the Federal Funds rate. In this extended model, RMB
internationalization also has a significant negative effects on KRW
internationalization.
In the extended models in which KII is replaced with KII2, the
impulse responses are similar. In response to the RGI shocks, KII2
decreases 0.006% after one year and significant at one-standard deviation
confidence level (Appendix Figure 6-A2).

3-3. Components of Korean Won Internationalization Index
We estimate the baseline two-variable model in which KII is replaced
with each component of KII. The impulse responses of each
component of the KII to the RGI shocks are reported in Figure 6-9.
The RMB internationalization have negative impact on the foreign
investment of Korean portfolio assets. However, KRW NDF trading
increases as the level of RMB internationalization rises. The results are
similar in the models with control variables (Appendix Figure 6-A5,
6-A6). The non-residents’ deposits and trade settlement in Korean won
also decrease as the RGI increases, but it is not significant in some
models with control variables (Appendix Figure 6-A3, 6-A4).
These results suggest that as the RMB becomes more internationalized,
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foreign investors’ demand for KRW-denominated financial assets decreases.
China is increasingly opening up its regional capital markets to foreign
investors in order to promote the internationalization of the RMB.38)
As the result, despite the negative economic and financial effects of
the COVID-19, foreign portfolio investment inflows to China continue
to increase. In the first half of 2021, China’s total portfolio investment
inflows reached $118 billion,39) running 84 percent higher than in the
previous year.
Figure 6-9. Impulse Responses of KII Components
Non-residents’ Deposits
Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of DEPO to RGI Innovation

KRW Trade Settlement
Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of TRAD to RGI Innovation

38) Chinese government eliminated the investment quota for QFIIs (Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investors) and RQFIIs (RMB QFIIs) in 2020 and broadened the scope of
investment. In addition, in 2021, Chinese government bonds have been included in the
FTSE WGBI (World Government Bond Index), a leading international government
bond index.
39) $39 billion in stocks and $79 billion in bonds.
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Figure 6-9. Continued
Foreign Holdings of Korean Assets
Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of INVE to RGI Innovation

NDF Transactions
Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Response of FXTO to RGI Innovation

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we analyse the effects of Renminbi (RMB)
internationalization on internationalization of Korean Won. We first
construct Korean won (KRW) internationalization index similar to
existing RMB index provided

by Standard Chartered. KRW

Internationalization Index (KII) has increased gradually relative to
RMB Globalization Index (RGI), implying relatively slow progress of
KRW internationalization.
Using these indexes, we estimate the impact of the RMB
internationalization to KRW globalization. Employing a structural VAR
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model with block exogeneity, we find the robust negative effect of
RMB internationalization on KRW internationalization. As RMB
internationalization progresses, Korean Won can be substituted for
RMB in international transactions. When we further explore the effects
on each component of KII, we find that the substitution effect likely
comes from the impact on the foreign investment of Korean portfolio
assets.
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Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Response of KII2 to RGI Innovation

Response of KII2 to KII2 Innovation

Figure 6-A1. Impulse Responses in Baseline Model Using KII2 (Alternative KII)

Response of RGI to RGI Innovation

Appendix
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CHNIP to RGI

RGI to RGI

CHNIP to CHNIP

RGI to CHNIP

RGI to CHNEX

CHNIP to CHNEX

Figure 6-A2. Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNEX, KORIP, and KOREX with KII2 (Alternative KII)
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CHNEX to RGI

KORIP to RGI

CHNEX to CHNIP

KORIP to CHNIP

Figure 6-A2. Continued

KORIP to CHNEX

CHNEX to CHNEX

KORIP to KORIP

KORIP to KII2

KORIP to KOREX
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KOREX to RGI

KOREX to CHNIP

KII2 to CHNEX

KOREX to CHNEX

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

KII2 to RGI

KII2 to CHNIP

Figure 6-A2. Continued

KOREX to KORIP

KII2 to KORIP

KOREX to KII2

KII2 to KII2

KOREX to KOREX

KII2 to KOREX
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CHNIP to RGI

RGI to RGI

CHNIP to CHNIP

RGI to CHNIP

RGI to CHNEX

CHNIP to CHNEX

Figure 6-A3. Non-resident Deposits’ Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNEX, KORIP, and KOREX
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CHNEX to RGI

KORIP to RGI

CHNEX to CHNIP

KORIP to CHNIP

Figure 6-A3. Continued

KORIP to CHNEX

CHNEX to CHNEX

KORIP to KORIP

KORIP to DEPO

KORIP to KOREX
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KOREX to RGI

DEPO to RGI

KOREX to CHNEX

DEPO to CHNEX

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

KOREX to CHNIP

DEPO to CHNIP

Figure 6-A3. Continued

KOREX to KORIP

DEPO to KORIP

KOREX to DEPO

DEPO to DEPO

KOREX to KOREX

DEPO to KOREX
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CHNIP to RGI

RGI to RGI

CHNIP to CHNIP

RGI to CHNIP

RGI to CHNEX

CHNIP to CHNEX

Figure 6-A4. Trade Settlements’ Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNEX, KORIP, and KOREX
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CHNEX to RGI

KORIP to RGI

CHNEX to CHNIP

KORIP to CHNIP

Figure 6-A4. Continued

KORIP to CHNEX

CHNEX to CHNEX

KORIP to KORIP

KORIP to TRAD

KORIP to KOREX
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KOREX to RGI

KOREX to CHNIP

TRAD to CHNEX

KOREX to CHNEX

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

TRAD to RGI

TRAD to CHNIP

Figure 6-A4. Continued

KOREX to KORIP

TRAD to KORIP

KOREX to TRAD

TRAD to TRAD

KOREX to KOREX

TRAD to KOREX
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CHNIP to RGI

RGI to RGI

CHNIP to CHNIP

RGI to CHNIP

RGI to CHNEX

CHNIP to CHNEX

Figure 6-A5. Foreign Asset Holdings’ Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNEX, KORIP, and KOREX
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CHNEX to RGI

KORIP to RGI

CHNEX to CHNIP

KORIP to CHNIP

Figure 6-A5. Continued

KORIP to CHNEX

CHNEX to CHNEX

KORIP to KORIP

KORIP to INVE

KORIP to KOREX
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KOREX to RGI

KOREX to CHNIP

INVE to CHNEX

KOREX to CHNEX

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

INVE to RGI

INVE to CHNIP

Figure 6-A5. Continued

KOREX to KORIP

INVE to KORIP

KOREX to INVE

INVE to INVE

KOREX to KOREX

INVE to KOREX
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CHNIP to RGI

RGI to RGI

CHNIP to CHNIP

RGI to CHNIP

RGI to CHNEX

CHNIP to CHNEX

Figure 6-A6. NDF Trading Volumes’ Impulse Responses in the Model including CHNIP, CHNEX, KORIP, and KOREX
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CHNEX to RGI

KORIP to RGI

CHNEX to CHNIP

KORIP to CHNIP

Figure 6-A6. Continued

KORIP to CHNEX

CHNEX to CHNEX

KORIP to KORIP

KORIP to FXTO

KORIP to KOREX
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KOREX to RGI

KOREX to CHNIP

FXTO to CHNEX

KOREX to CHNEX

Note: Dashed lines indicate the 68% confidence intervals.
Source: Authors’ estimates.

FXTO to RGI

FXTO to CHNIP

Figure 6-A6. Continued

KOREX to KORIP

FXTO to KORIP

KOREX to KII

FXTO to FXTO

KOREX to KOREX

FXTO to KOREX
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Table 3-1.
Liqing Zhang (CUFE)
(Unit: 100 million dollars, %)

Currency

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

weight
(as of 2020)

KRW/USD

142.6

145.4 145.2

138.9

153.4 137.6

147.2

72.4%

KRW/RMB

1.6

24.7

21.0

18.8

22.9

11.3%

20.0

23.6

5.8 A Policy
7.2
9.5 Framework
7.9
6.8
5.3for Currency
2.6%
1.
9.7
7.4
9.3
12.7
10.1
10
4.9%
Internationalization
KRW/Others
5.3
5.6
5.5
6.3
7.7
6.3
6.7
3.2%
2.
Review
of
the
Experiences
of
Others
9.9
8.6
9.0
11.0
12.8
13.9
11.1
5.5%
Total
175.3 199.8the
194.3
196.0 213.3 Internationalization
198.3 203.2
100.0%
Currency
Notes: 1) A spot exchange transaction refers to a transaction in which the acceptance of foreign
3.isAmade
Proposal
for the
KRW
exchange (settlement)
within two business
days from
the date of contract.
2) KRW/RMB has been compiled since 2015 and includes the trading volume of offshore
Internationalization
RMB (CNH).
3) “KRW/Others” refers to the trading volume of KRW-Currencies except RMB, and
4. Agenda for RMB and KRW
was calculated by the author with original data.
Source: BOK (2021. 1. 28), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign Exchange Banks
Cooperation
in 2020,” p. 2; BOK (2018. 2. 22), “Foreign Exchange Transaction Trends of Foreign
Exchange Banks in 2017,” p. 2.
5. Conclusion
JPY/USD

6.7

USD/EUR

9.2
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1. A Policy Framework for Currency
Internationalization
Basically, the main determinants of a national currency becoming an
international currency can be classified into three groups: scale, liquidity,
and credibility. Based on Zhang and Tao (2016), more detailed explanation
of these determinants, which could be described as the “Size-LiquidityCredibility (SLC) approach, is summarized in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1. Determinants of International Currency:
Size-Liquidity-Credibility Approach

Size (S)

Liquidity (L)

Creditability (C)

 Share in the global economy
 Share in the global trade (especially the share and pricing ability
in staple commodity market)
 Share in the global financial market
 Types and availability of financial assets
 Highly flowing government bond (treasury bill) market
 Openness of capital account








Sustainability of economic growth
Discipline of macroeconomic policies
Equilibrium of Balance of payments
Flexibility of exchange rate regime
Independence of central bank
Soundness of financial regulation
Confidence for political and legal system

Source: Authors’ summary.

If a national currency is to be extensively internationalized, it must
be excellent enough in all three dimensions, according to the historical
experiences of the British pound sterling, the United States dollar, the
euro, and the Japanese yen. The transition may be hampered if there is
a lack of size, liquidity, or credibility.
The United Kingdom became the world’s economic center in the
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nineteenth century as a result of its extraordinary industrial revolution.
Prior to 1914, the British pound sterling was the primary international
currency due to its dominant roles in global manufacturing, international
trade, and banking. Between 1860 and 1914, over 60% of worldwide
trade was invoiced and settled in sterling, and a similar percentage of
global foreign exchange reserves was held in sterling (Eichengreen 2011).
The dominance of the British pound sterling lends credence to the
SLC strategy.
The tale of the United States dollar’s rise to prominence as the
world’s most important currency is more interesting, and it demonstrates
that “size” does matter, but it is not the only factor to consider.
Despite the fact that the United States’ economy was already more
than twice the size of the United Kingdom’s in 1914, the dollar played
almost little international significance. The foreign reserves of no central
bank were stored in dollars. No one ever issued dollar-denominated
foreign bonds. Instead, they all migrated to London, allowing British
banks to insure their transactions and conduct business in the British
currency. One of the key reasons for this was the lack of a very liquid
financial market in the United States.
After the Federal Reserve System was established in 1914, the
situation drastically changed. Encouragement of the creation of a trade
acceptance market was one of the main acts made by the new central
bank. The U.S. dollar successfully began to play a significant role in
the global monetary system in the middle of the 1920s, owing to the
creation of an active and liquid financial market. The Bretton Woods
agreement at the end of World War II bolstered this, and it finally
grew into a new global monetary hegemony, with the US dollar playing
a dominating role for more than 70 years. Aside from its status as the
world’s largest economy, the dollar’s broad use was aided by the fact
that American financial markets, particularly the highly liquid Treasury
Bill market, were the largest in the world (Talvas 1997).
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The size of the economy, commerce, and financial markets were
clearly essential aspects in the euro’s rise as an international currency,
however the currency’s credibility also played a key influence. For
many years, the strong Deutsche Mark, backed by low inflation and a
large current account surplus in Western Germany, contributed significantly
to the euro’s internationalization. The EU became the world’s largest
economy when the euro was established, laying a firm foundation for
the euro’s internationalization. The euro’s remarkable appreciation since
2002, combined with the quick development of unified financial
markets (especially bond markets), has successfully boosted the euro’s
importance as the world’s second largest currency. Some optimistic
economists believed that the euro might even surpass the U.S. dollar
and become the largest global currency in the world (Chinn and Frankel
2005).
In terms of the internationalization of the yen, Japan has a quite
different story. After decades of fast economic growth and a strong
current account surplus, Japan became the world’s second largest
economy and trading country in the 1980s. The Japanese yen began to
internationalize as a result of these advantages, primarily through substantial
overseas direct investments. The Japanese yen became one of the most
important international currencies in the late 1980s, with its share of
the global reserve system reaching 6%. However, the Japanese yen’s
overall importance has waned during the 1990s. Its holdings in the
global reserve system have shrunk to 3%. Japanese policymakers
concluded that “any further attempt to internationalize the yen or the
Japanese capital markets would be futile” (Takagi 2012). Although there
are various reasons for the Japanese yen’s incapacity to internationalize,
one of the most important is that the Japanese financial markets are
underdeveloped, particularly in terms of fluidity and openness. Furthermore,
the asset bubble implosion in the 1990s severely harmed the Japanese
economy’s reputation as well as investor confidence in its currency.
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There has been a broad consensus on that currency internationalization
is a market driven process, which means that whether a national currency
can become an international currency is eventually a matter of decision
by foreign market participants, including individuals and institutions.
However, government does play an important role in this process,
especially for those governments of emerging market economies. There
are several ways these governments can play with. First, through various
market-oriented structural reforms, government should maintain a
sustainable, strong, and balanced economic growth in order to build up
a solid base for currency internationalization. In general, currency
internationalization will only happen in a country with economic vitality
and prospect outlook, so these reforms will be mainly featured with
economic deregulation and a more competitive market regime. By and
large, the main areas may include SOE (state-owned enterprises)
reform, trade liberalization and financial liberalization. Nevertheless, it is
also very important to keep some essential regulations and industrial
policies in certain cases.
Second, it is very important to actively push forward the development
of financial market. Among others, a sizable, highly liquid, and wellregulated government bond or treasury bill market should be at the top
priority, since domestic currency-denominated government bond or
treasury bill could be the most attractive investment product for
foreigners. Moreover, a freely transacted foreign exchange market with
numerous hedging instruments is also very important, for such a
market arrangement may help and even encourage trade companies and
international investors to use domestic currency for settlements and
other transactions.
Third, liberalizing capital account is a basic precondition for making
national currency internationally used. Based on so-called “impossible
trinity” or trilemma, for those countries that needs to keep independence
of monetary policy, it is necessary to maintaining a flexible exchange
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rate regime. Because capital account liberalization is one of the most
dangerous economic reforms for a transitional or emerging economy, it
is strongly encouraged to pursue it in a gradual and cautious way and
continue to adopt a macroprudential policy even after capital account
liberalization has completed. There has been an argument that capital
control may not fully hinder the currency internationalization, for national
currency can be used and transacted in the offshore financial market.
Yes, in some degree, that is true. However, it is also sure that a highlevel currency internationalization does need a fully convertible capital
account.
Fourth, maintaining sound macroeconomic policies is critical to
guarantee the stability of currency value, namely avoiding the vicious
inflation, which is very much important to make currency
internationalization successful. In many economies, making central bank
fully independent is the only way to approach such a policy goal.
Inflation targeting regime may also be helpful in some cases.
Fifth, strengthening international economic cooperation could be a
very useful way for making currency internationalization. By signing
bilateral or regional currency swap agreements, a national currency may
have more opportunities to be used by other country’s foreign exchange
intervention activities and then be used commercially in trade and
investment. In addition, both public and private settlement infrastructure
for facilitating currency internationalization will contribute to reducing
the transaction costs for currency conversion.
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2. Review of the Experiences of the Currency
Internationalization
2-1. The Australian Dollar (AUD)
After the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in the early 1970s,
Australia did not move immediately to a floating exchange rate regime
unlike many other developed countries. The choice of the Australian
government was cautious and gradual in response to the changing
external environments. In 1983, the Australian dollar was floated, and
capital controls were eliminated (Battellino and Plumb 2012). These were
recognized as the core reforms that led to the “internationalization” of
the Australian dollar. However, such reform measures must be
accompanied by the creation of related financial markets, including
local bond market and foreign currency derivative market by encouraging
private sector market participation. Battellino and Plumb (2012) argued
that the Australian economy has benefited greatly from an internationalized
currency, mostly because the floating exchange rate has acted as a
buffer to external shocks, particularly shifts in the terms of trade.
Nevertheless,

if

we

adopt

a

narrow

definition

of

currency

internationalization, the floating exchange rate regime with free capital
mobility is not tantamount to the currency internationalization. The
most important condition is that both residents and non-residents can
freely issue Australian dollar bonds in the offshore markets.
In the early 1980s, the Australian government started to liberalize the
government bond market by deregulating the capital controls and
interventions. Initially, real yields on the government debt issues increased,
but as the openness and transparency of the government bond market
arrangements quickly established the credibility, demand for bonds
increased and yields fell noticeably. The Australian dollar bond market
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became highly internationalized (McCauley 2006). As at late 2008, about
50% of outstanding Australian bonds were issued offshore, about 60%
were held by non-residents and about 40% were issued in foreign
currency (Battellino and Plumb 2012). Australian dollar-denominated
bonds issued by non-resident entities in Australia (referred to as
Kangaroo bonds) now represent a significant share of the Australian
bond market. In the past, the majority of non-resident Australian dollar
issuance occurred in offshore markets (particularly in the Uridashi
market specifically for Japanese investors), but since 2004 Kangaroo
bond issuance has become the preferred mode of issuance. The largest
Kangaroo bond issuers now issue very little Australian dollar debt
offshore (Bergmann and Nitschke 2016). Most non-resident Australian
dollar issuers are supranational, sovereign, or quasi-sovereign agency entities.
As well acknowledged in Eichengreen and Hausmann (1999), most
of the developing countries cannot use their own domestic currency to
borrow abroad. But in the case of Australia, nearly all debt and equity
liabilities of Australia’s governments, corporations, and banks, including
crucially those owned to foreigners, are denominated in Australian
dollars (James and Vallence 2020). While Australia does not have the
‘exorbitant privilege’ of the United States, its ability to fund in its
currency confers considerable economic benefits at little cost (Gourinchas
and Rey 2005). Furthermore, from the Australian experience, we also
find the evidence that domestic currency funding itself is selfperpetuating: as financial transactions between foreign and domestic
investors increase, capital market depth also increases, which encourages
the development of hedging markets, which in turn facilitates a further
increase in financial transactions (James and Vallence 2020).

2-2. The Canadian Dollar (CAD)
From the beginning of World War II until 1950, and again from
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1962 to 1970, the value of the Canadian dollar (CAD, or loonie) was
fixed in relation to the U.S. dollar.40) The Bank of Canada was
responsible for intervening in the foreign exchange market to maintain
the fixed value of the currency. This peg lasted until 1970, with
currency’s value being floated since then. Because of heavy reliance on
the U.S. market in terms of exports and imports, Canadians have been
interested in the value of their currency mainly against the U.S. dollar.
The Bank of Canada currently has no specific target value for the
Canadian dollar and has not intervened in the foreign exchange
markets since 1998. Nonetheless, the Canadian dollar historically tended
to move in tandem with the U.S. dollar. In recent years, the value of
the Canadian dollar has tended to correlate with shifts in commodity
prices and particularly oil prices, reflecting the Canadian dollar’s status
as a petrocurrency due to Canada’s significant oil exports.41)
Oil prices are closely linked with the strength of the Canadian dollar,
particularly in the currency pair USD/CAD, due to Canada’s status as
one of the world’s biggest oil exporters and the pricing of the commodity
in USD. When there is a large volume of oil traded from Canada to
the US, demand is created for Canadian dollars, pushing up CAD and
often pushing down the USD/CAD pair. A high oil price also means
higher USD earnings for Canada on its exports, which also serves to
push up CAD. Conversely, lower demand and lower prices reduce the
flow of USD into Canada, pushing down CAD and having a bullish
effect on the USD/CAD pair. This was exemplified by the March
2020 oil collapse, with CAD falling in turn against a range of currencies.
40) Canada allowed its dollar to float in 1950, and since then, the Canadian dollar rose to a
slight premium over the U.S. dollar for the next decade. But the Canadian dollar fell
sharply after 1960 before it was again pegged in 1962 at CA$1.00 = US$0.925.
41) The Canadian dollar is often considered as a petrocurrency in the foreign exchange
markets, i.e., a currency that tends to fluctuate with oil prices. The Canadian dollar
currently seems to be more influenced by the Bank of Canada’s monetary policy and
other risk factors.
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In 2020, 71.8% of Canada’s exports go to the U.S., and 62.2% of
imports in Canada come from the U.S. In consideration of Canada’s
trade dependence on the U.S., there has been a proposal for the
unilateral adoption of the U.S. dollar or a proposal for a full-blown
North American monetary union like the European Monetary Union.
Some observers have gone so far as to suggest that any official decision,
either for or against such an initiative, is largely irrelevant since
dollarization is already proceeding informally. Murray and Powell (2002)
examined the evidence of dollarization in Canada, focusing on the use
of the U.S. dollar for the three main money functions: unit of account,
medium of exchange, and store of value. While the evidence is somewhat
fragmentary, it strongly suggests that Canada has not become dollarized,
nor is it becoming dollarized. Canadians overwhelmingly use the Canadian
dollar as a unit of account and as a medium of exchange for transactions
between Canadians. The only area where there is an increasing use of
U.S. dollars by Canadians is as a store of value. Canadian household
seem to be holding an ever-larger share of their portfolios in U.S.dollar assets. Canadian corporations are also borrowing more extensively
in U.S. dollars. But the share of funding raised in domestic markets
has remained essentially unchanged through the 1990s and early 2000s.
The Bank of Canada has never seriously considered the adoption of
unilateral dollarization. Since 1991, the Bank of Canada has conducted
policy within the framework of its inflation-targeting agreement with
the government of Canada. Its goal has been to target the rate of
inflation, as measured by the headline consumer price index, at 2 %
per annum, within a range of 1-3%. Every five years, the agreement
comes up for renewal, and in advance of the renewal the Bank reviews
its performance under the existing agreement and considers changes
(Williamson 2021). A fundamental question is whether policy-makers
are satisfied with the current policy regime. A cost of the current
regime is that it allows for very volatile nominal and real exchange
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rates. A benefit is that consumers and firms can mostly avoid the type
of potentially costly changes in prices and wages that would be required
if the nominal exchange rate did not adjust in a flexible manner
(Eichenbaum, Johannsen, and Rebelo 2018).
The economy of Canada ranks as the ninth largest by nominal GDP
in the world, with a GDP of $1.5 trillion CAD as of 2020. It is
consistently one of the eight most traded currency pairs in the world.
Accounting for approximately 2% of all global reserves, the Canadian
dollar is the fifth-most held reserve currency in the world. In achieving
the status of international currency, the Bank of Canada had no specific
plan to internationalize the Canadian dollar. In other words, the Bank
of Canada assumed an essentially laissez-faire attitude towards the
internationalization of the CAD.

2-3. The Japanese Yen (JPY)
In the early 1980s, the Japanese government was not enthusiastic
toward the internationalization of the Japanese yen. Although the yen
share in the global reserves had risen in the 1970s, other measures of
internationalization, such as the use of the currency in invoicing trade
or denominating international debt, continued to show a low share of
the Japanese yen. By the mid-1980s, however, the policy shifted toward
actively promoting internationalization in the context of the Yen/Dollar
Agreement (1984) and later with the Plaza Accord (1985) aimed at
depreciating the dollar and resolving serious trade imbalance between
the U.S. and Japan.42) The international use of the yen rose gradually

42) On May 28, 1984, the United States and Japan signed the yen/dollar agreement, in
which Japan’s Ministry of Finance agreed to take steps to liberalized Japan’s capital
market and to internationalize the yen. For implementation, a number of market
opening and liberalization measures were taken, including the relaxation of the
conditions for euro yen issues by residents and non-residents.
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in the late 1980s and its share of foreign reserves reached almost 9%
in 1991, which was the peak (Talvas and Ozeki 1992).
In the 1990s, official policy shifted firmly in favor of internationalization,
with the purposes of reducing exchange rate risk for domestic firms,
facilitating businesses for Japanese banks and other financial institutions,
and promoting Japan as an international financial center. A comprehensive
package of financial liberalization of 1996 and the resulting “big bang”
of 1998, however, were not successful in advancing the yen
internationalization. Such failure was largely due to the stagnation of
the Japanese economy since the bursting of the equity and real estate
bubble at the start of 1990s (Wang 2017). Takagi (2011) wrote “by the
end of 2003, it was clear that any further attempt to internationalize
the yen would be futile without a fundamental change in the economic
might of Japan.” In 2003, the Japanese government’s focus shifted to
restoring Tokyo as a major international financial center and the
government no longer assumed any active promotion for the yen
internationalization.
The experience of the U.S. dollar, Deutsche mark, and the Japanese
yen highlight that currency internationalization is largely market driven.
The rapid ascent of the dollar occurred without any deliberate desire
for boosting its international standing. Similarly, the Deutsche mark and
Japanese yen rose as alternative currencies to the U.S. dollar, when the
U.S. economy faced severe economic downturns. As the U.S. regained
its economic strength and financial credibility, the trend was immediately
reversed. On the contrary, when Germany and Japan were mired in
economic difficulties since the early 1990s, their potentially promising
currencies could no longer advance their global status vis-à-vis the
dollar. In short, the process of currency internationalization is broadly
determined by the country’s economic strength, credibility of the currency,
and financial sector development and stability. This implies that the
fundamental drivers for RMB and KRW internationalization will be
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largely market-determined rather than determined by political aspiration
alone (Wang 2017).

2-4. The Swiss franc (CHF)
In Europe, Switzerland has been an attractive host country for
foreign banks since World War II. In 1969, 48 banks were active in
Switzerland, and this number has surpassed 100 around the year 1980.
Switzerland continued to become one of the world’s leading financial
centers by providing both offshore banking and offshore currency
trading. The growth of offshore currency trading has gone hand in
hand with that of offshore banking. An offshore deposit is simply a
bank deposit denominated in a currency other than that of the country
in which the bank resides – for example, U.S. dollar deposit in Zurich
(Krugman, Obstfeld, and Melitz 2018).
The international money market transactions of Swiss banks serve as
a connection between the various segments of domestic and international
financial transactions, including the Euro-Swiss franc market. At the
same time, Swiss banks showed the substantial placing power with
both domestic and foreign investors. For borrowers, the low nominal
interest rate on Swiss franc issues, compared with issues in U.S. dollars,
and other currencies, has also been attractive, although the exchange
rate appreciation of the Swiss franc wiped out any interest rate
advantage during the 1970s. In 1985, bond issues denominated in Swiss
franc accounted for 48% of all recorded foreign bond issues in the
world market, making Swiss francs the most important currency of
denomination. In short, the Swiss franc became an international currency
along with a role of Switzerland as an international financial center.
The Swiss National Bank (SNB) has not always been comfortable
with the role of the Swiss franc as a ‘safe-haven’ currency. When a
global financial crisis intensified in September 2008, investors rushed to
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put their money into Switzerland. The Swiss franc price of euros fell
sharply (a Swiss franc appreciation), while the reserves of the SNB rose
sharply because the SNB was intervening in the foreign exchange
market, buying euros with francs to resist the franc’s appreciation. In
August 2011, the Swiss franc reached CHF 1.12 per euro. At that point,
the SNB pledged to defend a minimal euro price of CHF 1.2 per
euro. It would allow the Swiss franc to depreciate up from that floor,
but not to appreciate below it.
The exchange rate floor was kept in place through the end of 2014,
while foreign reserves stabilized at half a trillion Swiss franc. On
January 15, 2015, the SNB abandoned the 1.2 francs per euro exchange
rate floor and the franc appreciated all the way to 0.8 francs per euro.
At that time, the ECB was preparing a program of unconventional
asset purchases to respond to low inflation and slow growth in the
euro zone. That program would have weakened the euro further,
putting more upward pressure on the Swiss franc. With its holdings of
euros already massive, the SNB was taking the risk of a huge capital
loss (measured in Swiss franc) should it ever abandon the exchange
rate floor and allow the franc to rise against the euro. Rather than
increasing its exposure to loss and pegging the franc even further from
its natural equilibrium, the SNB decided the Swiss franc to float
(Krugman et al. 2018).
In December 2020, the U.S. Treasury Department labelled Switzerland
a currency manipulator. The COVID-19 pandemic put extra pressure
on the Swiss franc as a safe-haven currency in 2020. This caused the
SNB to raise its foreign currency intervention to the highest level since
2012. At the end of 2020, the SNB’s total asset increased again to
reach nearly 1 trillion Swiss franc (CHF 999 billion), compared to CHF
billion one year earlier. In April 2021, the United States has removed
Switzerland from its list of currency manipulators by saying that it had
“determined that there is insufficient evidence to make a finding that
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Vietnam, Switzerland, or Taiwan manipulates its exchange rate.” As
noted above, the SNB often intervened in the foreign exchange market
in order to stabilize the value of the Swiss franc vis-à-vis euro.

3. A Proposal for the KRW Internationalization
3-1. Why Do We Need the KRW Internationalization in Light
of RMB Internationalization?
Historical experiences of the U.S. dollar would not be a good
guidance to the KRW internationalization. South Korea is still relatively
small open economy, which is quite vulnerable to external shocks. If
there exist a few examples, the above cases mentioned in the section 2
(including AUD, CAD, and CHF rather than JPY) would be more
relevant. Australia, Canada, and Switzerland never pursued any political
and economic ambition for international prestige or power on the
world stage. Instead, those countries prudently responded to take
advantage of financial globalization and continued to advance their
financial markets.
After experiencing the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and the global
financial crisis in 2008, the Korean government exerted special efforts
to manage foreign exchange liquidity. Most of the recommendations for
improving macroeconomic and financial soundness recommended by
the Basel Committee were accepted, and the focus was on the
management of short-term foreign debt (An et al. 2020). In a situation
where the capital market is highly open, it can be said that the
conditions for the internationalization of the Korean won have been
sufficiently prepared. Nevertheless, there remain policy concerns that
foreign exchange management may become weaker right after
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introducing currency internationalization in Korea, thus postponing the
internationalization of the won. That concern is not valid because
foreign exchange management has nothing to do with the won
internationalization.
The possibility of foreign exchange speculation increases when a
fixed exchange rate system is operated or when the foreign exchange
authorities excessively intervene excessively the market. Currently, South
Korea adopted free floating exchange rate system in place, and rarely
intervened in the foreign exchange market. Therefore, the possibility of
speculative attack is also limited and somewhat exaggerated. On the
other hand, what we may be concerned about is the volatility of the
foreign exchange market. However, such fear of floating is also no
longer valid in South Korea.
The question of how much won internationalization will increase
volatility in the foreign exchange market is also affected by regulatory
changes for won internationalization, but the basic macroeconomic
conditions are much more important. Also, in terms of the foreign
exchange market itself, it is related to the size of the foreign exchange
market. When the size of the foreign exchange market is large enough,
the possibility of fluctuations in the exchange rate due to an intended
speculative attack is blocked. In the case of Korea, which has a high
degree of openness to the outside world, there is no need to consider
the sensitivity of the exchange rate to external shocks. Rather, exchange
rate fluctuations are a way for the Korean economy to quickly respond
to external shocks. Exchange rate fluctuations can be viewed as a daily
price adjustment when equipped with a currency risk hedging market.
It is true that the size of the Korean economy is smaller than that
of advanced large countries in terms of its GDP and financial markets
including the stock market. However, Australia and Canada are comparable
to South Korea in terms of economic size. In terms of the foreign
exchange market turnover, its share in the global market was 0.7% as
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of 2019, ranking 15th in the world. Although it is true that Korea’s
status is lower than that of advanced financial markets, it is not a
constraint, but rather means that the financial market has the huge
potential to be sufficiently advanced if the remaining regulations are
greatly eased. Therefore, in view of the maturity of the real economy,
external soundness such as good international credit quality, the resilience
of the financial system through crisis experiences, and high capital
market openness, the time has come for South Korea to pursue KRW

internationalization in line with the RMB internationalization. If
the won internationalization is not pursued, the development of the
foreign exchange market cannot be expected in the long run, and the
international financial market will continue to be evaluated as an
emerging market.
A bigger problem is that if the Korean government does not pay
any attention to the internationalization of the won while the
internationalization of the RMB, the representative currency of
emerging countries, continues, South Korea is no different from giving
up on financial advancement. Since the global financial crisis, the
exchange rate of the won against the U.S. dollar has become more in
sync with the exchange rate of the RMB (Kim, Kim and Wang 2018).
This stylized fact is once again confirmed in the above chapter IV and
chapter V. This strongly implies that the Korean financial market is
becoming synchronized with the Chinese market. Simply because the
Korean won is not fully internationalized due to a few regulatory
restrictions, South Korea has been regarded as a member of emerging
market group in the global financial market. But now South Korea is
sufficiently eligible to enter the major leagues. To do so, policy makers
in South Korea had better change the old idea of staying in emerging
countries, fearing exchange rate volatility, and complaining about
difficulties in managing foreign exchange.
As is well known, China has emerged as Korea’s largest export
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market since joining the WTO in 2001, and China is highly dependent
on the Korea’s exports of parts and components. At the same time, as
the two countries are strongly tied to the supply chain in the
manufacturing sector, the basic conditions for the synchronization of
the won and the RMB have matured through trade channels. In
addition, as foreign investment in Chinese stocks and bonds increased,
hedging foreign exchange risk using the Korean won was easier and
cheaper than hedging with the RMB, which accelerated the synchronization
of the currencies of the two countries.43) In fact, there are many cases
where foreign investors who invested in RMB assets use wondenominated derivatives when hedging foreign exchange risk. In other
words, the won is becoming a proxy currency for the RMB. Since the
won-dollar NDF market has abundant liquidity, hedging in the wondollar NDF market in won while investing in RMB bonds. The won
moves in the same direction as the RMB, making it easier to hedge
and less expensive. As a result, investors who purchase RMB-denominated
assets hedge against won-dollar forward exchanges or NDFs.
It has been argued that if China becomes more open than it is now,
it would be desirable for Korea to increase the proportion of financial
investment (portfolio investment) more actively in China. However, in
a situation where the breadth and depth of the Chinese financial
market is not sufficiently advanced, and government’s financial repression
and regulatory interference remains, investment in the Chinese financial
market is an opportunity factor in terms of return, but a high-risk
market.
What is more important is whether South Korea will become a
financial market differentiated from China rather than being synchronized
with the Chinese financial market. To this end, South Korea should be

43) There are many newspaper articles on this phenomenon. See https://www.ajunews.
com/view/20201210164334241.
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included in the developed market group, not the emerging market
group. In the global financial market, it seems that the Korean
government has not been able to properly implement the measures it
should take to ensure that the Korean financial market is treated as an
advanced financial market. Efforts are being made, but a few key
measures have not been taken. If the Korean market continues to be
classified into emerging markets, China’s proportion is so large that
South Korea will not receive proper treatment in the international
financial market, and the tendency to synchronize with China will
inevitably increase as it belongs to the same group as China. Therefore,
for the sake of resolving the discount factor (namely Korea discount)
for the Korean financial market, key measures to be incorporated into
the developed market group need to be taken immediately.
For that purpose, Korea needs to be included in the MSCI index.
Currently, the indices that include Korea include the ‘Emerging Markets
Index’, the ‘Asia Index’ and the ‘Far East Index’. Efforts have been
made several times to be included in the ‘Advanced Countries Index’
instead of the ‘Emerging Market Index’, but they have been unsuccessful.
In terms of the level of economic development of Korea, the size and
liquidity of the stock market, and the state of market operation, Korea
is evaluated to have generally satisfied the criteria for inclusion in the
advanced index. Despite these evaluations, there are still mixed
opinions about the market access of foreign investors. The basis for
the negative judgment is that the internationalization of the won has
not progressed sufficiently. It is said that difficulties in procurement of
won, such as the absence of an offshore market for the won and
limited trading hours in the onshore foreign exchange market, are
obstacles that make it difficult to access the Korean market. Certainly,
an ambition for becoming a member of the advanced index group per
se cannot be an appropriate purpose of the won internationalization.
Instead, as the won internationalization proceeds, the benefits will
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increase owing to the membership of that prestigious group.
The financial market synchronization with China is not necessarily
beneficial to South Korea. Global investors are likely to classify the
Korean market as an emerging market group, like China. When global
capital flows into emerging markets, Korea also undergoes portfolio
adjustments within the emerging market group, such as China. If Korea
is included in a market group differentiated from China, that is, in the
advanced market index, the synchronization between the won and the
RMB will be significantly weakened. In addition, the People’s Bank of
China, which manages the exchange rate of the RMB, is setting the
weight of the won in the CFETS RMB index as high as the
synchronization between the won and the RMB appears. This is also a
factor that leads to synchronization. This deepening of the Won-RMB
coupling is a phenomenon that further expands the volatility of the
Won-Dollar exchange rate in the NDF market, an offshore foreign
exchange market.

3-2. How to Proceed the KRW Internationalization
As discussed in section 1, currency internationalization is not
automatically achieved. Historical experiences emphasize that currency
internationalization was largely an unintentional byproduct due to the
economic and financial development of a country. It is essentially an
organic, evolutionary, and market-driven process. Economic fundamentals
such as size of the economy and trade network, depth, and liquidity of
the financial markets, as well as the stability of the currency are
important determinants that support currency internationalization (Cohen
2000; Kim 2017).
As pointed out by Kim (2017), an important hindering factor to
currency internationalization is the experience of currency crises. South
Korea experienced the Asian financial crisis (AFC) in 1997-98 and
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suffered seriously from collateral damage during the global financial
crisis (GFC) in 2008-2009. Due to these painful experiences, policy
makers lost confidence on currency internationalization and would be
reluctant to push forward currency internationalization. From this political
economy perspective, it is not easy to gather strong support from the
policy circle when the government finally decides to initiate the
ambitious project for currency internationalization. The costs and benefits
of currency internationalization can be measured by several econometric
models based upon a set of diverse assumptions. However, more
importantly, a safety valve or other insurance mechanism which can
prevent any possibility of currency crisis or currency turmoil, must be
put in place. To do so, sequencing and speed may be considered in
the final stage of currency internationalization. Instead of a big bang
approach (immediate full-scale currency internationalization), a gradual
approach may be another option to be considered.
In response to the AFC and GFC, South Korea introduced
macroprudential measures along with massive accumulation of foreign
reserves. These are typical instruments for emerging market economies
without full currency internationalization. As a result, emerging countries
tend to have a short position in risky assets and a long position in
safe assets while mature countries tend to be opposite (Gourinchas and
Rey 2013). Kim (2017) examined the valuation changes in the net
external assets of South Korea and U.S. during 2001-2015. He found
that the valuation changes of the two countries are strongly negatively
correlated. This strong negative correlation supports the stylized facts
found by Grourinchas and Rey (2013). It is not clear whether the
currency internationalization could sever this mirror position between
South Korea and the U.S. However, the currency internationalization
could be regarded as a process for incorporating South Korea into a
group of advanced financial market. If it is done successfully, South
Korea will move in sync with other advanced countries rather than
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with China by showing a higher positive correlation among changes in
valuation.
As regards to the size of foreign exchange reserves, in the end of
2007 Australia’s foreign exchange reserves were only 26.9 billion U.S.
dollars while South Korea had 262.2 billion U.S. dollars. As of June
2021, Australia’s foreign exchange reserves amounted to 37.7 billion
U.S. dollar, while South Korea had 454.1 billion U.S. dollars.44) As
Kim (2017) noted, if the Korean won were sufficiently internationalized,
then the foreign exchange risk of exporting firms would have disappeared
through currency swap market and then the risk would not had to be
shifted to the Bank of Korea holding foreign reserves. The magnitude
of these benefits will be enormous and will be growing over time. As
shown vividly in the case of Australia, the optimum size of foreign
exchange reserves in South Korea could be much reduced with the
won internationalization and free floating. Thus, until South Korea
successfully internationalizes the Korean won, macroprudential measures
and relatively large amount of foreign exchange reserves would be the
second-best policy.
As regards to sequencing and speed of the future pathway to full
currency internationalization, first we can consider how the remaining
restrictions will be liberalized.
In 1996, current account transactions were fully liberalized via “free
won accounts” which were exclusively created for payment and settlement
in Korean won by non-residents. Thus, payment and settlement for
exports and imports by using Korean won is not limited by any
institutional restrictions. That means the Korean won can be used for

44) The Bank of Canada holds foreign exchange reserves which amount to 70.3 billion U.S.
dollars as of March 2021. On the contrary, the Swiss National Bank (SNB) holds
foreign exchange reserves which is 1.04 trillion U.S. dollars as of June 2021. The
massive amount of foreign exchange reserves in the SNB is largely due to frequent
intervention in the foreign exchange market.
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invoicing currency and settlement currency for the purpose of current
account transactions. However, notification to customs is required for
won exports (taking-out) and imports (bringing-in) above the equivalent
of US$ 10,000 across the border. This simple declaration and notification
should be maintained even after the full currency internationalization
for the purpose of preventing money laundering and other illegal activities.
As regards capital account transactions, several restrictions remain
effectively limiting the KRW internationalization. For won-denominated
loans to non-residents, foreign exchange banks can freely provide loans
up to the amount of KRW 1 billion without notification. Institutional
investors may provide loans up to the amount of KRW 1 billion upon
notification to the Bank of Korea (BOK). Foreign exchange banks are
allowed to extend domestic currency loans to non-residents of up to
KRW 30 billion per borrower in South Korea without any restriction.45)
In other cases, approval by the BOK were required for wondenominated loans to non-residents. However, loans to non-residents
above KRW 30 billion have not been practically made. One issue is to
abolish the ceiling and to allow foreign exchange banks and other
non-bank financial institutions to make freely unlimited amount of
loans to non-residents only with their own risk assessment and
responsibility. We may ask whether this regulation is necessary or not.
For residents, there is no such regulation. That implies that there has
been no concern about residents’ speculative attacks. However, it is not
valid to argue that non-residents would be more likely to carry out
speculative attacks if such regulation is completely lifted. In times of
currency crisis, capital flights have been largely undertaken by residents.
Currently, domestic issuance of the KRW-denominated securities (like
Arirang bond) by non-residents is allowed. For example, Eastern
Airlines, the national airline of China, has succeeded in securing the

45) In 2007, the ceiling was expanded from KRW 10 billion to KRW 30 billion.
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largest investment demand for Arirang bonds (won-denominated bonds
issued by foreign companies in South Korea). Eastern Airlines was the
first to utilize the Qualified Institutional Investor System (QIB), which
was introduced to stimulate domestic bond issuance by foreign
companies.46) In the investment banking (IB) industry, there is an
expectation that the issuance of domestic bonds by foreign companies
using QIB would gradually expand with the success of Eastern Airlines’
issuance. Eastern Airlines has completed the recruitment of investors
for 300 billion won worth of 3-year won-denominated bonds (credit
rating AA-) scheduled to be issued on December 6, 2019. It is the
largest scale in the history of Arirang Bond. The issuance rate was
tentatively set at 2.4% per annum. KB Securities oversaw issuance.
While regulations on the KRW-denominated borrowing by nonresidents remain, the issuance of the KRW-denominated bond by nonresidents seem to be encouraged. If policy makers are really concerned
about the possibility of speculative attacks on the foreign exchange
market, short-term (maturity is less than one year) loans may be limited
with the same ceiling (KRW 30 billion), but long-term loans to nonresidents do not need any ceiling.
Other remaining restrictions are more prohibitive. Transferring fund
between non-residents to pay for won-denominated transactions is
prohibited. This restriction means the Korean won cannot be used for
both current and capital account transactions between non-residents,
while the other international currencies can be chosen and used outside
the domestic territory. Once the Korean won is fully internationalized,
46) Eastern Airlines first used the QIB system introduced in Korea in 2012 by issuing the
Arirang bond. The QIB is a system that allows foreign companies to collect bond
demand from specialized investment institutions by submitting documents related to
issuance of bonds in English, such as a securities declaration form, and receiving a
simple examination. It was introduced with the purpose of expanding the issuance of
domestic bonds by foreign companies by exempting them from having to submit
documents related to issuance in Korean.
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this restriction must be abolished immediately. More importantly, the
overseas issuance of the KRW-denominated securities (euro-won bond)
by both residents and non-residents is, technically speaking, not prohibited.
However, payment for euro-won bonds should, in principle, be made
in foreign currency, and payment for them in the Korean won required
prior notification to the BOK (Kim and Suh 2012).
As shown above, South Korea’ regulations have been mainly put in
place on restricting non-residents’ KRW funding market. Non-residents
are only allowed for accessing domestic won funding market with
KRW 30 billion ceiling and almost completely prohibited for accessing
overseas won funding market. If policy makers continue to be concerned
about the risk of speculative attacks, the ceiling could be maintained,
but could be gradually expanded and finally abolished. For issuance of
the KRW-denominated overseas securities by residents and nonresidents, first the Korean government must promote the environment for
payment and settlement of capital transactions in the Korean won. It is
well known that issuance of won-denominated overseas securities could
help to reduce the possibility of currency mismatch and relieve the
burden of original sin. In addition, these transactions have directly
nothing to do with speculative attacks. But, as the Korean won
becomes more internationalized, foreigners are more easily accessible to
KRW funding in the overseas markets. Consequently, the Korean
economy would be more easily exposed to speculative attacks if
foreigners found any opportunity of speculative attacks. But, as shown
in the case of Australia, the risk of such speculative attacks is limited.
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3-3. How to Prepare for the KRW Internationalization in
Light of the RMB Internationalization?
Rhee (2011) argues that “Korean won internationalization needs to
be firmly grounded on global demand for the currency. If we rush to
pursue this goal when it remains beyond our power, it might trigger
the risk of speculative attack and hamper the autonomy of our
macroeconomic policy. We therefore need to work prudently towards
this goal, paying close attention to domestic and global conditions. …
Implementing further institutional measures for foreign exchange
liberalization and Korean won internationalization would have to be
pursued conservatively, taking into consideration the progress in global
financial market normalization and the recovery of the domestic economy.”
The above argument can be seen to reflect the official position of
the Korean government to some extent. For the internationalization of
the won, it is necessary to carefully select a time point, fully considering
the internal and external environment, and to take a cautious approach
if possible. The internationalization of the won would be an arduous
process for an emerging country to escape from the original sin. To do
so, several steps should be taken in a due course. The first step in the
internationalization of the won is to remove institutional constraints, but
in the end, it is the market that makes it. What needs to be done while
promoting the internationalization of the won is to improve the system
and build an infrastructure so that the won can be used properly in
the international financial market. It is necessary to create a KRW
internationalization index to thoroughly analyze the function of the KRW
as a settlement currency, investment currency, and reserve currency in
the market.
In addition, it is necessary to establish an institutional basis that
enables offshore KRW trading to be possible 24 hours a day, and to
further activate various foreign exchange derivatives trading currently in
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operation. In other words, the remaining foreign exchange regulations
such as over-the-counter capital transactions and restrictions on borrowing
in KRW should be lifted. As such, foreign investors’ interest in the
Korean capital market will increase as foreign currency procurement
becomes more convenient. The issue of allowing non-residents to freely
trade in won is the last remaining restriction in the foreign exchange
liberalization plan and a regulation that has been in place for more
than 10 years.
According to past experiences, despite the rational decisions of
economic agents, the Korean economy has been vulnerable to external
shocks experienced in a small open economy, such as abrupt capital
outflow and high exchange rate volatility, due to insufficient
internationalization of the won. Unlike other emerging countries, South
Korea has reached the final gateway for the internationalization of the
won. If it joins the currency ranks of developed countries, Korean
financial assets can be recognized as safe assets. In other words,
through the internationalization of the won, it will be possible to free
itself from the original sin of emerging market countries and participate
in the global financial market as a ‘normal country’. For this, we had
better think about four points in light of RMB internationalization.
First, it is necessary to consider the difficulties encountered in RMB
payments. For RMB financing, interest rates in the offshore market in
Hong Kong are higher than in mainland China. This means that the
cost of raising RMB funds offshore is high. The Korean won is not a
currency that is traded offshore in earnest. Thus, it is very important
to design and create an offshore won market. The offshore won
market cannot be formed properly if the interest rate on the won
funding in the offshore market is higher than that of Korea. It is
necessary to provide sufficient liquidity to this offshore market. We
should consider whether the Bank of Korea can play a role in supplying
liquidity in the won offshore, or whether private commercial banks can
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actively accept positions in local currencies in the offshore won market.
Currently, in the KRW-RMB direct trading market traded in the Seoul
foreign exchange market, the Transportation Bank, one of China’s
commercial banks, is playing the role of a market maker that provides
liquidity in the yuan and holds a position in the won. Even if the
central bank does not act as a market maker in the offshore market,
private commercial banks will be able to grow into major players in
the foreign exchange market while generating profits.
Meanwhile, in addition to the Seoul KRW-RMB direct market, a
KRW-RMB direct trading market has been opened and operated in
Shanghai. The Shanghai KRW-RMB direct trading market in October
2015 opened its doors ambitiously, with the aim of eliminating the
intermediate exchange procedure for US dollars and allowing businesses
and individuals to reduce exchange fees. However, the volume of direct
transactions between won and yuan is still insignificant. The main
reason for the failure of the KRW-RMB direct trading market is the
lack of payment demand from companies above all else. As Chinese
exporters and importers still have high demand for the US dollar, the
proportion of RMB settlement is insignificant. In addition, as the yuan
has weakened, financial institutions participating as market makers have
less incentive to hold the yuan. The fact that there is no incentive to
pay in RMB enough to change the trade settlement practices of
companies does not seem to be easy to overcome for the time being.
The won-yen direct trading market, which had been promoted in the
past, also failed due to the continued trade imbalance between Korea
and Japan and the failure to overcome the trade practice centered on
the dollar. Accordingly, the Bank of Korea will have to play a role as
a control tower to create a foundation for enhancing the utilization of
regional currencies in trade settlement, open various KRW-RMB
derivatives markets in the currently operating KRW-RMB direct trading
market and vitalize offshore KRW markets.
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Second, it is necessary to expand the scope of use of the won to
various partner countries through bilateral won currency swaps with
regional countries like China. Unlike the Korea-US currency swap, the
bilateral won currency swap is not a real bullet that can help stabilize
the exchange rate during a foreign exchange crisis. The Korea-China
currency swap should not be used as a defense mechanism in the
foreign exchange market but should be used to internationalize the
currencies of the two countries. For example, if a Korean company
that wants to invest in China issues RMB bonds in Seoul, bilateral
currency swaps can be used as a mechanism to secure insufficient
RMB liquidity. Similarly, in order to enable Chinese companies that
want to invest in Korea to issue won-denominated bonds in Shanghai,
sufficient won-denominated liquidity must be provided. The purpose of
currency swaps should be used for currency internationalization, not for
preventing foreign exchange crises. Therefore, limiting the triggering
requirements for bilateral currency swaps to crisis situations does not
help at all for currency internationalization. And it is still unclear how
effectively it will work in the event of a crisis. The currency swaps the
Bank of Korea signed with countries other than the United States
during the global financial crisis were useless. The only effective currency
swap was the dollar currency swap, which was temporarily opened by
the US Treasury Department. Considering all these points, it is necessary
to find a way to utilize currency swaps as a means of currency
internationalization.
Third, the internationalization of the won can create a structure that
competes with the yuan on the other hand. Since China does not
guarantee the convertibility of its currency as much as Korea, the
Chinese financial authorities may perceive it as an obstacle to the
internationalization of the yuan. However, it is important to dispel
these misconceptions. As Australia promoted the internationalization of
the Australian dollar, it rather induced Japanese capital to participate in
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the market. Rather, there will be areas where synergies can be created
with the internationalization of the yuan. In other words, crossinvestment can be made in the financial markets of both countries by
allowing the won and yuan to be freely traded at the same time. Most
representatively, by allowing the Chinese financial authorities to open a
direct trading route for stocks and bonds in Seoul, which is currently
only allowed in Hong Kong and London, it is possible to explore ways
in which the won-renminbi can play a role as an investment currency
without the intermediary of the dollar in both directions.
From the perspective of the Chinese financial authorities, although
Hong Kong maintains the one country, two systems, since it is a part
of China, it can be said that Hong Kong has been given preferential
treatment as a direct trading market for stocks and bonds. In a
situation where it is practically impossible to open a cross-trading market
in New York due to the US-China trade war, the mayor of London,
which is the most actively cooperating with the internationalization of
the yuan outside Hong Kong, was considered by Chinese policy
makers. Although the Shanghai-London cross-trading market was suspended,
the two countries resumed the cross-trading market in consideration of
economic interests. In the future, the Chinese financial authorities will
think about whether to give Seoul such a preference. We are not yet
fully prepared in that Korean financial institutions must have a high
level of understanding of the Chinese market in order to form a direct
stock and bond trading market with China. However, considering that
the financial markets of Northeast Asia will be integrated someday, it is
meaningful for the future to consider ways to revitalize the crosstrading market by at least referring to the precedent of the integration
of capital markets in the euro market.
Fourth, internationalization of the won could be the most important
preemptive measure to prevent being included in the RMB bloc in the
long run. If China makes significant progress in the internationalization
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of the yuan while the Korean financial authorities neglect the
internationalization of the won, it will inevitably result in the Korean
won being included in the RMB bloc. There may be no way for the
won to compete with the RMB settlement system, various RMB
derivatives, and abundant RMB liquidity. Therefore, the internationalization
of the won can be an innovative strategy that can develop an
independent financial market and capital market differentiated from
China. To do this, we need to get rid of the fear of loosening the
residual regulations. If we completely liberalize the procurement of
KRW by non-residents and develop attractive KRW-denominated financial
products, Seoul could be in the spotlight as a new international
financial center in East Asia. Switzerland’s strong position as a global
financial hub even when all neighboring countries use the euro should
not be envious but should be put into practice.
Based on the above discussion, we may think of a feasible roadmap
for KRW internationalization. First, on the assumption that financial
and foreign exchange market stability will be secured after overcoming
the Corona-19 pandemic, a task force for the internationalization of the
won will be formed and a mid- to long-term plan will be carefully
established. A mid-to-long-term plan of about 10 years will be a
blueprint for the internationalization of the won, which is based on the
cost-benefit analysis of the abolition or gradual relaxation of residual
regulations for the internationalization of the won. Second, a plan to
establish infrastructure for the internationalization of the won will be
established. The formation of an offshore KRW market is the most
important infrastructure, and through the expansion of market makers
and market participants, the internationalization of the won can be
progressed, so that the benefits rather than the costs will be increased.
At the same time, won swap arrangements with major countries can be
used not only in times of crisis, but also in actual won internationalization.
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4. Agenda for RMB and KRW Cooperation
4-1. Enhancing the Effectiveness of Bilateral Currency
Swap Lines (BSLs)
As the Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 evidently demonstrated,
countries in the region were closely interrelated and simultaneously
vulnerable to contagion from one another. Many Asian countries
became victims of volatile international capital flows. Financial instability
is unlikely to remain within the national borders of the country of
origin. Recognizing the need to establish regional financial arrangements
for the existing international financial facilities, the finance ministers of
ASEAN+3 at their meeting in Chiang Mai, Thailand in May 2000
agreed to strengthen the cooperative framework in the region through
the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI).
In 2010, the Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM) replaced
the CMI. CMIM introduced collective decision-making procedures for
CMI swap activation and adopted a self-managed reserve pooling
arrangement governed by a single contractual agreement. The total size
of the CMIM doubled to 240 billion USD in May 2012. However,
even during the period of the global financial crisis (GFC), there had
been no record of any execution. Instead, South Korea could enjoy the
bilateral swap facility from the United States. The Bank of Korea
(BOK) and the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) had maintained a $30
billion currency swap arrangement for 15 months during the GFC.
After the COVID-19 pandemic, South Korea was one of nine countries
that the Fed established temporary currency swap lines with. The $60
billion currency swap deal took effect in March 2020, and the BOK
and Fed extended it several times. At present, the facility is due to
expire on December 31, 2021.47)
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Currency swap arrangements have been basically designed for mitigating
the dollar shortages when the global financial markets became suddenly
unstable by unexpected shocks. Despite the increased trade and
financial integration, emerging market economies often have limited
access to reserve currency while a larger share of cross-border activity
is denominated or settled in the U.S. dollar, leaving EMs vulnerable to
a dollar liquidity shortage (Perks et al. 2021). The bilateral swap lines
can be seen as one of important facility in the Global Financial Safety
Net (GFSN). The size of the GFSN has increased significantly.
According to Perks et al. (2021), the GFSN amounted to about
US$18.5 trillion at end-2020, of which gross international reserves
accounted for about US$ 14.3 trillion, bilateral swap lines about US$
1.9 trillion, regional financing arrangements about US$ 1.3 trillion, and
the IMF about US$ 1 trillion.48)
In South Korea, following the BOK-Fed currency swap line, another
swap arrangement between the BOK and the People’s Bank of China
(PBoC) for an amount up to CNY 180 billion/KRW 38 trillion was
announced on 12 December 2008. On the same day, the maximum
amount of the existing bilateral won/yen swap arrangement with the
Bank of Japan was increased from USD 3 billion to USD 20 billion.
Those two bilateral swap facilities have a critical limitation for immediate
and effective activation, because they are local currency swaps. As
pointed out by Kim and Suh (2012), for the KRW/CNY and KRW/
JPY swaps to be more effectively activated, the currencies should be
used as invoice currencies, at least in the Asia region. However, such
47) Bahaj and Reis (2020) and Rose and Spiegel (2012) reported that the Fed swap lines were
effective at stabilizing financial conditions in the recipient countries. The U.S. Fed swap
lines with the five major central banks (ECB, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, Swiss
National Bank, and Bank of Canada) have been established on a permanent basis since
2013, while the U.S. Fed extended temporary swap lines to nine countries after the
outbreak of the COVID-19. See also Perks et al. (2021).
48) For details, see Perks et al. (2021).
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Asian currencies (KRW, CNY, JPY) have not been sufficiently used for
both trade and financial settlement. In that sense, if those local
currencies are more widely used for settlement among South Korea,
China and Japan, those swap arrangements would be more meaningful
for stabilizing the regional financial markets.
RMB internationalization will be an arduous process that take
considerable efforts and time. During the transition to full convertibility
and free floating of the RMB exchange rates, RMB internationalization
will create totally different implications to many Asian countries,
including South Korea. The international use of the RMB will cause
many Asian countries to be sensitive to the RMB exchange rate stability.
Many Asian banks and corporations will hold RMB-denominated assets
and liabilities. At that time, bilateral swap lines between South Korea
and China will be more useful for stabilizing the regional financial
markets. RMB internationalization may change the landscape of Asia’s
industrial and economic structures and promote and trade and financial
integration, thus generating a new kind of macroeconomic and financial
shocks on many Asian countries.
Initially before the official launch of RMB internationalization in
2009, the bilateral swap arrangements (BSAs) of PBoC with other
central banks were mainly aimed at providing liquidity support to its
counterparts, as the U.S. Fed conducted currency swaps with several
countries to provide dollar liquidity in times of crisis. Following the
global financial crisis, the PBoC signed eight currency swap agreements.
After the official announcement of RMB internationalization, the swap
arrangements were mainly aimed at encouraging the foreign central
banks to hold RMB as foreign exchange reserves. Currently, China has
agreements exceeding US$500 billion across 35 countries (21 more than
the U.S.) that provide RMB liquidity to trade partners over the longterm. Despite numerous agreements and more than CNY 3 trillion
available for swaps, very few countries have drawn upon their credit
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lines. While China’s ambitions have materialized into signed agreements,
the BSAs have been more symbolic than anything, with little indication
that the agreements have increased RMB use abroad.49) Furthermore,
most instances in which countries have tapped into their BSA were
initiated due to a lack of alternative options rather than a desire to
onboard RMB.
Pakistan and Argentina are two of the few nations that have tapped
into their BSAs. During times of financial stress, both Pakistan and
Argentina have used the BSAs to obtain RMB and convert it into
USD in offshore markets. Pakistan was the first country to do so
when it tapped into its US$10 billion line in 2013 after seeing a
sudden depletion in its foreign reserves. Rather than using the liquidity
to bolster RMB-denominated trade with China, however, it exchanged
it for USD to shore up its reserve. A similar situation ensued in
Argentina in 2014. As the nation faced extreme inflation of the peso
and teetered on the brink of an economic crisis, it was unable to
obtain US dollars, inhibiting importers from purchasing vital consumer
goods. Argentina drew upon its BSA with China, but like Pakistan,
rather than using it to facilitate trade between the two countries, the
RMB was instead part of a two-pronged approach by Argentina to
introduce USD into its domestic economy. In both instances, China
did not refuse against the RMB being converted to USD, rather
emphasized how the agreements could bolster international trade between
the nations.
By providing liquidity during times of crisis, China has proven to be
a reliable partner. The reputation may have begun to pay dividends, as
the Sino-Pakistani BSA doubled from CNY 10 billion (US$1.42b) to
49) McDowell (2019) questioned the effectiveness of Chinese BSLs in promoting trade
settlement in renminbi by showing limited drawings of Chinese BSLs. He argued that
China’s BSLs can be understood as a form of financial statecraft, which is designed for
achieving foreign policy ends.
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CNY 20 billion (US$2.84b) in 2018 and Pakistani trade settlement in
RMB surged by 250% in 2019. As recent as March 2020, Pakistan
proposed that it be further increased to CNY 40 billion (US$5.68b).
Similarly, Argentina increased its currency swap agreement with China
from CNY 70 billion (US$9.94b) to CNY 130 billion (US$18.47b) in
2018. These deals represent the progress being made on RMB
internationalization and the potential for bilateral trade to expand in
the future as China remains a strong and dependable financial partner.50)
In another instance of BSA utilization, Russia drew upon its swap
agreement between October 2015 and March 2016. Though undisclosed
how much was actually exchanged, a press release from the Russian
central bank noted that the funds were allocated to a limited number
of Russian and Chinese counterparts for the purpose of ‘supporting
bilateral trade and direct investment between the two countries.’51) As
such, trade experts have suggested that the RMB did ultimately make
its way to Russian companies and that the funds were used in
trade with China, leading to increased settlement between the two countries.
However, like both Argentina and Pakistan, this deal may simply
have been a targeted hedging move. Russia drew upon the BSA as
western sanctions caused the ruble to fall sharply. When drawing from
Chinese BSAs, Russia was able to undermine US-imposed sanctions as
sanctions largely target operations that use USD – when Russian
transactions were conducted in an alternative currency, they were able
to bypass any restrictions. Therefore, the purported increase in Chinese
and Russian trade was ostensibly driven by Russia’s intent to employ a
strategy of “de-dollarization,” or US sanctions avoidance as opposed to
reasons relating to the RMB’s value as an international currency.
50) The China Guys (July 6, 2020), https://thechinaguys.com/the-rise-of-the-renminbi-the
-reality-of-bilateral-swap-agree ments/.
51) Bank of Russia, “The Central Bank of the Russian Federation and People’s Bank of
China Successfully Launched Bilateral Currency Swap Arrangement ” (March 2, 2016).
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In mid-June of 2020, Turkey engaged in a swap with China. The
US$1.7 billion BSA between the two countries represented approximately
8% of the total US$21.08 billion of trade value between the two
nations in 2019. Following a government attempt to prop up the
Turkish lira, Turkey had desperately depleted its foreign exchange
reserves and sought help from financiers like the IMF and the US.
Unable to secure critical funding, Turkey pivoted to China for assistance
via its swap agreement. According to the Turkish central bank, while
the move was economically motivated, the influx of RMB ultimately
drove increased RMB-denominated trade settlement. Additionally, there are
ongoing discussions of expanding the line of credit between the two
countries in order to help Turkey avoid a major currency crisis, which
will likely scale RMB integration within the Turkish economy.
So

far,

China’s

BSAs

have

failed

to

materially

drive

the

internationalization of the RMB. While many agreements are in place,
the RMB lacks a robust framework for countries to value it more
highly than the USD or Euro. In most of the instances in which BSAs
were drawn upon, the RMB was simply leveraged as an intermediary to
obtain USD and generated minimal traction in increased RMBdenominated trade.
In the long run, there is value in the BSAs. The US$500 billion total
available through China’s BSAs represents a potential catalyst for
increased trade activity between China and its trade partners in the
future. Additionally, China’s ability to offer an alternative channel for
liquidity outside of the Western financial system is welding diplomatic
relationships that will serve to increase global confidence in the RMB.
As China slowly phases out capital controls, RMB usage is likely to
grow, and BSAs may play an increasingly important role in the
sustainable offshore circulation of the redback over the long-term.
Then, like the U.S. Fed swap lines, the Chinese swap lines will contribute
to both financial stability and RMB internationalization.
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4-2. Strengthening the Role of Local Currencies in the
Invoice and Settlement of Trade and Investment
Korean companies and Chinese companies should be encouraged to
use local currencies (Korean Won or Chinese yuan) to invoice and
settle bilateral trade and investment. China has become the largest trade
partner of Korea, namely the largest export destination and the largest
import source country. In recent years, the bilateral trade between
Korea and China, in terms of aggregate values, has reached over USD
300 billion. Meanwhile, the two-way direct investment between China
and Korea is also growing. Currently, USD is playing a dominant role
in the invoice and settlement for the trade and investment. If both
sides gradually increase the usage of local currencies, KRW or RMB,
rather than USD, to invoice and settle those trade and investment,
either KRWI or RMBI may significantly benefit from such a change.

4-3. Expanding the Cooperation in the Area of Capital
Market
Although still maintaining relatively heavy restrictions on capital
inflows and outflows, China has been trying to open its capital market
gradually since the beginning of this century. Through various institutional
arrangements, such as QFII (qualified foreign institutional investor
arrangements), QDII (qualified domestic institutional investors arrangements),
RQFII (QFII denominated in RMB), RQDII (QDII denominated in
RMB), “Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect”, “Shenzhen-Hong Kong
Connect”, “Mainland-Hong Kong Bond Connect” and many other
innovative measures, China has been opening its capital market gradually.
With these institutional innovations, a large amount of foreign capital
has moved into China’s stock market while more and more middleclass Chinese people has started to make portfolio investment abroad.
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The market volatility in 2015 made authorities to decide tighten capital
control temporarily, but more liberalization measures were announced
and be taken into action in the past three years. In 2020, due to the
quick economic recovery from the COVID-19 shock and the high
investment yield (the yield gap of ten-year treasury bill between China
and US was over 200 bps in the second half of 2020), China has been
experiencing surge of foreign capital inflows.
South Korea has a tremendously large current account surplus with
China. It should be beneficial to both sides if more capital move into
China’s capital market. Following up the pilot scheme of “ShanghaiHongkong connect” and “Shenzhen-Hongkong connect”, the security
regulatory authorities in Korea and China should start to discuss the
possibility of launching “Shanghai-Seoul connect” sooner or later. And
certainly, Korea’s qualified investors may enlarge the scale of purchasing
stocks and bonds in China through QFII and other arrangements. On
the other hand, Korea has a very sophisticated capital market, especially
the financial derivative market, through QDII arrangement, Chinese
investors may also benefit significantly from making more investment there.
From the perspective of mobilization of financial resources, there are
also many chances for cooperation between China and Korea. For
instance, due to the increasing tension between China and United
States, many Chinese high-tech companies may no longer have chance
to go IPO in the US stock markets even though they are featured with
high quality and very profitable. As an alternative, Seoul could be a
good place for these Chinese companies (at least part of them) to
launch IPO. On the other hand, China is trying to make more progress
on the internationalization of its bond markets, especially the treasury
bill market. Korea companies may find it is worth to issue RMB
denominated bond in China, such as Panda Bond.
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In short, it is quite certain that a more closed cooperation in capital
market between Korea and China may significantly push forward both
KWI and RMBI.

4-4. Strengthening the Role of Offshore Market
A highly opened capital account is good for improving the liquidity
of financial assets and enhancing the credibility of the financial system,
and therefore beneficial to the currency internationalization. However, it
is not necessarily the case that there will be no progress on currency
internationalization until an entire liberalization of capital account is
realized. The rapid development of the Hong Kong offshore RMB
market from the July of 2009 till mid of 2015 has shown that RMB
internationalization can get progress even China retains selective capital
controls. In fact, the Eurodollar market in the 1950s and 1960s provides
a very interesting historical precedent for such a process. In that case,
the US dollar became much more influential as an invoice and
settlement currency through the offshore market, while the US domestic
financial market itself retained many restrictions, including controls on
cross-border capital movement.
Given that China will still maintain certain restrictive measures on
cross-border capital flows though it has decided to further enhance its
financial openness in the coming years. Therefore, RMBI will continue
to be pushed forward through both onshore and offshore market.
Seoul is a very important financial centers in East Asia and even in the
world. It could be developed into an offshore RMB market, following
Hong Kong, Taipei, and Singapore.
On the other hand, Shanghai, Beijing, and some other Chinese cities
may also become attractive places for Korean Won’s overseas business
and accordingly push forward KWI. For years, China has been launching
a pilot scheme on offshore financial market in these cities through
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so-called “Free Trade Zone” (FTZ) arrangement. Basically, within FTZ,
capital account is convertible. Like New York Banking Facility created
by US financial regulator in 1978, through certain specific banking
account, the financial institution can run business with overseas institutions
freely, including borrowing and lending abroad as well as doing currency
exchange. Given that there are many Korean companies doing business
in China, such an offshore won market will provide much convenience
to them.
In order to strengthen the role of offshore markets for RMB and
Korean Won, it is necessary to increase the openness of financial service
sector in both countries. In April 2018, President Xi Jinping announced
at the Boao Forum for Asia that China would enlarge the openness of
financial services sector to the outside world. In the following the three
years, the restriction of foreign ownership in China’s commercial banks,
securities, insurance and funds was significantly relaxed and almost fully
abolished. So, it has actually created a great opportunity for Korea’s
financial institutions to set up branches, subsidiaries or joint venture
entities in China. Meanwhile, Korea may also need to allow more
Chinese financial institutions to settle down in Seoul and other cities.

5. Conclusion
In his short book review, Barry Eichengreen (2021) reexamined the
dollar-centered international financial system. On August 15, 1971, a
half century ago, President Richard M. Nixon announced that the
United States was preemptively closing the “gold window,” the financial
facility through which the country made gold available to foreign central
banks at $35 an ounce of gold. Nixon’s announcement evidently marked
the end of the Breton Woods International monetary and financial
system, and at the same time, at least the beginning of the end of the
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U.S. economic and monetary hegemony. Since then, Breton Woods
gave way to what economist John Williamson named the international
monetary “non-system.”
Jeffrey E. Garten’s Three Days at Camp David (2021) starts with the
introduction of the characters who assembled at Camp David to chart
a new course: President Nixon, Treasury Secretary John Connally, Treasury
Under-Secretary Paul Volcker, Office of Management and Budget
Director George Shultz, and Federal Reserve Chair Arthur Burns.
Nixon’s goal was to manage international economic issues in a way
that would avoid undercutting his foreign policy priorities, such as a
diplomatic opening to China and an arms-control agreement with the
Soviet Union. Connally was a ruthless and nationalistic political operator
without economic principles, and he sought to “put America first.”
Shultz was strongly principled with so-called Chicago School tradition
of opposition to price controls and thus he firmly believed that
currencies should be allowed to float in the market. Volcker was an
advocate of fixed exchange rates. And Burns aimed to contain costpush inflation through imposition of wage and price controls.
Garten’s narrative shows that Nixon was the key decision maker,
despite his lack of economic expertise. The final agreement within this
Nixon’s economic brain trust entailed closing the gold window (over
Burns’ objections), imposing a wage and price freeze (over Shultz’s
objections), and applying a 10% import charges (over Volcker’s
objections). We along with Garten’s subtitle of his book may ask a
question of the extent to which the secret meeting at Camp David
truly “transformed the global economy.” Contrary to expectations at
the time, the dollar remains the dominant international and reserve
currency even today, just as it was before. Closing the gold window
did nothing to change this legacy. Moreover, freely floating exchange
rates are still the exception to the rule. As Garten himself concludes,
the spirit of Bretton Woods was preserved.
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50 years later, there were still wildly opposing views of how the
international monetary system should be reformed among government
officials and economic intellectuals. Eichengreen reviewed another book,
Jose Antonio Ocampo’s Resetting the International Monetary (Non) System.
Ocampo is critical of the prevailing orthodoxy that places an unfair
adjustment burden on deficit countries while not imposing symmetric
obligations on surplus countries. Today’s international monetary system
still heavily depends on the U.S. dollar, exposing other countries to
erratic U.S. monetary policies and generating procyclical boom-bust
cycles. It also places countries at the tender mercies of the U.S. Fed
for currency swaps when there is a shortage of dollar liquidity. When
market participants are asking when the Fed will reduce the dollar
liquidity and will start raising interest rates, a step that could disrupt
capital flows to emerging markets, these concerns are widely shared.
His view is valid in many points. Then, we may be keenly interested in
Ocampo’s recommendations for reform of the international monetary
system.
First, the IMF should symmetrically require both surplus and deficit
countries to adjust. This can be achieved through stronger mechanisms
of macroeconomic policy coordination, including greater cooperation in
managing exchange rates and more generous extension of automatic
credit lines to deficit countries. Nevertheless, this recommendation is
too ambitious. As the debate on the need for an international lender
of last resort dated back to the inception of the Breton Woods system,
with Keynes’ own proposal for an international clearing union. We
remember that Keynes’ proposal was rejected in favor of the U.S.
proposal, which was based on the idea of a credit union in which each
member’s access to balance of payments finance was to be based on
the quota it contributed to the common financial resource pool and on
a reciprocal commitment to grant credit to other members.
The IMF may review global imbalances and issues periodic reports
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about the required policy actions for countries needed to adjust.
However, the IMF cannot compel adjustment or necessary policy
measures by surplus countries whose currencies are strong. Only deficit
countries are required to follow necessary actions for securing the
financial assistance from the IMF. Furthermore, international policy
coordination has never been successful within the G7 or G20 countries.
Particularly in the context of the U.S.-China great power competition,
it is too early to anticipate any meaningful cooperation between the
U.S. and China in the macroeconomic policy objectives.
Second, Ocampo argues that the world should move away from the
dollar in favor of an internationally issued global reserve asset. He
advocates expanding the issuance of IMF special drawing rights (SDRs,
the Fund’s reserve asset). In addition, he argues that central banks
should diversify their foreign exchange reserves. However, this
recommendation cannot be readily acceptable. As for the euro and the
renminbi, Eichengreen firmly concludes that neither possesses the
attraction of the dollar. The eurozone lacks a European Treasury to
complement the European Central Bank (ECB). There is a dearth of
AAA-rated, euro-denominated Treasury securities for other central banks
to hold as reserves. As for China, it maintains capital controls largely
restricting foreigner’s access into Chinese financial assets, which limits
the utility of its currency for cross-border financial transactions.
Although everyone seemingly wants reform of the international
monetary system, there is no easy consensus about what such reform
should entail. Devils are in the detail. As clearly pointed out by
Eichengreen, what Garten writes about 1971 – that there existed profound
disagreements about the appropriate structure of the international
monetary system – is still true today. Until any fundamental change
happens, an international monetary non-system will continue.
Despite China’s economic clout, the international status of its currency,
the RMB, does not yet match that of its economy. That is neither
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surprising nor disappointing at all. China is still the largest emerging
economy with some constraints over free capital mobility. China has its
own path to a more open capital account. It will continue to take a
gradual way to remove the remaining restrictive measures on crossborder capital flows. The cautious approach has been effective at
promoting the RMB’s international presence, and furthermore will
smooth the bumpy path while stabilizing the domestic financial and
currency markets. As Prasad (2020) pointed out, the RMB’ prospects as
a global currency will ultimately be shaped by broader domestic policies,
especially those related to financial market development, exchange rate
flexibility, and capital account liberalization. Amid the COVID-19
pandemic, the RMB internationalization is not an urgent issue. Nevertheless,
the internationalization of RMB continued to enhance the function of
RMB as a payment, investment, and reserve currency in 2020 and the
first half of 2021. Under the new development framework of dual
circulation, China will enjoy tremendous benefits from further upgrading
of the RMB internationalization until 2035.
Similarly, the KRW internationalization will be a long-term agenda.
However, that issue has never been seriously discussed during the
recent years. Korea’s position toward currency internationalization is
quite different from China. Korea is not pursuing the goal of displacing
the dollar’s dominance in the current problematic international financial
architecture. Instead, the KRW internationalization is a matter of the
government’s willingness. It will be most important to resolve the
anxiety about the internationalization of the won and to change the
mindset that the internationalization of the won can be used as a new
opportunity for Korea’s financial development.
Both China and Korea are playing very important role in the global
economy. The internationalization of RMB and KRW will not only
benefit their own economies (eliminate the original sin), but also
promote the reform of the current international monetary system. A
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multi-polar global reserve system may help strengthen the fiscal discipline
of the reserve-currency-issuing countries, weaken the Triffin Dilemma,
and therefore benefit the global financial stability.
China and Korea should further strengthen bilateral financial and
economic cooperation, in order to push forward the process of RMB
and KRW internationalization. Since either RMB or KRW only has
very small share in the global monetary system, it should be too early
to worry about the competition between each other. Cooperation should
be the domination.
For the cooperation between these two currency internationalization,
the main policy suggestions may at least include: (1) increasing the
bilateral currency swap lines (BSLs) and making them more effective;
(2) encouraging more usage of RBM and KRW in bilateral trade and
direct investment; (3) encouraging more Chinese investors to hold
KRW denominated assets and so does the other party; (4) accelerating
the development of offshore RMB market in Seoul while having
increasingly important offshore KRW market in China; (5) strengthening
the coordination and cooperation in exchange rate policies.
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